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NASA/ESA CV-990 SPACELAB SIMULATION
FINAL REPORT

A Joint Endeavor by
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

and European space Agency

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the 1980 time period, an advanced space transportation
system will be used to conduct experiments in the space environment. This
system will consist of a laboratory (Spa...eIab) carried into orbit by the
reusable Space Shuttle. Spacelab is being developed and constructed in
Europe under the direction of the European Space Agency (ESA). The Space
Shuttle Orbiter is being built by the United States under management of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

Spacelab is being designed to be a versatile laboratory capable of
accommodating a variety of experiments. The pressurized Spacelab module pro-
vides a shirtsleeve environment in which up to four payload specialists can
operate experiments using the basic resources provided by the laboratory.
Similarities between the method of experiment accommodation and operations
planned for Si'ce1ab and the methods used in conducting experimentation
aboard aircraft by the NASA-Ames Airborne Science Office (ASO) led to the
NASA-ESA Joint Mission, the sixth mission in the ASSESS (Airborne Science/
Spacelab Experiments System Siniulation) program. The vehicle chosen was the
NASA CV-990 aircraft, which offers a laboratory environment of about the same
size as Spacelab (fig. 1).

Previous ASSESS missions for the study of applications of ASO techniques
to Spacelab operations are reported in references 1-11. The Joint Mission was
the second in the se-ries to utilize experiment operators (EOs); the first
involved only a single experiment and two operators (refs. 9 and 10). This
mission was the first large-scale simulation using the CV-990 with EOs and
international participation, and it provided by far the most realistic Spacelab
simulation to date.

Initial plans for the mission were discussed in February 1974. An
exchange of letters between NASA and ESA in August 1974 formalized the Joint
Mission. Six experiments were selected: three from Europe and three from
the United States. The simulation mission took place at the NASA-Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California, USA, between April 30 and Juiie 24,
1975.

Spacelab payload manpower is limited to a maximum of four, which means
that payload specialists often will be acting as proxy operators for principal
investigators' (PIs) experiments. To test the concept of proxy operation,
four experiment operators were selected and trained on the six experiments.
During the simulation period, the flOs performed all experiment operations,
including data taking, normal servicing, and minor repairs. For the entire
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simulation period, the four LOs and the Mission Manager were confined to the
aircraft and an adjacent sleeping area. The decision to confine the Mission
Manager was in keeping with the mission plan to adhere closely to Airborne
Science management techniques for this ficst full-scale iimulation using the
CV-990 aircraft. All communications with the outside world during the simula-
tion period were handled by communications links (audio and video) simulating
those planned for Spacelab. Scientific data were taken on all EO and P1
flights.

English was the official language of the mission. Participants in the
mission were British, American, French, Dutch, and German. With the exception
of some members of the team fromfrom the Observatory of Moudon, all participants
were fluent in English or sufficiently fluent to be understood as intended.
No serious misunderstandings were noted at any time because of any language
problem.

A concise statement of the major findings of the NASA-ESA Joint Mission
is given in the Executive Summary (ref. 12). The present report develops and
evaluates the main base of mission information, giving special emphasis to
management techniques, payload development, operator training, and the overall
performance of the mission organization during thc simulation period. Results
are summarized to highlight areas of particular relevance to Spacelab planning.
The considerable body of detailed information available from the Joint Mission
is incorporated into appendixes to this report that are published under
separate cover, as listed in the Table of Contents herein.

Information for this report and separate appendixes has been gathered from
several sources: the records of a team of observers who flew on all flights
and observed mission activities in detail, mission operatma1 records, mission
planning documentation, information prepared by the PIs and EOs, an extensive
debriefing following the simulation period, and individual interviews with mis-
sion participants. This report 15 a joint NASA/ESA effort, with inputs from a
large number of persons from both agencies who were concerned with the mission.
A roster of participants is provided at the end of this text.

MISSION OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES

The overall objective of the Joint ASSESS Mission was to evaluate a
simplified management and implementation concept for conducting Spacolab-like
experiment operations. The following were subordinate mission objectives:

1. To experience involvement in international cooperative payload activities

2. To evaluate experiment design approaches for Spacelab experiments

3. To determine the impact of operational requirements and procedures
on Spacelab design

4. To evaluate payload and mission operations

5. To assess 1;echniclues for smooth integration oiT experiments and equipment

6. To analyze factors affecting selection and training of payload
specialists, particularly in proxy experiment operation.
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The .Joint ASSESS Mission also served to encourage the development of a cadre
of potential Spacelab experimenters, The mission did not address physiological
or psychological factors.

The mission guidelines were designed to ensure a high degree of realistic
simulation. The guidelines were consrained to the capabilities of the CV-990
aircraft, ASO practices, and the requirements for Spacelab as stated about one
year before the ASSESS mission. The completa guidelines are provided in the
Mission Operating Plan (appendix 1!) and are summarized below:

1. Authentic science to be performed

2. Six basic experiments to be operated (three European, threeU.S.)

3. Ames ASO practices to be used as sarting point for mission planning
and execution

4. Participation of PIs in overall mission to be maximized

5. Pour EOs (two European, to U.S.) to operate experiments in proxy
role (i.e.. on behalf of the PIs)

6. Simulation period to cover 5 days with a data flight each 24-hr
period (experiments operated by UOs), with EOs and the Mission
Manager confined to vehicle and living quarters

7. Unconstrained flights to be conducted for 2 weeks following the
simulation period (experiments operated by Pis)

8. All supporting equipment, tools, and spare parts to be carried on
board

9. Spacelab subsystems to be simulated where possible

10. Use of experiment support equipment to be shared

11. Communication to be limited to one video downlink, two 2-way voice
links.

MISSION MANAGEMENT

Policy Management

Mission Planning Group

Basic guidance for the mission was provided by the seven-member Mission
Planning Group (MPG) which comprised representatives from both NASA and ESA
Headquarters organizations and from the Marshall, Johnson, and Ames NASA cen-
ters. Seven planning sessions were held between May 1974 and June 1975 at
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whicli the MPG set the schedule, ratified the selection of experiments and EOs,
developed the mission guidelines, and checked the status of the mission at all
critical points. The detailed schedule developed by the MPG for the entire
mission is shown in table 1.

Experiment Selection

Experiment selection started in late February 1974 in Europe as ESA
solicited proposals from interested sponsors. Three were selected by early
April on the grounds of developmental status, scientific desirability, and
Spacelab compatibility. These ixperinients were approved by the MPG at their
May 1 mooting and ESA monitored the experimenter grants. Selection of the
three U.S. experiments followed in September 1974 with experiments chosen by
NASA Headquarters to complement the European group. MPG approval was obtained
prior to October 1, and the Mission Manager was assigned as technical monitor
of experimenter grants.

Experiment Operator Selection

Four BOs wert , selected for this mission, two by ESA and two by NASA
Headquarters. Selection was approved at the MPG September mooting. The flOs
represented a broad spectrum of experience, ranging from that of a graduate
science student to a scientist/astronaut ) so as to provide insight on training
requirements for subjects with different amounts of scientific background.
Grants for the European and U.S. EOs were monitored by ESA and the NASA Mission
Manager s respectivcly,

Implementation Management

Mission preparations and operations were implemented by the organizations
shown in figures 2 and 3. During the simulation period, two ineinbers of the
MPG, one from NASA and one from BSA Headquarters, were the overall mission
authority (NASA/ESA panel) to ensure that the dirc.tivcs of the MPG were car-
ried out and, if necessary, to make top-level policy decisions involving
agency interests. The interaction between management and operations is
discussed further under Mission Operations,

Mission Manager

The Mission Manager, from the ASO, was the single point of contact for
all negotiations, decisions, and assistance in carrying Out the mission from
inception to completion. With the aid of one full-time assistant, he imple-
mented the directives of the MPG; communicated with the Pis relative to their
mission responsibilities; and handled all detailed planning of expeimont
integration, flight operations f and support activities. Ile was responsible,
for example, for developing the Mission Operating Plan, the layout of experi-
ments in the aircraft, the distribution of aircraft electrical power, the
procurement of supplies and experiment-support equipment, arrangements for the
use of the airborne digital data acquisition system (AJJI)AS), and development
of preliminary flight plans to meet the PIs' scientific objectives.
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TABLE 1.- SCHEDULE FOR NASA/ESA JOINT ASSESS MISSION
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TABLE 1.- SCHEDULE FOR NASA/EA JOINT ASSESS MISSION - Concluded
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Day-to-day mission arrangements during the experiment integration,
ground training, and flight periods were in the hands of the Mission Manager.
During the integration period he and his assistant provided the point of con-
tact between the experimenters and the shop personnel who fabricated special
mounting brackets and performed the physical installation work in the aircraft.

The Mission Manager or his assistant directed operations in ice 'ircraft
during the ground training period, which simulated flight eonditi . iith tho
aircraft parked so that astronomical observations wore possible. 	 hey con-
trolled the application of aircraft electrical power and coordinated the
activities of the experiment rs via the aircraft intercom system. During this
time, they also worked with the PIs in setting up final details of desired
flight plans for data flights.

On the four flights before the simulation week, the Mission Manager and
his assistant were responsible for all flight details that pertained to the
experimenters. Only the Mission Manager f1e on the five flights during the
week of the Spacelab simulation. Ile acted as the Spacolab Mission Specialist
and was confined with the four EOs. For this period, the Mission Manager was
assisted by the Mission Scientist, who was located at the Mission Operations
Center. The P1 data flights following the simulation period were directed by
the Mission Manager and his assist	 as in the first four flights.

Tho Mission Manager was not involved in detailed plan	 for the
e1ectrom.gnetic interference (EMI) measurements, which were :de under the
diieetion of ESTEC engineers before and after the simulation period. Ile did,
however, arrange for space for one rack of instrumentation and schedule the
EMI tests so that they did not interfere with other mission functions.

Mission Scientist

The Mission Scientist was selected froin the ASO to WOTk with the PIs
during the simulation period. He was the "on-ground' coordinator and arbiter
of science planning for the simulation flights; final approval of tho unified
flight requirements remained with the Mission Manager. This delegation of
responsibility relieved him of much planning detail, reduced the number of
active interfaces demanding his attention, and allowed flight operations
planning to begin early in tfle day when the confined crew was still asleep.

EO and P1 Roles

During the preparatory period of the mission, the PIs' primary
responsibility was the development and fabrication of their experimental
eqLpment. A special responsibility of the PIs for the Joint Mission was the
development and implementation of training plans for the EOs. During the
experiment integration period, the individual Pis again had primary responsi-
bility for each experiment. The EOs assisted them in various ways as needed
and used this period to further their familiarization with the equipment.
After the experiments were installed on the aircraft, te flOs assisted the
Pis in the checlout process, which was followed by a period of experiment



operation on the ground. The latter was intended primarily for P1 instruction
of the EOs in experiment operation, but the time was largely usurped by the
PIs for final experiment alignment and checkout.

The PIs whose experiments involved more than one organization had the
additional responsibility of coordinating the separate portions of their
experiment. For the Meuclon/Groningen portions of a three-way cooperative
effort, this task generally was performed satisfactorily, except that the
third participant (ficm Ames) was not informed about an interference with the
dewar mounting tha wss discovered by the European coexperimenters. The Ames
experimenter, who also had to attach a dewar to the Meudon telescope, redis-
covered the difficulty much later. The JPL/Alaska/Colorado experiment,
involving three widely separated organizations, suffered from a lack of commu-
nication aiong the participants. Mechanical mounting problems were not
settled until after the start of the experiment integration period, despite
extreme effort by the Mission Manager.

Experiment operation during the simulation period was the responsibility
of the LOs. The PIs on the ground planned the observations for each flight
and analyzed the data from each in a preliminary manner as a guide to planning
for the following flight. During the data flights following the simulation
period, the PIs . perated their experiments in the usual manner. On a few of
these flights, one or more of the 130s flew aa member of a P1 team and
assisted in experiment operation.

Mission Operations Manager

The Mission Operations Manager directed a ground-based mission operations
center (MOC), which was set up only for the simulation period and staffed 24
hr per day. The MOC housed the Mission Operations Manager, the PIs, the Mis-
sion Scientist, and the NASA/ESA panel (fig. 4). The operations manager also
was responsible for the maintenance and operation of the communications with
the aircraft, and the provision of necessary supplies such as cryogenics and
meals for the confined personnel. He led the daily debriefings before and
after each flight and was responsible for the transfer of data between the
aircraft and the ground.

Mission Documentation and Reviews

Documentation

The program was operated with a minimum of documentation. Solicitation
of ESA experiments was by formal Announcement of Flight Opportunity (AFO) in
late February 1974. NASA Headquarters solicitation was conducted informally
among interested members of the scientific community. Experimenters submitted
proposals describing their experiments and objectives for consideration.
Successful proposers were notified by letter from ESA or NASA.

The two control documents were the CV-990 Experimenters' Handbook (ref.
13) which is similar to the Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook (ref. 14),
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and the Mission Operating Plan (MOP), prepared by the Mission Manager. The
CV- 090 Experimenters' Handbook, which was given to all experimenters soon after

-ir selection, describes the aircraft and its facilities, specifies special
requirements to be met by the P1 on the mounting of the equipment in the air-
craft, and gives a general description of the aircraft as a laboratory environ-
ment. This document provided sufficient information on matters of general
interest but lacked certain specific information on interface control. In
particular, safety requirements were not covered in sufficient detail to enable
the first-time experimenter to proceed with confidence, and it was necessary to
seek clarification from the Mission Manager. The MOP detailed the experiments
to be flown, and described the mission management and organization, following
the directives of the MPG. The MOP was issued in November 1974 for distribu-
tion at the November MPG and Experimenters' meeting in Paris. A revised plan
was issued in January 1975. Significant mission documentation is reviewed in
appendix E.

Implementation documents were initiated by the Wssion Manager, and by
the PIs at his request. Two Experimenters' Bulletins were issued in March
and April 1975 to update mission plans and progress; to outline the informa-
tion that would be needed for the experiment readiness review; to request
final status on experiment support required from the airborne central data
system, flight data systems, and aircraft electrical power systems; and to
review special ASSESS-related information requests. Other management docu-
ments were aircraft flight plans, approvals by the Airworthiness and Flight
Safety Review Board, an experiment integration schedule, and various Ames
orders and records.

Implementing documents requested of the PIs dealt with experiment
accommodations and E0 training. Preliminar y sketches of the assembled experi-
ment and component descriptions were due in July, with detailed drawings (or
sketches) and stress analyses of mounting hardware in early December. Docu-
mentation of software requirements for the onboard data system and ASO-.
supplied support equipment were to be completed by February. 130 training
plans, evaluation criteria, and training milestone charts were requested by
mid-December.

ASSESS-specific documentation that had no direct bearing on the conduct
of the mission was deferred until arrival at Ames. The 130s, with the aid of
the Pis, preparei extensive detailed information on the experiments during the
installation and checkout period. This information included experiment devel-
opment descriptions, changes made for this missici, lists of individual com-
ponents with their dimensions and electrical parameters, and special tool and
supply lists for each experiment. The 10s, with P1 assistance, also prepared
detailed procedures for the operation of the experiments.

Reviews

Pour management reviews of mission preparations were conductJ covering
all aspects of the operation, from the individual experiment to the conduct
of the overall mission. Their subjects and timing were as follows:
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1. Experiment readiness reviews (ERR), late March to early April

2. Plight safety briefing (PSB), April 20

3. Airworthiness and Flight Safety Review Board (AFSRB), May 16

4. Mission readiness review (MRR), M.y 29.

Experiment Readiness Review. Early ASSESS program experience demonstrated
the nod for a program milestone, scheduled about one month prior to experiment
shipment, to assure timely completion of experiment preparation. Accordingly,
the ERR concept (a Mission Manager function) was applied in two Spacelah simu-
lation missions prior to the Joint Mission (refs. 8 .-. 10), By the end of March
each experiment for the Joint Mission was to be assembled, tested, and inte-
grated into the standard experiment racks. The Hs were also to provide final
definition of GFB support requirements, experimenter-provided supplies and
test equipment, and procedures to counteract equipment malfunctions during the
mission. The ERR included a review of UO training status and final program
content to assure adequate preparation, particularly with respect to integrated
mission simulation. Experiment readiness reviews are considered in more
detail in the next section.

Plight Safety Briefing. The FSB is a normal safety procedure for all
airborne science missions. This briefing was required for all •loint. Mission
personncl who would fly in any phase of the mission, and served to acquaint
them with normal safety practice in the aircraft environment, to define pro-
cedures developed to assure the safe operation of specific experiments, and
to explain and demonstrate the use of emergency equipment. The FSB was
chaired by the Mission Manager and scheduled for the later stages of experiment
integration when safety equipment had been positioned in the cabin.

Airworthiness and Flight Safety Review Board. The AFSRB is the final
authority on safety for all airborne science missions and must give written
approval before fli ghts begin. The board consists of experts in several
pertinent disciplines appointed by Ames management, and has broad overall
responsibility for all aspects of flight safety. Safety preparations for the
Joint Mission followed normal ASO procedures. Day-to-day decisions were made
by the Mission Manager with the support of the Airworthiness Assurance Office
(AAO) of the Ames Aircraft Operations Division. Unique experiment require-
ments, special procedures, and long lead-time designs were reviewed by the
board well ahead of the formal premission review on May 16. At the May 16
meeting, the Mission Manager reviewed the details of each experiment installa-
tion, the flight schedule and associated plans, and any special arrangements
(e.g., living accommodations) peculiar to the mission. His presentation was
supported by design specialists, flight planners, operations personnel, and
the command pilot for in-depth response to board inquiries.. PIs and EOs were
not present at the review. As a result of excellent coordination innong the
Mission Manager, AAO engineers, and the AI 7SRB during earlier stages of mission
preparations, the overall plan was accepted by the hoard with only minor
changes related to the safety of the confined simulation crew.

Following the third flight of the presimulation checkout period, the
board met again to consider procedural changes requested bv the Mcudon P1 to
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facilitate operation of the Meudon/Groningen experiment. Approval was given
to operate with a rnylar cover over the telescope port and for limited overwater
flights.

Mission Readiness Review. The MRR was held by the Mission Manager on
May 29 to assess the status of experiments and EUs at the completion of the
scheduled chec1out and training flights. With few exceptions, rioither Pis nor
EOs had completed their preparations. By urgent request, an additional equip-
ment checkout flight was scheduled for the PIs, while arrangements were made
for intensive on- . ground training of EOs on each of the three days remaining
before the simulation period. Thls review is discussed in more detail under
MISSION GROUND OPERATIONS.

PAYLOAD I)EVELOPMENT

A nucleus of three European experiments was chosen on the grounds of
developmental status, scientific desirability, and Spacelab compatibility.
This payload nucleus was complemented by the choice of three compatible U.S.
experiments, one of which comprised three individual experiments that were
developed independently but intended for operation as a single integrated
experiment. The sharing of basic experiment hardware created complex require-
ments for programmed interchange of sensors on a priority basis by the EOs
during the flight period, just as may be expected on Spacelab.

The six experiments are summarized in table 2. Two Involved more than
one research organization. The first was a spontaneous alliance of coinvosti-
gators, while the second resulted from NASA's combining two separate proposals.
This section provides a brief discussion of objectives, pla.nning criteria,
and procedures for experiment design and development; a description of each
experiment, its preparation for the mission, and its readiness review status
prior to shipment to Ames; and a brief evaluation of management effectiveness
in the planning and development of the overall mission scientific payload.

Objectives, Guidelines, and Procedures

One of the objectives of the Joint ASSESS Mission was to "evaluate
design approaches for Spaceab experiments' 111 terms of the overall method
applied and the instrumentation design. The experiment development period
extended from the selection date until the experiment readiness review (ERR),
at which time all equipment changes, component verification, assembly, and
bench testiiig of the complete experiment were scheduled for completion. Inte-
gration into standard racks would be completed, or nearly so, with only such
tasks as final adjustment and calibration remaining to be done. In Spacelab
terminology, this is the Level IV integration task as defined in the section
on MISSION GROUND OPERATIONS in this report.

Planning Criteria

P1 planning was guided by several principles and requirements, summarized
below:
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TABLE 2. - EXPERIMENTS FOR CV-990 NASA/ESA ASSESS MISSION

Organization	 E Instrumentation

T00-cm Cassegrain
CNRS-Verrires	 telescope with
University of Groningen 	 filter wheel IR

photometer
Cooled (? bolometer

Measurement

High-resolution map-
ping of dark clouds
and 1111 regions

Code
umber

El

E2 Queen Mary College	 lPolarizing inter-
1 fcrometr
Cooled Go holometer

E3	 University of	 jImaging Isocon TV
Southampton	 camera

IR photometer
All-sky camera

IR emission spectrum
of upper atmosphere

Observation of OH
airglow clouds

USI	 NASA-Ames Research	 30-cm Cassegrain	 Near IR spectra of
Center	 telescope (Moudon)	 Venus and Late type

with variable	 stars
filter-wedge

I
spect rometer

Coolod InSb detector

UV visible, and near
IR measurements of
atmospheric trans-
parency, solar flux
planetary atmos-
pheres, and inter-
stellar molecules

U32	 NASA-Jet Propulsion 	 Tunable acousto-
Lahoratory	 optical filter

spectrometers (2)
with telescopes

University of Alaska	 1-m Ehert-Fastie
spectrometer,
telescope and sta-
bilized mirror

University of Colorado	 12.5-cm Ebert-Fastie
spectrometer

US3	 University of New Mexico 35-mm camera with IR
image intensifier

16-mm camera with
image intensifier
for time-lapse
photography

Filter-wheel IR
Photometer

IR photography of OH
airglow clouds
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1. Modifications necessary to meet aircraft and/or Spacelab simulation
constraints must not invalidate the scientific significance of the
experiment.

2. Manpower required to operate and maintain the experiment should be
compatible with IO assignments and time-sharing agreements.

3. Controls, status indiators, and monitor devices should be centrally
located for ease of operation. It is expected that experiment groups
under the purview of one EO will be controlled from one location. It
is suggested that elements of control and status for the entire
payload be coordinated for display on one central panel.

4. Experiments should utilize the central airborne computer for recording
and processing data, insofar as this facility will benefit the overall
science effort.

5. Experiments should he configured to protect against electromagnetic
interference (EMI) from aircraft support and communication systems,
and from other experiments in the payload. [)efini ive measurements
of the EMI environment should be made for the integrated payload.

Development Requirements

Table 3 summarizes the initial status and subsequent development of the
experiments; for clarity, the three parts of experiment 13S2 are listed sepa-
rately for a total of eight table entries (individual experiments). The
initial status of the selected experiments varied widely from design studies
to equipment with several years' history of operation. Three of the eight
individual experiments in the payload were proposed by experimenters who had
been involved in previous airborne research, with this or a similar experiment.
Seven normally required more than one operator.

The scheduled period of development, from selection to the ERR, was 11
months for ESA and 7 for NASA experiments and experimenter teams ranged from 1
to 13 persons. Only one group finished on time, although four others were
reasonably close to completion of their development tisks. The two U.S.
groups that developed flight experiments from"scratch" required more than 7
months development time. As the on-site integration and checkout period drew
to a close, some two months after the ERR, so,-on of the eight individual
experiments were in full operation, although two had not yet achieved the
desired quality of scientific measurements. The eighth experiment was partly
operational, but continued to have problems to the very end of the post-
simulation period.

Table 3 also indicates the categories of experiment development effort
that were of greatest concern to the Pis: improving experiment science poten-
tial, meeting flight environment constraints, and providing data-handling
methods for P1 and HO evaluation. Most of the PIs introduced some automation
to reduce EO workload. The Meudon/(roningen group was outstanding in this
effort and succeeded in reducing the manpower required for experiment opera-
tion from three to one. However, relatively little was done to ease 130 tasks
by centralized controls and simplified servicing/maintenance operations. Much
needed planning for E0 and equipment time sha-'ing was virtually ignored by the
PIs until the last few days before the simulation period began.
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TABLE 3. - OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT
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Experiment Readiness Reviews

As in earlier Lear Jet simulation missions (refs. 8, 9, 10), aformal
procedure of reviewing experiment readiness was followed. One such review
for each experiment took place prior to shipment to A'es. The main objectives
were:

1. To establish readiness status of the experimenter in terms of
available hardware, layout and mounting within aircraft racks,
mounting provisions for sensors and equipment outside standard
mounting racks, system checkout, and safety

2. To determine support equipment to he provides by the P1 and by the
ASO

3. To define final interface requirements for power and data

4. To determine flight route requirements

5. To review EO training status.

These topics were set down in a detailed outline and circulated to the PIs in
advance of the meeting to make them aware of the type and level of detail of
the information to be requested of them.

In the United States, the ERRs took the form of conference telephone calls
to the experimenter at his home laboratory, and included the Mission Manager,
his assistant, and the responsible Ames engineering and safety personnel. In
Europe, the reviews were conducted at the various laboratories by the chief of
the ESA ASSESS planning group. No engineering or safety consultants from
Anes could be included in the ESA reviews, however, because of NASA travel bud-
get restrictions, and basic structural design errors were still present in some
experiments when shipped. As a result, some mounting fixtures and experiment
hardware required modification after receipt at Ames. These last minute modi-
fications were performed successfully, showing that if similar situations
should arise during Spacelab preparations, effective measures could be taken if
adequate support personnel were available.

Even though the reviews were held in late March and early April, only
three or four weeks before shipment to Ames, the focus o c the reviews was not
a positive statement of present experiment readiness (as it should have been),
but rather was an assurance that remaining tasks could be completed in time to
meet the integration schedule at Ames. P1 responses to this inquiry were
affirmative; nevertheless, most experimenters continued with modifications and
adjustments up to the beginning of the simulation period. At the time of the
ERR only the Meudon/Groningen and Queen Mary College experiments had been
fully mounted in the ASO standard equipment racks.
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The Experiments

Meudon/Groziingen (Jil)

Scientific discipline:

Scientific objectives:

Participating
organizations:

IR astronomy

High-rcsolutiori mappinj of dark clouds and liTi regions

Observatoire de Meudon (Prance)
CNRS-Verrires (Prance)
University of Groningen (The Nether1ans)

primary instrumentation: 4-channel 111 photometer mounted on 30-cm Cassegrain
telescope

Observational bandwidths: 17-20 im, 30-38 pm, 70-95 pm, and 114-106 im

Description. This basic scientific experiment was designed to further
understanding of early star formation from dark clouds of material that are
strong iR emitters. The cloud near the star p Ophiuchi is an excellent subject
for study because of its relative closeness and low temperature.

The experiment utilized the Meudon telescope and the Groningen photometer
(fig. 5), both controlled by the experimenter's computer. The photometer was
set to detect radiation in one of the wavebands noted above, and the region
of sky near the telescope pointing direction was mapped by raster scanning
the telescope. Then the photometer was automatically reset to another wave-
band and the process repeated. The detector was a germanium holorneter main-
tained at 2.4 K by a dewar of liquid helium. Incoming radiation was chopped
by an oscillating secondary mirror. The detected signal was amplified and
synchronously measured by conventional electronic circuitry. Data were
recorded in digital format on magnetic tape. The 'pen-port telescope pointed
at 330 ± 40 and was gyrostabilized to an accuracy of 15 arcsec with 5 arcsec
attainable by complex data processing. A TV camera and monitor were used fo
finding and tracking, and could be locked to a target for automatic tracking.
The TV signal was also recorded on magnetic tape. A more detailed description
of experiment components, the arrangement in the standard racks, the power
required, etc., will be found in appendix B to this report, published under
separate cover.

Development. The system consisted of a telescope mou1ited in a special
cavity, four standard racks, and one low-boy rack. The telescope, its basic
controls, and TV pointing and tracking system were originally developed in
1971. This experiment configuration was operated on more than 20 flights of
a French Caravelle research aircraft in 1973 and 1974. Since normal crew
complement on these flights was three experimenters, substantial additional
automation was required for the Joint ASSESS Mission to permit operation by
u single iO. Servo performance in the tracking loop was improved to require
less attention to long-term drift; selection of tracking modes was automated
with a single switch control; displays of experiment operational modes were
improved; and a PDP-. 11 computer was added to operate on the data and to give
a visual display of scanning inforrnation. Electronic components and panels
were mounted with insulators to meet flSTEC EMT specifications; single-point
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grounding was implemented. A new telescope mount was constructed to fit the
ovcrwing hatch of the CV-990 (fig. 6), and new support brackets for tle tele-
scope were fabricated to carry the weight of the device on the seat rails
(fig. 7).

The Croningen detector system was originally used on a balloon-supported
telescope. The only modification needed for this application was to make a
new bracket to attach the detector/dewar to the French telescope.

The installation of this equipment in the Caravelle utilized conventional
tall electronic equipment racks, permitting a centralized grouping of most con-
trols. Use of the standard CV-990 racks for the Joint Mission, however, made it
impossible to group all of the controls in a zing1e location for efficient oper-
ation by a single EO. Thus, primary operating controls were centered in one
location (fig. 8), with peripheral control groups for major subsystems. Tele-
scope controls were grouped in a rack adjacent to the telescope (fig. 9) and
detector controls were in a second rack (behind the operator). Other data sys-
tem components were positioned in two other racks (figs, 10 and 11).

No problem from aerodynamic turbulence in the telescope cavity was antic-
ipated on the CV-990 installation. Figure 12 is a photograph of the telescope
port with the Meudon fence. As it turned out, there was a serious gtiidane
problem caused by aerodynamic effects, that was resolved with a mylar cover on
the port opening during the simulation period (fig. 13), and by the installa-
tion of an Ames designed aerodynamic fence (fig. 14) late in the postsimul.ation
flight series.

Expiment Readiness Review, April 1, This experiment was well developed
for airborne science at the time of selection and was completely assembled and
operational in time for the ERR. No further development of electronic or
other equipment was required during the integration period at Ames.

111 subsystems had been tested in the laboratory and the dewar/photometer
tested in flight for mechanical and electrical interference. Level IV ite-
gration with EMI isolation was nearly finished, and the only remaining work
was the mounting of an analog and a video recorder on the low-boy rack. A
maintenance plan was developed and implemented with spares and support equip-
ment. ('IPE support requirements were clearly defined. P1 concern with temper-
ature and vibration in the aircraft environment could not be resolved until
the checkout flights. Data logging was all self-contained, except that units
peripheral to the aircraft central computer (ADDAS) were to be used to record
one analog signal and to make hard copies of the CRT graphic display.

Both the primary and secondary European EOs had received considerable
training prior to the ERR, and future sessions had been scheduled for their
operation of the entir g system. The two U.S. EOs were not available for
instruction. The primary European LO requested that the P1 prepare a data-
logging sheet and establish a suitable format for star-recognition patterns.
Ile felt capable of repairing the electronic equipment to the electronic card
level and requested that the P1 prepare that level of reference material for
maintenance. Preliminary timelines were on hand, along with directions for
evaluating data quality.
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Queen Mary College (E2)

Scientific discipline:

Scientific objectives:

Participating organization:

Primary instrumentation:

Observational bandwidth:

Atmospheric physics

Emission spectra of the upper atmosphere

Queen Mary College, University of London
(England)

Polarizing interferometer (including internal
temperature references)

40 iim to 2 mm

Description. This experiment provided absolute measurements of
concentrations and temperatures of various molecular components of the atmos-
phere. The instrument was a two-beam interferometer based on polarizing
optics. The two signals compared were the atmospheric emission and the cali-
bration sources (alternately liquid nitrogen and water ice temperatures). A
rotating polarizer, used as a chopper, produced an alternating signal propor-
tional to the difference between incident and reference radiation. The signal
was demodulated by standard methods to produce an interferogram; the desired
spectrum is the Fourier transform of this interfero r ram. The detector was a
liquid-helium-cooled (2 K) germanium boloineter.

The amplified and detected data signals were digitized and recorded on
the aircraft ADDAS equipment, which performed real-time Fourier transforms in
flight. Detailed postflight data processing was performed by the Ames IBM-360.
Optical path stabilization was achieved by first reflecting the incident
radiation from a roll-stabilized mirror. Roll compensation signals came from
the aircraft inertial navigation system (INS).

Development. The polarizing interferometer (fig. 15) has heen used for
ground-based measurements since 1970, and improvements have continued as part
of a normal development process. Although the equipment had never been flown
before the Joint Mission it had been used at a h h-altitude Alpine location
in 1974. Improvements made for the Joint Mission included the addition of a
higher resolution mirror drive, a better temperature control for the detector
cryostat (dewar), better regulated power supplies, and faster sampling in the
data system. An IR-transmitting window port (fig. 16) with surface thermo-
couples was designed and fabricated at Ames as requested by the P1.

The experiment was designed for normal operation with continuous
attention from one experimenter. In normal operation, a mirror travels the
length of a long lead screw, the drive for which must be stopped before it
jams. The lack of limit switches for this function presented scheduling dif-
ficulties for a single E0 who had to operate two other experiments at the same
tine.

Figure 17 shows the experiment electronics mounted in a standard rack in
the aircraft. ESTflC EMI requirements were followed in Level 1V integration.
However, the experimenters' unfamiliarity with the aircraft environment (in
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an EMI sense) led to problems in flight with radiated interference from
aircraft radio traT1 .ittors.

From the standpoint of ground-based science, this experiment was in a
well-developed state at the time of selection. Modifications to meet flight
and simulation constraints were completed before shipment to Ames. The two
problems noted above were identified by the EO during the simulation period.

Experiment Readiness Review, March 25. At the time of the ERR, a
sufficient selection of hardware items was on hand to assemble and complete
the experiment package and Level TV integration was completed, with EMI iso-
lation from the structure. However, several replacement components had not
yet been delivered, including an improved black body and dewar. The P1 planned
to substitute these for existing units, which then would serve as backup
equipment in the event of a failure. Similarly, i cw drive system "as t', be
installed at which time the complete experiment would be tested in the flight
configuration. Earlier tests on a prototype experiment had shown 13M1 from
commercial TV stations, but the problem was not expected to carry over into
the flight experiment.

Data recording and analysis were not so well worked out. AUDAS would be
the primary data logger, but arrangements had not been finalized for real-time
or near-real-time, quick-look data reduction on ADDAS or comprehensive data
reduction between flights. Software to prepare spectral plots on an IBM-360
had been contracted but not yet delivered. Components and some data subsystems
had been tested.

Training of the European primary and backup EOs was in progress and would
continue during operations at Ames, when the second backup ED from the U.S.
would do all of his training. The EOs were in the process of making chock-
lists and timelines. Procedures for maintenance and repair were well along,
including tool selection and identification of support equipment.

University of Southampton (133)

Scientific discipline: 	 Atmospheric physics

Scientific objective:	 Observation of 011 airglow clouds to determine wind
velocities at a1tituths between 85 and 110 Jcm.

Participating organization: University of Southampton (England)

Primary instrumentation: 	 Image Isocon TV camera system (65 0 window), 1800
FOV camera (zenith window), photometer (650
window)

Qbservationa 1. bandwidth:
	

650-950 mn (near Ifl)

1)escr2tion. This experiment was planned to measure motion of 0U airglow
clouds for a far greater period of time than can he achieved with sounding
rocket cheIa1 tril. Such inirrnation will aid in filling a large gap in
present moLls of global winds.	
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The primary instrumentation consisted of an image Isocon TV camera, its
control circuitry, and a recorder (fig. 18). The photrcathode of the camera
cuts off at about 950 nm, and a filter wa used to cul off encrcy shorter than
650 nin. Integration times were generally on the order of 10 see, although up
to 2 min could be used. The integrated pictures were read out during -a
TV scan and recorded on a video recorder. A crrtal-controlled 011z power
supply was provided to maintain European TV standards of 1/50 sec scan time and
625 lines. The TV camera data a'e being coordinated with the record front
a11-sky camera, which utilizes IR film and exposuro; of 5 to ID min.

Development. Initial ground use of this basic systcffl was made in 1973
and 1974 on field trips to Norway. For the Joint Mission, substantial additions
to existing equipment werc' necessary to implement mission guidelines, and to
obtain reference measurements for field intensity and spatial distribution.
The primary TV system was upgraded as follows. The canra control unit was
modified to permit integration of the picture over eVeiti frames, and thc
video tape recorder was modified to handle data at the reduced fr'me rate. A
small TV monitor allowed real-time evaluaflLn of observation 	 A disc storage
unit was added to the data-recording system to permit continuous viewing of
the intermittent, slow- frame-rate irnages. A time-co r.ie generator was devclopcd
and added to the system to place time markers on the TV picturo.

To permit viewing of the data with normal European TV standards, a 50.-11z
power supply was provided. A special support was built to position the TV
camera at a 650 elevation optical window in the aircraft. Auxiliary instru-
ments, an all-sky camera and a photometer (fig. 1fl, were added to the expr
ment for spatial coordination and intensity calibration, respectively.

The prime E0 for this experiment worked closely with he experimenters as
a de facto member of their team, both at the home laboratory and at Ain, and
thus contributed diroctiv to the development and integration of the equipment.
This experiment was not fully completed before shipment. Iuring the integra-
tion period at Ames the TV camera support was streiigthned to meet aircraft
load factors, electronic circuitry was finished and detail of Level TV inte-
gration were corrected to meet both safety regulations and EMI requirements.
These sorts of activities during final integration are not uncommon in ASO
programs, particularly when the experimenter has had no prior flight
experience.

Because this teain was unfamiliar with the design and operatinc constraints
of the flight environment, extensive written communications were required with
the Mission Manager and his staff during the laboratory devoiopnient period.
Even so, the problems encountered in adapting a ground-based experiment for
airborne use (with added LMI requirement5) were not completel y reo1ved.
Clearly, however, these problems could have been avoided or reoIvec1 oarly in
the development period had an kmes des ign/airworthinoss engineer visited the
Pi's laboratory.

Experiment Readiness Review, March 27, All hardware for tho 011t1ianipt on
experiment was oil 	 at the 1RR. The electronic.,; were inminted in a standard
CV-990 instrument rack with provisions for EMI isolation  (fig. 	 . The ISO-11)
camcra was to he mounted on top of a rack using a two-position 1 inkago (which
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existed as a drawing only) that would permit the unit to be lowered for
convenient servicing. System tests had been performed on the TV system, but
some of the electronics were being upgraded. The photometer was operating in
a breadboard state, and the Nikon camera needed a simple mounting bracket.
Experiment maintenance plans were outlined and support equipment identified.

All data logging was to be done with experimenter's r rders. A request
was made for a special signal transmission line from the arcraft to the Mis-
sion Operations Center to be used after each simulation flight for copying the
magnetic data tape. Other GFE support requirements were defined.

The prime lO had been involved in assembly of the experiment, which
contributed to his understanding of the system. Training would continue with
the P1 and two EOs reviewing data obtained on earlier programs. The secondary
HO from the United States would be trained at Ames. Final training was to be
held on the aircraft. Reference material was being assembled. Although the
flOs wee preparing timelines and checklists, final procedures had to await the
results from premission checkout flights.

Ames Research Cent r'r (US1)

Scientific discipline:

Scientific objective:

Participating organization:

Primary instrumentation:

IR astronomy

Spectra of Venus and Late .-type stars

NASA-Ames Research Center

Filter-wedge spectrometer mounted on 30-cm
Cassegrain telescope

Observational bandwidths: 	 3-6 jim

Description. The primary goal was to measure the absorption spectrum of
sulfuric acid in the atmosphere of Venus. As a part of a general study,
certain Late-type stars available during the mission were also observed.

The experiment comprised a detector and a filter-wedge spectrometer
mounted integral with a dewar, along with associated electronic circuitry.
Several variations of this experiment have been flown many times on the Ames
Lear Jet with a similar IR telescope, and more recently on the Ames C-141 air-
borne observatory, to obtain similar measurements. The spectrum is swept by
positioning different portions of a filter of varyL thickness at the tele-
scope focus. An indium antimonide detector was used, cooled to liquid nitro-
gen temperature. The experiment was mounted on the Meudon telescope in-place
of the Groningen photometer (fig. 21), but was not computer controlled. It
was necessary to rebaiance the telescope for operation of the Ames experiment.
(See experiment El for telescope details.) Standard ac signal-processing
equipment was supplied by the Ames group. Data were recordcd on the ADDAS
magnetic tape in digital format and on the GFE magnetic tape recorder in analog
format. This experiment presented an interesting shared use of a major piece
of equipment.
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Development. From the science viewpoint, the experiment was well proven
at the time of selection. The dewar was modified as necessary for mounting at
the focal point of theMoudon telescope, in a time-share arrangement with the
Groningen dewar. Both experiments used the same telescope controls, while
signal electronics were entirely separate (fig. 22). New detector circuitry
was constructed for the Joint Mission to permit a similar, previously scheduled
experiment to fly in the C-141 in the same time period. Largely because of
this schedule conflict, the new electronic equipment was not completed until
well into the final integration. ESTEC EMI requests were implemented, how-
ever. The prime flO worked with the experimenter as an effective member of
his team in the final development testing.

A mechanical interference between Ames dowar and the Heudon telescope
mounting plate was found during final integration. The two research groups
had addressed dewar interchange problems in earlier communication, but their
solution was not properly expressed on the drawings furnished to the Ames P1,
and additional machining was -required on the Ames dewar during integration.

Eporime: Readiness Review, April 18. The dewar/photomoter was assembled
and operating, An adapter plate had been fabricated and was to be fitted to
the Meudon telescope on its arrival. All standard electronics subassemblies
were available, but the interconnecting control panel had not been fabricated.
A backup dewar/photometer and some backup electronics were to be available
unless required for research on the Ames C-141 airborne observatory during the
simulation period of the ASSESSmission. The analog output of the system was
the basic data stream and would be recorded on the central GFE unit peripheral
to the ADDAS :)rstem.

In March, the primary and secondary EOs 11,-1  one day of training with
similar electronics and the primary detector, using a reference body in the
laboratory. Plans for subsequent training included familiarization with the
Meudon telescope systems, refresher training on the experiment, and prepara-
tion of operating and troubleshooting checklists.

The ERR for this experiment did not serve the intended purpose: equipment
was still being assembled, testing and calibration remained to be done, and
Level IV integration had not begun, although the experimenter's plans for
integration had been tentatively approved. It was apparent that scheduling
had been keyed to the first flight date rather than to the ERR. In the result-
ing rush to complete the system, there was insufficient time to isolate and
repair a microphonic condition within the dewar/detector unit. This problem
was still being investigated by the prime 130 during the simulation mission,
and although some improvement was made, the malfunction was never eliminated.
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
University of Alaska, and
University of Colorado (US2)

Scientific disciplines:

Scientific objectives

Atmospheric physics and astronomy

UV, visible, and near IR measurements of
atmospheric transparency, solar flux, planetary
atmospheres, and interstellar molecules

Participating organizations: California Institute of Technology/JPL
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska
University of Colorado

Primary instrumentation:
	

Tunable acousto-optical filter spectrometers (2)
1-m Ebert-Pastie spectrometer
12.5-cm Ebert-Fastie spectrometer

Observational bandwidths:
	

290-900 nm

Description. Each experiment in this group 15 described separately below.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The tunable acousto-optical filter (TAOF) 15
a new device capable of rapid scanning of the spectrum under electronic con-
trol. The incident radlatior is polarized, and then enters a crystal in which
a standing acoustic wave exists. Interaction between the acoustic wave and
the radiation signal produces a wavelength-dependent rotation of the plane of
polarization. With the introduction of a properly oriented output polarizer,
the device becomes a tunable narrowband filter. The bandpass is covered by
sweeping the acoustic frequency. Simultaneous modulation of the acoustic
frequency permits use of ac signal-handling techniques. The signal Is detected
by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) operated In a photon-counting mode after which
standard techniques are used in data handling. The data record was on the
ADDAS magnetic tape.

To TAOFs were used, one in the near-UV range and one !il the 'visible
range, each located at the focus of a 20-cm Schmidt telescope. The UV TAOP
was used for observation of planetary atmospheres looking out of a 14° cleva-
tion window (fig. 23) and the visible TAOF was used to look upward through a
650 elevation window for sky measurements (fig. 24).

University of Alaska. The 1-m Ebert-Pastie instrument is a grating
spectrometer, which operates from the UV through the visible spectrum (fig.
25). The observational. bandwidth 15 set by mean grating position and selection
of various cams that fix sweep range. The detector - a thermoelectrically
cooled photomultiplier - and associated electronics were operated in a photon-
ciJlnting mode. Data from the detector were fed to a minicomputer. which could
storc, sum, atd display complete spectra. A backup record was made on the
ADDAS magnetic tape. Detailed examination of a portion of a spectrum could
also be initiated by the operator.
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A 35-cm telescope was used to focus the desired image on the input slit
of the spectrometer. Two devices were used simultaneously to position the
optical path: a gyrostabilized mirror corrected fox motions about the center
of gravity of the aircraft, and a star tracker adjusted the telescope secondary
to keep the image centered on the spectrometer's slit.

The experiment was designed to obtain spectra of specific objects such as
the planet Venus, as well as spectra of skyglow. in viewing an astronomical
object, the spectrometer looked at the target out of a 14° window through the
telescope and gyrostabilized mirror (fig. 26). In the skyglow mode, the
telescope and mirror were not used, and the spectrometer looked out of a 65°
window using a plane mirror.

University of Colorado. The 12.5-"m Ebert-Fas t '	 Lctrometer is the
prototype of a Pioneer Venus Orbiter instrument. Ith p.ration was similar
to that of the l-m instrument except that data in the visible and UV channels
were taken simultaneously. Also, because of its initial purpose, the spec-
trometer was designed for remote control by a minicomputer having sum and dis-
play capabilities similar to those of the Alaska computer. Data were recorded
in digital form with a dual-cassette tape recorder.

Initially, this spectrometer was installed to time share the 35-cm Alaska
telescope and stabilized mirror (fig. 27). This arrangement proved unsatis-
factory, however, because of the low optical quality of the telescope and the
different imaging requirements of the two instruments. Therefore, after the
simulation period, the Colorado instrument was moved so that it could time
share the UV TAOF Schmidt telescope and stabilized mirror (fig. 28).

Development. The three experiments described above wore to be combined
into a single integrated experiment with the investigator from JPL as the P1.
Each portion was developed separately, howevor, and coordination among the
investigators proved inadequate. Few attempts were made to coordinate controls
or to simplify operation for the EO handling this equipment.

.Jet Propulsion Laboratory. At the time of selection for the mission, the
.JPL TAOF experiment existed only on paper, but it had sufficient potential in
combination with the other two elements of this group to justify its inclusion.
The proposed instruments were advanced state-of-the-art devices whose measure-
ments, in part, could be compared with results from the more conventional
spectrometers. The P1 had participated in one previous ASO flight, and the
primary HO had an extensive record in airborne astronomy. However, EO partici-
pation was delayed 4 months while a replacement was found for the originally
selected EO.

Early development was severely handicapped by late delivery of one TAOP
unit by the manufacturer. The TAN first entered the market in late 1974, and
the visible-light unit was delivered to JPL in January 1975. The corresponding
UV unit was not delivered until May, after final integration had started.

11e visible-light TAOF was tested in the JPL laboratories and at the JPL
observatory at Table Mountain, California, during January-March 1975.
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Conventional analog circuitry, largely commercial laboratory equipment, was
used during this portion of the development testing. Development and construc-
tion of the associated optical equipment proceeded at the same time, but satis-
factory operation was not achieved during the initial test period. In April,
the electronic equipment was redesigned to digital circuitry, and the equipment
was tested again at the McDonald Observatory in Texas. It was this second
configuration that was installed on the aircraft. The UV TAOF was delivered
to the P1 too late to do any but the most elementary checkout and testing,
although the electronic circuitry was ready and waiting. Plans for ADDAS
control of one TAOF were dropped as program delays mounted.

The experiment concept called for each TAOF to 
be attached to a 20-cm

Schmidt telescope. Neither had been tested as a complete unit prior to inte-
gration at Ames, however. Originally, the telescope holding the UV unit was
to he manually tracked on astronomical objects such as the planet Venus. The
manual tracking procedure was immediately found to be impractical on the air-
craft, and a gyrostabilized mirror was added following the simulation period.
ESTEC EMI requests were not implemented for this experiment, although the P1
agreed with their purpose and value, particularly when EMI became a serious
problem for his experiment. Level TV integration, scheduled to take place
before shipment, was largely implemented at Ames (fig. 29). At the request of
the P1, ASO provided all special equipment supports for the experiment.

University of Alaska. When selected, the Alaska experiment was a proven
scientific concept. For the Joint Mission, it was to be implemented with more
sensitive instrnents and equipped with an automated data-processing system to
permit operation by a single EO. The basic instrument was a new 1-m spectrom-
eter scheduled fr delivery in the fall of 1974. The telescope necessary for
light collectic and imaging was a borrowed unit, promised early in 1975 but not
available for setup in the laboratory until just before shipment to Ames.
The required stabilized mirror was furnished by the ASO. The experimenters
were basically familiar with this class of instrumentation, havir.g operated
similar but smaller instruments for several years. Their experience also
included flights on the CV-990.

The new data-handling system, which included a minicomputer, was developed
for the experiment in the early spring of 1975. Because of the delay with the
telescope and the complexity of software development for the data system, final
optical alignment and checkout of the entire system was deferred until assembly
on the aircraft mounting structure at Ames during the integration period. The
equipment was sent to Ames a week early to permit fabric on of special
mounting brackets and to allow extra time for final ali gnnient, By mutual
agreement, ASO provided all special supports for the experiment.

The prime (replacement) IO for this experi2"e;It was quite familiar with the
spectrometer, having participated earlier in its devel. 	 ' a consultant
for the manufacturer. He worked with the experiments. 	 a1 checkout
periods at Alaska and at Ames. Had he joined the te	 of develop-
ment, however, his participation would have been even r 	 l.

With the short time available for final developiiien' 	 .periment,
littlo attention was given to EMI compatibility or to hu,. 	 ..ering for
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ease of operation by an ISO. In fact, some switches were located in out-of -
the-way places that were awkward to reach and easy to forget. The equipment
was not a proven, operational system at the time of the ERR However, there
appeared to be no serious, unresolved problems, and Level TV planning was
complete. The final installation of Alaska's electronic systems is illustrated
in figures 30 and 31. For whatever reason - perhaps previous ASO experience
was an influence - the PIs scheduled their full system verification tests dur-
ing the integration period at Ames. This decision was not the best s in view
of the delay in coordination among the three experiments in this group. Time
was short, and certain problems with optics and the data system were not
completely solved before the simulation began. In fact, data system problems
persisted throughout the simulation period.

University of Colorado. The 12.5-cm spectrometer was initially developed
for the Pioneer Venus Orbiter. Work on the prototype instrument began in
July 1973, before the scheduled starting date for Pioneer, to permit observa-
tions on the newly discovered Comet Kohoutek. However, even with an acce1raLd
schedule, construction and testing were not completed until June 1974, well
after the comet perihelion. As part of the development program of the Pioneer
instrument, the prototype spectrometer was subjected to operational, vibrational,
and environmental testing. Tests involving operation of the entire experiment
were carried out (starting in March 1974) with the data-handling system
employed during the present mission, Between June and the start of active
preparation for this mission in late 1974, the experiment was used successfully
several times on mountain-based telescopes.

Preparation for the present mission consisted only of some additional
operational testing and the construction of supports required for mating the
spectrometer to JPL or Alaska optical systems. As noted, no effort was made
to coordinate controls with the other two experiments in this group, or to
provide specific EMI compatibility with other experiments or aircraft systems.
Level IV integration was planned in advance but not implemented until arrival
at Ames (fig. 32).

Plans for functional integration of the Alaska/Colorado experiments were
far from complete at the beginning of the final integration period. Arrange-
ments for beam interception to permit time-sharing the 35-cm telescope with
Alaska were completed before the checkout flight began (fig. 27), but the
arrangement was not satisfactory. The 35-cm telescope was of rather poor
optical quality, and it was optically matched to the Alaska spectrometer, not
the 12.5-cm Colorado spectrometer. This unfortunate mismatch could not be
remedied in time for the simulation period and detracted from the EO's
performance of his research assignment.

During the simulation period, operation of the Colorado experiment was
simplified to the extent of using only the simplest computer programs - that
is, those which summed spectra and recorded the results on magnetic tape.
Many variations were available that also performed various aspects of spectral
analysis. The EOs were not requested to use the latter. As noted, the
Colorado experiment was reconfigured following the simulation period to time
share one of the JPJ, 20-cm telescopes with the 11V TAOF. Much improved data
were oEtained with this arrangement
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Experiment Readiness Review, April 8. The JPL/Alaska/Colorado group of
experiments showed many loose ends at the ERR. Most of the custom mounting
hardware was bing designed and built at Ames, and was in various stages of
completion. Hating, assembly, and alignment of optical instruments was
deferred until final integration. Level TV integration was in progress at
JPL, using standard CV-990 racks. Alaska and Colorado had ASO approval of
Level IV plans but would do the work at Ames.

JPL had completed laboratory tests of one spectrometer, and the first of
a two-part test series at ground-.based observatories using prototype electron-
ics. Final tests of the completed flight system were scheduled for mid-April.
The second spectrometer had been damaged in fabrication and delivery was
promised in late April. The associated electronics were tested and ready. No
spare components were available; some small parts would be furnished, but
reliance on the primary equipment was mandatory.

Alaska had completed testing on nearly all components and subsystems,
and had been operating the spectrometer/computer complex in a real-time mode
for several months. Software development was in the final checkout stage.
Preparations to control the GFE stabilized mirror with signals from a star-
tracker unit were only beginning. No problems were anticipated during
mechanical/optical assembly at Ames. Critical parts and components were
hacked by spares.

The Colorado experiment was thoroughly tested, and except for final
integration with the Alaskan optical system, it was ready for flight. As part
of another development program, the spectrometer had been tested for environ-
mental effects including EMI. No backup equipment was available, except for
small standard parts.

Government-furnished equipment (GFE) in support of the three experiments
was finalized during dw ERR. For data handling, Colorado was self-contained;
Alaska was to use the ADDAS for backup recording only; and JPL regarded ADE)AS
as the primary recorder and planned for inflight processing, printout, and
hard-copy graphic display. The latter functions had not been finalized or
programmed by the ERR date.

Both the primary EC, and his European backup, had a week or so of training
at both JPL and Alaska but no exposure to the Colorado experiment. The second
backup EO did not plan to train before arrival at Ames.

Preparation of operational procedures and checkiists was started during
130 training, but could not be finalized since neither experiment was fully
asscibled and operating. Operating timelines were not even attempted. Beyond
this the lack of coordination between the P1 and his co-investigators at
separate geographical locations meant that training was entirely at the
individual level, with no consideration for interactions in time or workload
with the companion systems assigned to the 130.
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University of New Mexico (US3)

Scientific discipline:	 Atmospheric physics

Scientific objective:	 Photography of infrared airglow

Participating organization: University of Now Mexico

Primary instrumentation:
	

35-mm camera with I1& image intensifier, 16-mm
camera with IR image intensifier for time-lapse
photography, IR photometer for calibration

Observational bandwidths:
	

650-900 nni

Description. This experiment studied infrared OH ai.rglow clouds near the
horizon, using wideband photography of large areas of the sky and narrowband
photometry of the center of the area photographed. The two cmneas were
equipped with image-intensifier tubes (ITs) to permit exposure tines of the
order of seconds, using wide bandpass filters covering 700-00 nrn The 16-mm
camera made time-lapse exposures, producing motion pictures of tne changing
airglow structures. The 35-mm camera made one r3to pr minute

The red-sensitive photcineter recorded air' intensities through eight
filters: three narrowband filters centered be.'-i airglow hands to record
background, one opaque filter, and one wide ba 1 :.	 filter identical to those
used on the cameras for absolute calibration. A 3'eneva drive continuously
changed the filters with a 20-sec dwell time on each.

The experiment was initially operated from the left side of the aircraft
although arrangements had been made to use windows on either side. After the
simulation period, the 35-mm camera and photometer (on tFc riFht side of fig.
33) were operated from the left or right side of the aircraft as dictated by
data-collecting possibilities. All data were recorded on fil ya and a strip
chart recorder, and the AUDAS system was not used except to obtain a time
record of the aircraft track.

Development. The New Mexico experimenters had extensive ground
experience in photographic recording of atmospheric 011 clouds. However, to
take best advantage of the platform provided by the CV-990, new and more
extensive equipment was assembled for this mission. ESTHC requests for EMI
compatibility were implemented during assembly. By mutual agreement, some
special instrument supports were built by the P1 and some by ASO. Level IV
integration was completed after arrival at Amos.

During the fall of 1974, numerous items wore ordered the flight
instruments were designed, and preliminary experiments were performed with a
two-stage electrostatically focused 11. Earlier it had been found that a
three-stage IT would permit the airglow to be recorded with a 1/15-sec
exposure using a broadband filter (700-900 nm). However, this tube had very
large pincushion distortioa and a nonuniform photocathode. With the two-stage
IT, it was hoped that photos of the individual bands could be obtained through
10-nnl interference filters, in exposures of about 1 sec. However, a compromise
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was necessary, and a broadband filter to permit a 1-sec exposure was used to
minimize the effects of smearing due to aircraft roll. Earlier experiments
with a selected one-stage IT showed it did not significantly reduce the 5-min
exposure time required by regular high-speed infrared film and a fast camera,
and it was therefore not satisfactory.

Several tests of various transfer lens systems, to image the IT output
screen onto the recording camera film, revealed that (1) no closeup lens sys-
tem, or single lens with extension tubes, will operate well at 1:1 imaging;
(2) two 35-mm camera lenses face-to-face make a good transfer lens, but the
field of 'view is too restricted; and (3) oci11oscope recording lenses designed
for 1:1 imaging offer the best results for this work.

Modifications were made to the original equipment to facilitate operation
by an 130 who could give only part-time attention to the equipment. A tinier
was added to control camera exposure, and the photometer filter wheel was
motorized. Following these modifications, the 130 had only to load film, start
up the equipment, and then monitor it periodically.

Although much of the equipment for this experiment was new for the
mission, the scientific meftDd was proven, and since the basic instrumentation
was relatively straightforward, the experiment was considered well developed
at the time of selection. The experimenters had never flown their equipment
before, but this lack of experience did not cause any problems.

Experiment Readiness Review, March 21. The P1 stated that nearly all
experiment hardware items were on hand at the time of the ERR. Some spares
had not come in. Full system tests were in progress, but poor observing con-
ditions in the field had delayed their completion. Level IV integration of
the experiment was defin1 (for implementation at Ames) and was acceptable to
ASO, but there were detailed arrangements yet to he resolved such as black
cloth light shields and procedures for shifting the photometer and still camera
from port to starboard. Little attention was paid to data systems; the
experiment was self-contained and components were operational.

Regarding E0 training there were no outstanding problems except that one
secondary operator (from Europe) had not received any instruction. Procedural
documents were being prepared. The indicated level of effort appeared
compatible with time-shared operation, in the opinion of the primary 130.

Management Effectiveness

In retrospect, it appears that the Mission Manager's role and his
authority to require conformance with the guidelines and schedules of experi-
ment development were not clearly defined or broadly enough applied. For the
most part, his management approach followed normal ASO practice for conglom-
erate payloads, where interaction between Pis is minimal at the hardware
state - that is, each P1 develops a separate experiment and does any required
operator training. For the Joint Mission, however, equipment changes to
improve E0 performance were left largely to decisions of the individual P1,
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despite their probable wider influence, and since EO responsibilities crossed
experiment lines, coordination among Hs was necessary to implement centralized
controls. In this important area, management control was virtually nonexistent.

In practice, the ERR milestone was a reasonably effective control of
experiment development. Its significance was lessened, howevor, by delegation
of this Mission Manager rcsporisibility to others (in Iurop(,') and use of a
telephone rather than an on-site review (in the United States). Thus, most of
the experiments were not fully completed during the development phase, and
changes were still being made during the final integration period at Ames.

Finally, failure to meet the set completion date influenced EO training
plans, again across experiment lines. In none of these areas was the manage-
ment influence adequate. EO timelines were designed to fit individual experi-
ments, control functions were not centralized except 011 some individual
experiments, and delayed completion of most experimcnts made adequate training
during the integration period at Ames more difficult.

EXPERIMENT OPERATOR SELECTION AND TRAINING

Selection Parameters

As a result of time limitations and the fact that the Spacelab Payload
Specialist selection procedures had not been developed, the MPG decided not
to exorcise a formal EO selection process such as is anticipated for Spacelah.
Instead, the EOs were selected directly by the MPC3 in accordance with the
following general parameters:

1. Two U.S. and two European EOs would be selected

2. Selection of European EOs would be an ESA responsibility, performed
under the direction of the European member of the MP1

5. Selection of U.S. UOs would he made directly by a designated subpanel
of the '1PC

4, YO candidates must be individuals capable ot conducting normal
research programs planned b y the PIs - that is, no signicant
reductions itt experiment complexity or s;ope should be required
to accommodate EO capabilities.

The spectrum of background experience of the four selected flOs was th1theratey
chosen to permit study of the amount of training and background exjiercnce
required to become a satisfactory FO. The European EQs had been selected by
September 1974. U.S. F0s were selected at the same time, but encountered
schedule conflicts with ongoing workloads that prevented active participation.
One withdrew from the program 111 November and was replaced in February 1975.
Thc other (a scientist/astronaut got approval to share responsibility, 111 the
early stages of training, with an associate who later replaced him as EO for



the entire mission. In both cases the replacement EOs id roughly the same
amount of background eerience as those originally selected.

Experiment Operator Backgrounds
Experiment operator A' BSA 0, was an astrophysicist specializing in

infrared astronomy, with valuable prior experience in airborne research as an
experimenter on the French-sponsored Concorde Eclipse flight in 1973. His
experience in ground-based astronomy included two assignments in the United
States. At the time of selection, he was a visiting scientist at ESTEC, on
leave from his position as Lecturer in his home univer3ity,

Operator B, ESA 1O, was a graduate student in plasma physics. His academic
work was related to the atmospheric physics experiments on this mission, and he
was associated with the University of Southampton through a cooperative
arrangement between that organization and his home universit;.

Operator C, NASA EO, also a physicist, had been associated with the Kitt
Peak Observatory. Ile had also participated in two auroral expeditions on the
Ames CV-990, and was associated with the original development of the type of 1-m
spectrometer used in the JPL/Alaska experiment. At the time of selection, he
was associated with The Johns Hopkins liniversity and the University of Maryland
as rearch scientist and associate professor, respectively.

Operator 1), NASA EO, was a scientist/astronaut from the NASA Johnson Space
Center. He was the only E0 on the Joint Mission with extensive general training
in the operation of scientific instruments for experiments sponsored by others.
He had previous experience in airborne research, including flights aboard the Ames
Lear Jet. He also served as Science Advisor for a major NASA space program.

Role of the Principal Investigator
Previous experience with E0 traininp in the ASSESS program indicated that

an acceptable level of proficiency in experiment operation can he accomplished
by direct P/EO interaction with little outside supervision (refs. 9, 10).
Accordingly, the same approach was followed for this mission. The PIs were
requested by the MPG to devise training plans and schedules jointly with the
IOs, and to define the criteria they would use to evaluate progress in train-
ing and overall 1O performance. This information was to be sent to the Mission
Manager by mid-December for his use in monitoring the training progrzm. Formal
management control over the training program was limited to two status reviews
by the Mission Manager, one planned for late March about one month prior to
shipment and the second at the end of the training period late in May.

This approach to operator training was a logical extension of the basic
ASO management philosophy, wherein the responsibility for implementing an
experiment rests with the P1, and was deliberately chosen to evaluate its
effectiveness in the context of time-shared operation of multiple experiments.

1Names have been omitted to conform with pLuvisionE of the tJ.S. Privacy
Act of 1974.
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At the very least, this was tho direct way to ensure that trall-ling experience
would be individua.ly tailored to match hO capability with oprat ioIlJl require-
ments. However, in somo cases, P1 planning of a coordinated flO training
program, including provision for flO participation early in the mission and
for sufficient hands-on training, was not adequate tc ensure smooth operation
of experiments with effective interaction among the IiO.

Experiment Operator Respons i h i 1 iti e;

These assignments constitutod the basic framework and dictated the main
requirements for P1 planning of LO training programs - both in content and in
procedures. The Spacelali life support system is designed to support a maximum
of three people continuously. Therefore, the Joint Mission was designed for
equipment operation by only three FOs on any given fligl: . The fouh E() was
off cluty, flach experiment operator was assigned prime rosponsib:.1ity for an
experiment, or group of experiments, and secondary (backup) responsibility for
additional experiments (table 4). The primary and secondary experiment respon-
sibilities were chosen to ensure sufficient cross training cliat any thrcr? IOs
could operate the payload on a given flight. This arrangement was designed to
provide an effective one-man backup for a threc?-man crew. To allow maximum
possible study of training adequacy, JO assignments were rotated during the
mission to include primary and secondary experiment operation.

TAF3LE 4.- 1XI'ER1MENT OPERATOR ASS1CThINTS
Rospousihie kO

1ixperinnt group	 Primary-	 T -
I

	 Secondary
Queen Mary Col 1 cc
University of Southampton

L_
l.Jniversi.ty of' Nev; Mexico
Moudon Observatory and

i'ersitv of 1roniri1Ten
L_ResearchCentcr	 -

Jot Propulsion Lahorator
University of Alaska
IJIiiverit\' of Colorado

'Primary rcspunsihility includ
equipmcnt if nccessary.

2Secondary responsibility was
and data :interpretation.

erator
Operator F

p9rator A
Operator \	 Operator B

orator 1)	 Operator C

Ocrator 11
(IperItDr	

1	 1

-	 i Operator BJ
c capahi 1 ity to maintain rind repair

1 rnjtcd, in principle, to normal operaticri

1 Assignment made, limited traini n cffctc.d , biit n'vcr opc'rated in this
capacity.

The EUs wore reuircd tc operate experinionts that were 1 si cal ly laboratery
equipment. Pew attempts had hccn Tiladc to reduce the number of sid t chcs
controls, and adjustments that each IO had to understand and onecate correctly.
Each E0 had to contend with a hundi'ed or moro such ind 1 vidual der i ce on t}io
two groups of three experiments cacn. The number ot' controls on the Meudori/
flroningcn (or Ames) experiment wa slightl y smaller, but the expor i.mcnt a
entailed a demanding tracking oporat !on. The nurncri val ccnup' ex 1 ty of operat 1
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require l of the LOs is indicated by table 5, which summarizes the numbers of
switches and indicators associated with each experiment. The experience of
the EOs and their ability to handle all required tasks during the mission are
discussed under MISSION RESULTS.

TABLE 5.- NUMBERS OF SWITCHES AND INDICATORS FOR EXPERIMENT OPERATION

Experiment

Queen Mary ' Grouped
Southampton} for one
NewMexico J	 FO

Meudon/Groningen
Ames

JPL	 Grouped
Alaska	 for one
Colorado 3	 E0

Number of
Number of

Cryogenics switches
and	

indicators
(all types)

adjustments

Yes	 25	 56
No	 46	 11
No	 15	 5

Yes	 60
	

35
Yes	 45
	

30

No	 65
No	 41
No	 20

The Training Process

Computer Tape
terminal recorder

Ys	 No
No	 Yes
No	 No

Yes	 Yes (3)
No	 Yes

	

15	 No	 Yes

	

10	 Yes	 No

	

3	 Yes	 No

The start of EO training at the PIs' laboratories was scheduled on the MPG
milestone chart for mid-Novemtr, two months after selection, to allow time
for necessary arrangements between the participants as well as for U.S. exper-
imenters (also selected in mid-September) to organize their own p.grams. For
the European experimenters, however, this meant a full six months of develop-
ment with no direct EO participation. As it turned out, there was a wide
variation	 raining schedules. One EO started in September, a second in
late Novembe, and the other two in nid-March 1975 (fig. 34). Thus, the early
formative stages of all exprimcnt development went on from 4 to 7 months
without direct E0 participation, although there was some prior communication
in all cases

Ground-Based Trai - ng

Days of acD"e training during the experiment development period var.
fror 1 to 66; nct all days were fully utilized, but the EO was on location,
Most of the time war spent assimilating background information through the
study of equ.ent manuals, discussion with the P1 and his team, and demon-
strations of equipment operation. Much training was related to components
and subassemblies because the experiment was not yet complete. Later in the
period there werj limited opportunities to operate primary or prototype equip-
ment. In general, the EOs were not satisfied with their experience in the
laboratory, and expressed two opinions: first, training was too infcrmal and
not well enough organized to he really effective; and second, there was not
enough hands-on training to develop any real operational confidence. With some
exceptions, the overall experience was not of the expected quality and depth.
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On the other hand, it should be recognized that formal training at the system
level before the Ames period was not possible because of the lack of ground
support equipment (GSI3). For cost reasons GSE was omitted fr"m the programs
and it was considered that ground and flight checkout with the aircraft would
be an effective substitute.

The integration and checkout period at Ames (25 to 28 days) was the most
critical part of the entire training process, and for Operators A, C, and
especially D it was the principal tdning period. This was the time for the
EOs to become familiar with the integrated experiment, to develop operational
procedures for combined experiments, and to become proficient in all aspects
of operation and servicing.

During experiment integration and checkout, the EOs assisted the PIs in
actual equipment assembly and testing, and in the preparation of instructions
for FO operation of the experiments. The instructions listed the various
procedures necessary for the proper operation of each experiment and also
included some fallback procedures in case of problems or unavailability of some
desired observational objects.

The first opportunity for the EOs to operate individual experiments in
the flight configuration was during the final two weeks prior to the Spac&ab
s.mu1ation week. Daytime activities were supplemented by observational ses-
sions at night with the aircraft oil 	 ground in a dark locati'rnduring which
representative targets were tracked and data were recorded. Suchn,issions
were conducted on five separate nights for about four hours each night.

Inflight Training

The final phase of training was analogous to integrated mission simulation
in manned spaceflight programs. One training flight was scheduled for each EO,
who would operate his prime experiment (or group of experiments) for four to
five hours; no inflight training was scheduled on secondary experiments. The
guidelines for EO training were as follows: during the first half of the
flight, the operator would be responsible to start up and operate the experi-
ment without direct assistance from the P1. The P1 would be iri the back of
the airplane, available only via the intercom. For the remainder of the
flight, the P1 would be available for direct"hands-on" assistance if requested
by the 130, but the 130 would still be the primary operator.

The first checkout flight was for PIs to verify experiment operation. 130
flight training was scheduled so that the primary Ames BO was trained on flight
two and the others on their primary experiments on flight three.. It should be
noted that several experiments were still not in good o;ierating condition by
the tne of those flights. In particular, the Meudon/Groningen and University
of Alaska experiments had significant troubles. Aerodynamic buffeting of the
telescope in Its open cavity still plagued the first, while the latter lacked
a good boresight and had problems with its integrated computer system.

Because of these problems and the overall small amount of prior hands-or
experience, the 130 training guidelines were nit closely followed during cither
flight. On flight t:o, the Ames E0 was not involved at all during equipment
turn-on and the first data leg. When he did become invo l ved, he had the
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assistance of both the Moudon and Ames PIs throughout his period of rctivity.
During flight three, there were several calls for direct P1 assistance during
the first half of the flight, and after due consideration, these were allowed.
In oidition, a P1 was called forward to visually assess a situation he would
have to attend to later, and the Meudon/Groningen ED received the assistance
of a Meudon electronics teJinician throughout the whole flight to manually aug-
ment the stabilization system against cavity disturbances that prevented proper
guiding. Finally, the latter half of the third flight became primarily a train-
ing session in which the PIs operated their experiments and taught by example.

The FOs were unanimously of the opinion that their flight experience was
the most effective part of their training, despite the wide departures from
the planned modes of operation specified in the guidelines, and the less than
adequate performance of some experiment equipment. In fact, they petitioned
management for another training flight opportunity, but were denied on the basis
that such was beyond the scope of the mission plan.

Evaluation of ED Training

Management

Overall direction of ED training fu, the Joint ASSESS Mission was provided
by the MPG, which defined general guidelines, extent of training, and schedules
to coordinate the various experiments and t. correspond with each EO's hack-
ground and experince. The MPG in turn requested each P1 to plan and implement
the detailed training of the EOs assigned to his experiment. Plans and evalu-
ation criteria were to he submitted to the Mission Manager, who would monitor
progress at intervals and adjust schedules as necessary. It also w planned
that the training program would consist of visits by the EOs to the various
investigators' laboratories and a final, interated-payload training period
after installation of experiment equipment.

The original plans for ED training were never fully implemented. Manage-
ment was provided with only three training plans and so had limited direct
influence over program content and timing. Early training was not organized
and effective, and later efforts, although more directed, were informal and
emphasized the ndividual experiment, rather than an integrated payload.
Cross-. training on secondary assignments was incomplete, while coordination
within experiment groups and between primary and secondary experiments was
almost entirely missing. The Meudon and New Mexico Pis prepared operational
procedures for the ros. The remaining PIs were too busy with their experiments
to prepare procedures in final form, and the principal burden of this work was
left to the 130s. In retrospect, it was helpful for the flOs to participate in
the preparation of the procedures lists.

Laboratory Training

All four EOs made visits to the laboratories of their prime experilints,
but secondary experiments were not so favored. A comparison of FO assinrnents
(table 4) with the training calendar (fig. 34) shows that none of the LO.; had
received training on all his experiments prior to arrival at Ames. Of the
four flos, Operator B had by far the most experience both in Europe and the
United States, and missed training only an the Colorado experiment, which was
one of his secondary assignments. Operator A, with less than hall' as much
training, covered all his experiments except New Mexico. Operator C started
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late as an EO but managed good coverage of his U.S. assignment (except for
Colorado), and training on his two European experiments was accomplished at
Ames. Operator D had spent the least training time prior to his arrival at
Arnes - only one day on his primary experiment - and all his secondary training
cas deferred until the integration period at Ames.

Training in the home laboratory was supposed to include both a theoretical
and practical base of knowledge. Th all cases, theory instruction consisted
of exposure to scientific and expiirnent-related literature, as well as com-
ments by the P1. However, practical training was incomplete, largely as a
result of delays in hardware development. &lthough subsystems and prototypes
were available, in no case was it possible to operate the full experiment at
a home laboratory in the same configuration that was installed in the aircraft.
The Meudon and New Mexico experiments were operational during such visits, but
not in their fin1 configurations; the rest were in varying stages of develop-
ment and checkout, seriously limiting opportunities for the EOs to obtain
practical training. Because of this lack of opportunity, all four 130s stressed
participation in experiment installation and checkout as the best way to under-
stand possible problems and their troubleshooting. Firmer management control
of the ERR function also would enhance training effectiveness by advancing the
hardware completion date.

Hands-On Training

Because of deficiencies of the training program, the integration period
at Ames loomed more importantly than had been planned. Even during this
period, however, the EOs were not able to get all the time they hoped for in
actual hands-. on operation of the experiments. Several evening observation
sessions were set aside, ostor.sibly for training, but they actually were used
more by the PIs in final checkout. Three of the four EOs specifically men-
tioned this point as a 'eficieny in training. The fourth 130, 0peratr 1), was
actively engaged during most of this time in helping the Ames P1 get his
equipment ready.

TheBOs concerned with multiple experiment groupings were not able to
work with the groups of experiments until after their installation in the air-
craft, and none of the EOs had an opportunity to operate their experiment
groupings under time constraints until their one 130 training flight. All felt
this to he a deficiency in training, but one that could be overcome by use of
a properly designed simulator.

Summary of Training Experience

Table 6 provides thc total training experience of tho four EOs. Time
spent on primary and secondary assignments is identified as "classroom" train-
ing (i.e,, lecture, study, observation) and "hands-on training, and each of
thcse is again subdivided into theory, operations, etc. Note that records of
laboratory training were n'ioro complete than those taken during the integration
period, and corollary information has been used where necessary to estimate
training data. The emphasis on primary and secondary experiments varied widely
in the laboratory but was ccntered on the former during final integration and
flight training; classroom training was predominant in early training, and
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TABLE 6.- OVERVIEW OF fl0 TRAINING EXPERIENCE

Amount of traini

P1 laboratories
	

Integration site

FEff

	

Days Hours	 Days Hours
130 	 Primary Secondary 	 Primary Secondary

Operator A 24	 135	 25	 75	 26	 240	 60	 40
Operator 13	 66*	 385	 50	 50	 28	 255	 55	 45
Operator C	 21	 130	 70	 30	 27	 250	 70	 30
Operator D	 1	 5	 100	 1	 0	 25 1 235 1	 70	 1	 30

*plus 40 days as de-facto co-. investigator on primary experiment.

(a) Amount of training.

Type of training - ' of offrt	 -

P1 laboratories	 Integration site

Primary	 Secondary	 Primary*	 Secondary

Class-	 Class-	 Class-	 Class-T
E0	 Hands-on	 Hands-on 

Class-
	 Hands-on

	

room	 room	 - room	 room

Operator A 65	 70	 30	 35	 65	 45	 55
Operator 13 70	 80	 20	 35	 65	 55	 45
Operator C 55	 75	 25	 55	 45	 70	 30
Operator 0 90	 1	 ILI	None	 None	 35	 65	 55	 45

*A11 thflight training on primary experiments,

(b l Type of' training.

130	 1 Locatior

Operator A
Operator 13	 P1
Operator C laboratories
Operator 1)

Classroom training,

Theory
Opera- Mainten-
tions	 ance

40	 45	 15
60	 30	 10
50	 35
35	 35	 10

Hands-on training, ;

Operationsl Maintenance

	

85	 15

	

30	 70

	

60	 10

	

100	 0

E0	 Location	
Integra- Opera- Mainten- Integra- Opera- 9ainten-

tion	 tions	 anco	 tion	 tions	 anco

Operator A	 45	 30	 25	 10	 80	 10
Operator 13 Integration	 10	 60	 30	 25	 60	 15
Operator C	 site	 10	 70	 20	 20	 75	 5
Operator D	 15	 65	 20	 25	 50	 25

(c) Subject material of training

NOTE: Laboratory training data from 130 records; on-site data from various
sources, thus less accurate.
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hands-on training later; and operations training, generally, outweighed
maintenance by a factor of

These variations are reasonable, expected trends that reflect the EOs'
development from introductory theory to operation in flight. Individual dif-
ferences can be seen to reflect the amount of training, its timing, and the
previous experience of the J30.

Twa of the EOs specifically used the word "casual" in summing up their
assessment of the training process, and all stated that the training program
could have been better organized, though they realized that the PIs were really
too occupied with continuing development and checkout to give the training
program the attention it needed.

Despite the substantial critical comment about the training process, the
EOs i ,,reed that their training was at least marginally adequate by the time
the simulation mission started.

MISSION GROUND OPERATIC

This section addresses the on-ground operations of the active period of
the Joint Mission, beginning with experiment integration at the experimenters,
home location and at Ames, a phase of the simulation mission that is analogous
to anticipated Spacelab integration operations. Experiment checkout and final
U0 training followed. Then came the week of the simulation itself, followed
by two additional weeks of P1 data flights. E0 participation is indicated, as
appropriate, often in the context of activities that furthered their training.
Management functions specifically oriented to the simulation week are covered
in this section. Significant mission events are summarized in table 7.

TABLE 7. - SUMMARY OF MISSION EVENTS

Date

Up to April 20, 1975

April 20-30
April 21-May 15
May 20-30

May 29
,Tune 2-7
June 8
June 9-20
Juno 23-24
June 25-30

Activity

Experiment development and integration at experi-
menters laboratories

Shipment to Ames
Payload integration and checkout
I0 ground training
Final experiment checkout
Three P1 checkout/data flights, one
Mission readiness review
Five-flight simulation period - EOs
Debriefing for simulation period
Seven P1 data flights - Pis operated
Removal of experiments
Shipment to experimenters' laboratories

130 training flight

operated equipment

equipment
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Payload Integration

One of the key operational features of Spacelab is the concept and
approach for experiment-related ground operations, covering the activities from
the start of integration to final checkout in the Shuttle Orbiter. Four
discrete levels of Spacelah experiment integration J'.ave been defined in
reference 14:

Level P/: Integration and checkout of experiment equipment with
individual experiment mounting elements (e.g., racks and pailet
segments*).

Level III: Combination, integration, and checkout of all experiment
mounting elements (e.g. ) racks, rack sets, and pallet segments*) with
experiment equipment already installed, and of experiment and Spacelab
software.

Level 11: Integration and checkout of the combined experiment equipment
and experiment mounting elements (e.g., racks, rack sets, and pallet
segments*) with the flight subsystem support elements (i.e., basic module,
igloo, and extension modules when applicable*).

Level 1: Integration and checkout of the Spacelab and its payload with
the Shuttle Orbiter, including the necessary preinstallation testing
with simulated interfaces.

These integration activities are as independent of each other as possible:
they involve different hardware items (flight hardware and GFE) and will take
place at different times and different locations (ref. 14). To some extent,
the integration of airborne experiments has analogous features, although not
as distinctly separable as those listed. The Joint Mission payload integra-
tion schedule and activ ties are briefly described below. Spacelab equivalents
are noted where aptropri te. The final presimulation milestone was the mission
readiness review (MRR), iik which payload status and FO readiness were
evaluated.

Integration Schedule

A schedule was prepared to coordinate the flow of on-Site integration
activities so that all experiments would be in a flight-read), status aboard
the aircraft by May 15. This was a mandatory deadline to allow adequate time
for inflight verification of payload mechanical integrity, pilot proficiency
flights, and the subsequent P1 and EO checkout flights. The schedule covered
the following activity classes: laboratory assembl y and checkout (L), instal-
lation on the aircraft (1), electrical hookup in the aircraft to power and
signal leads (13), test and alignment in the aircraft (T), and ADDAS
interfacing (A).

Table 8 shows the scheduled and actual sequence of payload integration
activities. A comparison of planned and actual events shows that most experi-
monts started out on schedule with work in the ASO laboratory. Mechanical

*Spaeelal, flight hardware.
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READY	 -
DATE

AIPREPS.
RARCFT

AND
P1 CHECKOUT

PERIOD

TABLE 8.- INTEGRATION SCHEDULE - ACTUAL AND PLANNED

INTEGRATION SCHEDULE - PLANNED AND ACTUAL

MAY	 -.---- -JUNE
EXPCRIr'ENT

2122 2324 2525 27 292930 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1415 16_17l1fl19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2j27 28 29 30 31 1
L 1 -.4 E	 - T	 ------'	 1	 PLANNEDMEIJDON	 L 1	 -k- E T - 	 - }-	 - -- ACTUAL

GfIONINGEN	 L -b- 1 E T	 1	 PLANNED
ACTUAL-

L	 E-I-	 -'-	 i	 :::	 PLANNEDAMES	 L	 1	 - E T	 -	 -	 -	 -a- ACTUAL

VARY	 L	 -p- 1 E T A	 _______	 -	 PLANNEDQUEEN>-	 1--	 >-ACTUAL-	 --<	 u.- <------_
a - 1 E T O----	 U -	 z	 PLANNEDSOUTHAMP1t	 2	 2 ____	 2	 .2	 - -	 2 ---C	 :-..E T	 -:-------IL -Z-- -,.-ACTUAL

CJ

	

.,	 L-.- 1 --E	 T	 0	 ::	 E	 PLANNEDNEW MX 	 --,,ACTUAL
tAJET PROPULSION	 L t - E A	 T	 PLANNED

LABORATORY	 L 1 - E A	 T	 --	 -	 - -	 -k ACTUAL
ALASKA	 1	 LE	 T	 -Al	 PLANNED

L -1 -l------E XXXXXX XXAT -	 -	 - - -.-ACTtJAL
PLANNEDINCLUDED IN	 : JPL PLAN COLORADO	 : 	 .	 L i E .i: : : r	 ::-	 _-.	 :: . 	 -.ACTUAL

AIRCRAFT NOT AVAILABLE (TYP,lPLANNED	 ED TRAINING

NOTES: L - LABORATORY ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
INSTALL IN AIRCRAFT

E - ELECTRICAL AND SIGNAL CONNECTIONS
1 TEST AND ALIGNMENT IN AIRCRAFT
A ADIDAS INTERFACE
X - NO PERSONNEL PRESENT



installation in the aircraft starte' 	 c'icdu1e for the majority of
experiments and was generally conpteted L the 41lotted time; in the later
stages, there were usually several activi vini ging on concurrently. The New
Mexico experiment was delayed a week by absQnce of per;onne1 (prearranged and
approveu by the Mission Manager), and not all installation activities were
completed until after the planned cutoff date.

With We one exception noted, the May 15 deadlbie was rnec with respect
to interfaces with aircraft and experiment support systems; airworthiness and
safety requirements were satisfied. For all experiments, however, much of the
next two weeks was spent in further checkout as the principal activity instead
of LO training. For this reason, test and alignment is shwn s tho principal
activity in that period.

Equivalent Level TV Integration

At this integration level, a good analogy exists botwern aircraft and
Spacelab. Varying amounts of Level TV type integration were carried out by
all Joint Mission PIs in their home laboratories. Most PIs whose experiment
occupied rack volume obtained standard racks from ASO for homw laboratory
integration of electronic components. These racks accept standard 4-cm
(19 in.) electronic panels and are mounted as a unit on the aircraft scat
rails. Thus, the P1 can ensure optimum arrangement and proper cabling of
electronic components in the rack before shipping his experiment to Ames. The
Meudon/Groningen experimenters built a si. e mock-up to assist in their home
lab integration. They found this procedure desirable to determine tho inter-
relationships of the five racks of equipment and the telescope, and to allow
precise precutting of the many connecting cables.

Some mechanical integration of instruments with spcia1 support strictures
also took place at home laboratories, but the majority of this work was done
at Ames, whore most integration involving interfaces WIt1L aircraft structure
was planned. Ames design engineers made a vital contribution to this effort,
both by consulting with PIs and by designing the many mounting strtictures that
were fabricated in Ames shops. The most active shop, Metals Fabrication
Branch, provided nearly 2700 man-hours of effort to the Joint Mission, includ-
ing the final integration of standard racks and special supports in the
aircraft.

llome laboratory integration was insufficient in four cases, The Alaska
experiment cncounterod problems in optical alignment at Ames, some of which
were never adequately resolved. The Amcs dewar did not fit to the Moudon
telescope. A primary in s trument for JPL was not delivered from the manufac-
turer until the beginning of the flight porod. And the TV camera support
for Southampton had to be reinforced to moot aircraft load requirements.

Incoming Inspoction, Assembly, and Level IV Approval

Each experimenter was responsible for examining his equiprnont at Ames for
damage in shipping. The only serious shipping damage involved the Southampton
TV camera tube. The focusing coils were not suitably secured for shipping
shocks and had slipped an inch or mu' resulting in breakage of fine wires.



After preliminary inspection, components and eventually the completely
assembled experiments were given operational checks. Components that were not
shipped in the standard racks, and those requiring special supports built at
Antes ) were mounted in the flight configuration. Single-phase induction motors
used to drive vacuum pumps were modified for spark elimination; the current-
carrying function of the starting switch was replaced by a solid-state circuit.

Prior to transfer to the aircraft, each assembly underwent a final
inspection for compliance with mechanical specifications, whicii included the
use of aircraft-acceptable hardware, the use of restraints to prevent damage
in the event of untoward accelerations, and the proper placement of equipment
so that the overturning and rail-fitting loads and moments were below the
allowable maximum.

During the lab inspection/check period, the University of Alaska team
made the first assembly of their complete optical system in conjunction with
Ames personnel. This system comprised a stabi1.zed mirror, 35-cm t1escope,
and 1-rn Ebert-Fastie spectrometer. In addition, provision had to be made for
reflecting the beam into the University of Colorado 12.5-cm Ebert spectrometer
when desired. This optical sy.tem was not in reasonable operating condition
until the second checkout flignt.

In effect, the activities outlined above amounted to a review and
approval of Level TV integration by those responsible for safety. For Space-
lab, such functions may well be done before the experiment is shipped from
the home laboratory.

Integration and Checkout (Level ITT, 11, and 1 Equivalents)

Following the inspection and Level IV approval, equipment was loaded
aboard the CV-990 for the remainder of the integration process. Because the
aircraft is a simpler system than the Spacelab/Orbiter, the remaining levels
of integration were not as distinct as those planned for Spacelab and may be
considered as a single level combining the features of Spacelab Levels 111,
II and I.

The integration processes aboard the aircraft include the following, not
all of which were necessary for every experiment:

Placement and tiedown of equipment racks.

Placement of special mounting fixtures.

Installation of special optical windows.

Installation of other special facilities such as pumps, cryogen
supply, purge gas supply, etc.

Connection of racks to electrical power.

Connections to and from data system.

Connections to aircraft instrumentation.

Measurement of electrical loads.
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Checkout of equipment.

Final inspection - mechanical, e1ectri, safety (add padding if needed
to prevent prsona1 injury).

Installation of black shrouding curtains.

The mechanical and c7l,ztrical htegration took a total of two weeks. The
Airworthiness and Y. i.ht Safety Roview Board then met .o determine that the
aircraft and its Tiavioad were physically ready to f1y. No major problems wore
found during this review.

Figure 55 shows a floor plan of the aircraft cabin with the location of
the various experiments. Figure 3' i a photograph of the intogrted payload,
taken from the front of the cabin. For this mission, the general 1oation of
the experiments was dictated by the requirements of LO operation. ilie three
atmospheric physics experiments - Queen Mary College, University of Southampton,
and Universit y of New Mexico - were adjacent in the front of the cabin. The
location of the Meudon telescope was dictated by the use of the overwing escape
hatch for the telescope mounting. Primary telescope controls and controls for
both the Groningen and Ames photometers were mounted 111 two standard racks
directly opposite the telescope. The remaining astronomical equiprnent, the
JPL/Alaska/Colorado experiment, was installed aft of the Moudon telescope.
The ADDAS cquipment was installed in its normal location in the aircraft.

Special light shields were used for Southampton, Now Mexico, and .JPL/
Alaska/Colorado equipment to keep extraneous light from othorwisc open optical
paths or to protect particularly sensitive clet3ctors.

A desk and a special worI area simulating the bonch space planned for
Spacclah was installed on the right side of the aircraft just aft of the ADI)AS
area (figs. 37 and 38, respectively.. A standard supply of basic tools and
test equipment, developed in part by MSFC from Skylab experience, w:is provided.
T xperimenters augmented the standard supply with experiment-specific tools as
nocessary. Specific information on tools and test equipment 111 be found in
appendix B to this report.

h1ien payload integration was complete, each experiment and the entire
installation was carefully checked out on the ground. As experiments were
turned oil, otLer were checked for possible electrical ii t orfercnce. Sina1s
to the ADI)AS '.ero double checked before the actual conn 	 !on was mado to
avoid e1ect."ia1 damage to the computing system. The aircraft was positioned
in as dark an area as possible to permit astronomical observations, and the
instruniontation was operated to the extent permitted at ground level. 111 this
way,	 was possihlo to determine whether experiments making astrommica1
observations were operating properl y, although signal strengths in both the
IJV and the IR were far below those cxpected at altitude. For skyglow experi-
ments, it was possible to check seasitivi ties, although not ill the exact wave-
hands dosirod at alt , 'udo. Full checks were made of cryogenic cooling. 1
total of 20 hr was devoted to this activity.
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Mission Readiness Review

The status of both experiments and I0 training was assessed during an
informal iiRR on Ma y 29, following the last schdu1ed flight of the presimula-
tion period. The review was chaired by the Mission Manager, and attended by
the PIs, 130s, ASO participants, and MPG representatives. It was soon apparent
that payload preparations for the simulation mission had not been completed.
Only one or t' experiments were in a ready status. In each case, however,
the outsta"iding problems had been identified and were on the way to solution.
Several changes in the handling of ground support equipment were requested to
facilitate 130 activities during the confined period. Because of the emphasis
on Lardware problems E0 training had not progressed to realy status.

It was agreed that final preparations could be completed in time for the
scheduled start of the simulation period. To this end, requests were made for
a fourth premission flight for experiment checkout, and for ground support
personnel as necessary to operate experiments for 130 training through the
weekend. Both requests, which subsequently were implemented, were changes to
the mission plan, justified by the immediate circumstances. A second operator
training flight was also requested. It was nut approved, however, as the MPG
representatives judged it to be a serious breach of mission guidelines. In a
sense, the MRR experience was a capsule summary of mission preparations for
the previous year, and brought to focus a number of important points:

1. Experiment developiner±, delayed beyond the ERR date will adversely
impact E0 training and final integration activities.

2. Mission planning should allow a contingency period for unexpected
Problems during integration and simulator testing.

3. Individual experiments that make up a composite payload, if allowed
to develop separately, may not achieve the desired result when
integrated, and some compromise of research objectives may result.

4. When experiment operatcrs are to perform ime-shared, multiple
experiment functions, the prerogatives of the Mission Manager should
be adequate to assure compliance with milestone schedules for
experiment development and operator training.

5. Experiment developmeni must be monitored effectively so that delays
can be recognized promptly and early responses facilitated where
scheduling is flexible, and to minimize impacts 011 other experiments
and support functions.

6. Early transition fiom passive to acive hands-on training is
important. Only by this moans can an operator develop the skills
that allow concentration on results rather than procedures.
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Aircraft Ground Operations

Between flights, the CV-990 was parked outside the main NASA hangar
x'ept during fueling operations), and air-conditioning equipment was attached

in a manner similar to standard airline practice. Electric power was provided
to the air raft by an MG set giving 100-Uz power. Figure 39 indicato; the
location of the aircraft on the ground and the disposition of support faei1
itie required for the SpacelaF simulation portion of t1ic mission.

On a Spac1ab mission, sleeping quarters will he provided in the Orbiter
portion of th Space Shuttle. During che one-week simulation period o' the
,Joint Mission s Orbiter living quarters were simulated by a lift-van truck
(fig. 10), which provided sleeping accommodations, and space for sanitary
facilities and for preparation and eating of light meals. When the aircraft
was not flying, the truck bed was lifted to mate with the roar passenger door
of the aircraft and became an integral part of the aircraft interior, similar
to Spacelab/Orbiter living quarters.

The Mission Operations Center (MOC) was located in trailers adjacent to
the hangar (fig. 39). The operations trailer had a separate room for the
Mission Scientist, the Operations Manager, and MPG representatives from NASA
and ESA (fig. 41). The larger room had a conferonce/coinmunications area, an
area for official observers from NASA and ESA and one for visitors. A con-
nccted but separate space was provided for the PI r to work on flight pLinning
and data evaluation, In general, the PIs spent about 16 hr a day in the MflC

from 0300 to 1900, and slept while the aircraft was flying. The MOC was not
used during the nonsimulation portions of the mission,

While on the ground, the aircraft was connected to the MOC by two
channels of two-way voice link and one channel of TV downlink - a systom
equivalent to that planned for Spacelab (fig. 41), Two TV cameras wcro.aviil-
able aboard the aircraft, one fixed with the operators desk in its field of
view and the other a portable sot that could be focused oil 	 of
interest.

MISSION FLIGHT OPERATIONS

This section covers the flight-relatod activities of the .Joint Mission,
beginning with the first payload checkout flight 011 May 21. Flight managcrnent,
operations schedules, and P1 activitie3 are described. Lut the- ma, 	 emphasis
is on the work of the [Os	 their assigned tasks, operiting proccduros, iTiter-
aci.ons for mutual support, ind a brief comment on their overall performance.

Table 9 summarizes all mission flights involving the EOs and P1.
(Plights solely for checks on the aircraft and for pilot pro1-'icincy are not
included in the listing.) The purpose of each flight is shown. Two flights
involved FWO segments	 once by plan and once for aircraft servicing. Ilight
times are shown to indicate that 1most all flights took off in earlv twilight
to pirmit observation of Venus. Flights 15 and 16 involved daytime
otsor.ti 011 segments,
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Figure 40. Lift-van living quarters.
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TABLE 9.- JOINT ASSESS MISSION - LIST OF FLIGHTS

Local. date and time
Flight	 1	 Type of flight
number

Date Takeoff Land Duration

1	 5121	 2101	 0306	 6h 05in	 P1 checkout	 data

2	 5/23	 190	 2331	 4h lim P1 checkout	 data; E0 training

0241	 7h Olm

2259	 3h 27m

0040 1	4h Olm

0548	 Oh 58m

0200	 6h 03rri

0150	 6h 12m

0112	 Sh 42m

2302	 3h 30m

0200	 6h 25m

0201	 Sh 06m

0202	 Gh 12m

0230	 6h 18m

0332	 Sh 20m

1633 2	2h 33m

2300	 3h 53m

2316	 6h Olm

onUSJ

EO training

P1 checkout data

Spacelab simulation

Transit to Ames

Spacelab simulation

Spacelab simulation

Spaceiab simulation

Spacelah simulation

P1 data

P1 data

P1 data

P1 data

ri data

P1 data

P1 data

P1 data

	

3
	

5/28
	

1940

	

4
	

5/30
	

1932

	

5
	

6/2
	

1939

04581

	

6
	

6/3
	

1957

	

7
	

6/5
	

1938

	

8
	

6/5
	

1930

	

9
	

6/7
	

1932

	

10
	

6/11
	

1935

	

1]
	

5112
	

1955

	

12
	

6/13
	

1950

	

13
	

6/16
	

2012

	

14
	

6/17
	

2112

	

15
	

6/19
	

1400

19072

	

16
	

6/20
	

1715

1 Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, Nevada.

2Davis-Monthan AFB, Tuscon, Arizona.
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Management

Plight operations of the CV-990 Involved coordinated activity by the
following groups:

Flight operations (pilots ai;. 1ight enginecrs)

Aircraft ground crew

Aircraft inSI)OctiOfl

Navigators (ASO flight planners)

Experimenters (PIs and FOs)

Mission Scientist and Operations Manager (during the simulation week)

With the exception of aircraft inspection, these activities were
coordinated by the Mission Manager. In consultation with the experimenters,
he developed the flight plan requirements, which then were translated into a
detailed plan for each flight by the navigators. During the simulation period,
the Mission Manager could not he available on a 24-hr basis. He therefore
delegated planning coordin:ition with the PIs to the Mission Scientist, and
ther support activities to the Operations Manager during that time. During
.he simulation peviod, the Operations Manager was also responsible for special
facilities such as the MOC, the sleeping van, and the special cnmunications
equipment, as well as conduct of the briefing sessions before a1L after flight.

In flight, the Mission Manager controlled distribution of electrical
power to experiments and controlled intercom channels (two). Acting as Mission
Specialist, he was the contact between experimenters and flight crew, although
the Flight crew could switch into the experimenters' intercom circuit if neces-
sary. The Mission Manager, with pilot approval, also cruld communicate with
local ground stations via regular aircraft radio systems, but there waF no
occasion to do so during the mission.

1 nertial navigation system (INS) and time-code readouts at the Mission
Manager's station allowed the precise announcement of start and stop of the
data legs of the flight, vilich the Mission Manager usually noted, along with
other per inent flight-path data, for his own reference. During the nonsimula-.
tion flights the Mission Manager's planning assistant became his in-flight
assistant as well. Ile aided in manning the Mission Manager's station, thus
freeing the manager for more frequent "at station" contact with the flight
crew and experimenters.

Svera1 specialists f1w aboard the CV-990 to assist the experimen rs
and Mission Mnager as required. An electronics tcchnician checked optical
windows after takeoff, maintained housekeeping electronics, and occasionally
aided an experimenter (on nonsimulation flights). A stabilized-mirror specialist
maintained these systems (one on flight 1 to 9, and two on the remaining
flights), nd participated directly in their operation as riquestcd by experi-
menters. A computer-sotware technician kept the ADDAS system in operation,
and took Polaroid pictures of the QMC Fourier transformed interferograns for
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the EOs during the simu'ation week (tLese were transmitted down to the P1 for
evaluation). This specialist did not assist in problems with experimenter-
provided minicomputers.

Presimulation Flights

Two checkout/data flights were planned. Three were flown (May 21, 23, and
30), the last being a short flight intended primary to check the solution to
Meudon telescope stability problems, but also to operate the JPL IJV TAOF for
the first time.

The Queen Mary, Moudon, JPL, and Alaska experiments encountered seric
operational problems during the checkflights. QMr and JPL had EMI problems.
The JPL difficulty was fairly obvious and was easiy dianosid, but the QMC
problem was not even diagnosed as EMI until the fourth simulation flight (by
an P0). Neither experimenter was wholly successful in eliminating the inter-
ference. JPL also found that their proposed hand guiding of an 8-1n. tele-
scope on an astronomical object was an impos;i1e task. This task was deleted
from HO activities, and a stabilized mirror was introduced into the system
after the simulation period.

The Moudon telescope suffered from aerodynamic buffeting within the open
cavity, which made consistent tracking very difficult. Before the last check-
out flight, a thin mylar window was placed over the tlescope port, which
solved the buffeting problem but reduced the signal level and introduced icing
problems that were not resolved during the Fimulation period. The Alaska
problem was internal to the experiment: A faulty tape recorder repeatedly
knocked out the experiment's computer. The rroblm was diagnosed after the EO
training flight, and the tape recorder was removed .rom the experiment and
repaired during the simulation week. It was reinstalled for P1 flights.

One other less serious problem was encountered. New Mexico's image
intensified pictures were distorted by unknown magnetic fields, This EMI was
reduced considerably after the first flight, but was never completely
eliminated.

Simulation Period

The schedule and specific flight plans for the simulation period were
modified considerably because of aircraft engine troubh', although all five
flights took pl q ce. The trouble developed about half way throngh the first
flight, and data legs for two (or four) astionomia1 objects were aborted.
The same problem occurred again on the second flight, Out later in the flight.
The aircraft was able to stay on planned course, but at a lower altitude (for
greater engine efficiency of the three operating engines). Data on one
astronomical object were severely degraded due to atmospheric absorption at
the lower observational altitude. The ti	 lesome engine had to be changed,
delaying the mission one day. The last three flights were then flown as
schedulec1.
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Schedule of I)aily Activities

& master schedule of daily events (table 10) was developed to coordinate
mission operations during the simulation weck. Time blocks for major events
were keyed to aircraft takeoff (1') and landing (L) to accommodate changos in
flight plan required by priority experiments and/or target selection. This
general schedule was supplemented eally by an hourly-events schedule as soon
as the flight time was established, to enable PIs to arrange their experiment
support activities.

The tSpacr.lahlf workday began 7-1/2 hr before takeoff when the crew was
awakened for breakfast. An unstructured period of 2 to 3 hr followed, for
personal hygiene, experiment servicing, and FO/PI consultation. At T - 5-1/2
hr there was a 30-min preflight meetiig of all participants to review mission
status to date, to discuss the Final f1itht plan for the day, and to respond
to specific requests in support of the mission. From then until T - 1 hr, the
primary activity was experiment preparation, with 1O/PI consultation as
required. In tho late afternoon the 1"05 had their main meal of the day.
Experiments were shut down (at T - 1 hr) and the final countdown before takeoff
began.

The workday ended about 2 hr after landing. In the firt hour, the
aircraft was refueled and towed to the ground site, where connunications and
living quarters wore attached. Data downlink activities and cryogenic servic-
ing were completed before the flight debriefing at L + 1-112 hr. This 30-min
session was used to communicate informat n necessary for P1 planning for the
next flight, while the EOs slept. After a light meal (if desired), the EUs
retired for the night. Figure 42 summarizes FO activity for a typical day.

Flight Activities

The Ws were allowed to go to their experiment stations a few minutes
after takcoff, following the safety check of optical windows by the electronics
technician. At station, the FO immediately began an oxpefiment turn-on routine.
This was a very bus)' time, with the turn-on generall y continuing at various
levels until t 1 ie beginning of the first data leg, usually about 50 min after
takeoff. The actual initiation of data operations varied with experiment type
and atmospheric conditions reiJred.

During the data coi1.ction priod LO responsibilities varied with the
experiments. Some roquired only periodic checks of proper operation, and
others required stopping and resetting of start conditions. The cycle of
checking, setting controls, and occasionally resolving an operational problem
occupied essentially all of the E0s time 	 Turn-off began about 20 min before
landing, generally with the beginning of the descent from altitude. The assem-
bly if Juta for downlink transfer to Pis did not begin witil after landing.
}O assignments during the five flights are shown in tah1c 11.
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TABLE 10. - SIMULATION WEEK [JAIL' SCHEDULE

Time (hrs) 	 —_Events	 Location

L	 Refuel aircraft	 A/C
L + 1	 Lift tran attached 	 A/C

Communication hookup	 A/C
Cryogenics servicing	 A/C
Data clown link	 A/C, MOC

Participants

MM
MM
MM 1 OM
E0
1:0, MM, P1,

OM
Iland carry

• ADDAS tapes to IBM 360 1 Log 1i

• ADDAS hard copy to P1	 through
A[M)AS printout to P1 ( Operations

• Film to Photolab	 1 Manager
Dump Southampton video record

Flight debriefing

Silence A/C
1:0 meal (optional)
Sleep
PI-MS consultation
Preflight pianning
PI-MS consultation
Preflight meeting preparations
1:0 wakoup, shower, breakfast
lO-PI consultation
Free time

Preflight meeting

L + 1-1/2

L+2

T - 7-1/2

T - 6-1/2

T - 5-1/2
Approximate

A/C, MOC

A/C, MOC

A/C
A/C
A/C
MOC

E0 P1

OM, 1:0, P1,
M, MS

E:), MM
1:0, MM
10, MM
P1, MS

MOC	 P1, MS

A/C	 1:0, MM
A/C, MOC 1:0, P1

A/C, MOC 1:0, P1, MM,
MS, OM

time 2PM	 Formalize final experiment operations
Final flight plan
Passenger manifest

T - 4-1/2	 Start experiment preparations
Film and tape loading 	 A/C	 1:0
Cryogenic loading	 A/C	 1:0
FO-PI consultation	 A/C, MOC 1:0, P1

Meal/free time
T - 1	 Loose item stowage	 A/C	 1:0, MM

P:ssenger boarding	 A/C	 1:0, MM
Lift. ;nn removed	 A/C	 OM
St.op N. purge of cavity 	 A/C	 1:0, MM
('orn:;Lition disconnect	 A/C	 1:0, MM, OM

T - 112	 Door closure	 A/C	 1:0, MM
T - 0	 Takeoff	 A/C	 1:0, MM

Box lunch available in flight

NOTE: L + 1-112 and T - 5-112 meetings were mandatory for all indicated partic-
ipants - at least one P1 per experiment. Operations Manager on duty
24 hr/day.

L: lanling	 MOC: Mission Operations Center 	 MM: Mission Manager
T: takeoff	 21. Principal Investigator	 MS: Mission Scientist

A/C: aircraft	 1:0: Experiment Operator 	 OM: Operations Manager
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Figure 42. - flO activities for a typical day during the simulation period.
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TABLE 11.- FO ROTATION SC!1M)1LE - SIMULATION PERIOD

Experiment
F1hht number

--
5	 J	 6	 1	 7	 1

Southampton
Queen MaryMary College Operator IV Operator B* Operator C tOperator A Operator }3
New Moxico

Meudon/Groningen	 Oporator A* Operator A* Operator \*	 -	 - -

-	 --.-	 ---	 Operator [}.: Operator I)*

JPL/Aiaska/Colorado 11 0perator C Operator IJ Operator 13 10perator C Uperator C

!Not assigned 10perator 1) 

1 
OperatorC ¶ Operatcr 1) Operator Bjperator A

*I)rjme assinnicnt.

Tcf1 iht Experiment Operations

Despite the disparity in iiumbec of experiments operated by the FOs, the
actual workloads were fairly equal. The single EO operating the Queen Mary
College, the University of Southampton and the University of New Mcxico exper-
iments was always very busy when starting them up. Ills work was cornplicatcd
sornewhat by the fact that there was no coordinated control panel for the three
experiments, and he had to move about the cabin to the location of each experi-
ment (fig. 43). The EQ operating the Meudon telescope, whether with the
Groningen detector or the Ames detector, did not have to move around as mach,
but was vc'ry busy with th telescope controls and, in the Groningen case, with
the telescope computer terminal as well. His location was physically uncom-
fortablo: No seat was available, and the controls were placed low in a rack,
requiring that he sit on the floor to operate them. The flC) operating the J11L/
Alaska/Colorado group also had Foveral locations of activity, three control
racks and the two te1ecopes.

some specific comrnents about the operation of each exporiment follow. The
detailed procedural 1' formation prepared for the FOs, by the EOs and PIs, will
appear in appendix A to this report

Medon/(roningon. Fi gure 44 is a flow diagram of operations required for
this experiment. A 13-j-age booklet of operating procedures details the sequence
of operation ,; under each hIoL'k shown. For the most port, operations, once
initiated, were automatic.

'10 guide nn an object, the FO used a small joystick telescope position
cuntro 1 and a TV disp 1 ay ot the tracker scope field of view. The guide object
was brought to a small rectanu1ar area of the screen, indicated by two short
parallel bars, within which one could switch to automatic track	 To allow for
offset tracking, the area was not necessarily at screen center. After switch-
ing to automatic track, the O initiated the computer program that controlled
the recording of data,
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UNIV. OF ALASKA
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Figure 43.-. Location of experiment control centers.



- T-3 hr

T-1½ hr

-. T.-1 hr

- T-40 min

- T-30 min

- T-20 min

CRYOGENICS
TRANSFER PROCEDURE

DETECTOR PROCEDURE

GROUND PROCEDURE

OUTSIDE COVER/WATER CAVITY

START COMPUTER

ANALOG TAPE REC ON, ETC.
VIDEO TAPE REC, ON, ETC,
PAPER TAPE REC. ON, ETC.
PRCAMP/DFF/LOCk-N PAR ON

TAKE OFF PROCEDURE

LEVIS1OrI PROCEDURE

DATA PCOUIS1T(ON PROCEDURE

INERTIAL POINTING PROCEDURE

SET AND TYPE):
1) FILTER NO.
2) DIAPHRAGM DIAM ARCM)N)
3) BEAMTHROW (ARCMIN)
41 PREAMP GAIN
5) AMPLIFIER GAIN
6) LOKINGAIN
7) X AMPLITUDE )ARCMIN)
8) Y AMPLITUDE (ARCMN)

T-5 min
T-1 rniri

Tt5 min

T+15 min

T+25 min

T+30 min A--1O min

A-1 min
OBJECT ACQUISITION PROCEDURE

OBSERVING PROCEDURE

1 STOP; ADJUST STAR TRACKING/
L	 FA)LURE PROCEDURE_ T
[2SERVINIPROCEDURE]

END OF OBSERVATION
END OF FLIGHT PROCEDURE

Figure 44,- Operations flow diagram for Meudon/Groningen experiment.
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At the start of a data run the operator was first required to locate and
lcck onto the desired target, one of many objects in the field of view. This
was an easy task with a bright target such as Venus, but It was more difficult
dth some of the other fainter and sometimes distributed targets. The track-
ing operation was often disrupted in actual flight by excessive roll of the
aircraft, which caused the telescope to hit its limit stops and lose target
lock. If the operator's attention was diverted for the moment, as by a filter
adjustment, located on the rack behind his normal tracking position, the loss
of target lock might go unnoticed for a minute or more. The operator then had
to reacquire the target, lock it in and reinitiate the computer program.

When computer-controlled, the telescope mapped an area of the sky. The
maps were displayed at the computer terminal a; a sot of numbers (proportional
to JR i'ltehsities), The TO rnacle a hard copy of each display (using the A)AS
hard copy unit) for later P1 perusal.

There usually was a transit leg between data legs during which the EO was
not necessarily occupied. These legs varied in length, depending on target
schedule, but rarely were longer than a few minutes.

Arnes Research Center. Operational requirements were similar to those for
the Groningen experiment as regards telescope guiding (described above), but
differed in most ether respets 	 There was no facility for computer control
of the filter-wedge spectrometer, so the computer terminal was not activated.
The Ames data were recorded by the ADDAS, so the video and Groningen tape
recorders were not activated. Because of different densities and evaporation
rates of the cryogenic fluids used (helium by Groningen and nitrogen by Ames),
the Ames operator had to maintain the telescope in reasonable balance by
adding incremental weights to the dewar as the flight progressed.

The 
Ames 

FO was provided with a preflight timeline, a list of operational
procedures for equipment turn-on and data collection, a list of control set-
tings rluring normal operations, and a brief list of possible problems and
associated diagnostic procedures.

Queen Mary College/University of Southainpton/University of New Mexico.
These three experiments, located adjacent to one another in the front of the
cabin, were operated by a single 1O on all simulation flights. The QMC experi-
ment could collect data at the highest ambient light level, so was put into
operation first. The other two were then turned on, but remained in a standby
mode for another half hour or more awaiting proper operating conditions. Once
started, the New Mexico and Southampton experiments required only periodic
monitoring and entries on log sheets from the lEO. The FO thus spent most of
his operating time on the QMC experiment, which required close attention at
frequent intervals.

The QMC equipment was complex, operated at a very low signal level, and
was subject to serious EMI from aircraft radio transmitters, a problem that
was not identified during the presimulation flights. Thus, in addition to his
other duties, tht EO was asked to perform a diagnostic function - to identify
the source of the "noise spiklsu imposed on the primary signal channel and, if
possible, take corrective action.
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The experiment required detailed attention from the LO in taking interfer-
ograms, and close coordination with the ADDAS operator. The process of taking
data involved mechanical travel of a mirror controlled by a load screw. No
limit switches were provided at the extremities of motion, and the mirror
jammed if motion was not stopped in time. Since recording an interfcrogram
took on the order of 10 min it was well that his other experiments required as
little attention as they did. Despite the possibilities for error, both
primary and secondary EOs were successful in obtaining a reasonable number of
interferograms.

Only the 273 K reference body of the QMC experiment was used during th€.
simulation week; the other 77 K reference was inactivated. This simplifica-
tion was introduced so that the 1:0 would not have cryogen-refill (LN2)
activities to contend with during flight.

The Southampton team did not develop integrated procedures for the three
instruments that made up their experiment; three separate sets of detailed
directions were furnished to the EOs. The separate instruments werc: an all-
sky camera at a zenith window, a photometer at a 65 0 ele.ration window, and a
TV camera at a seconc 65° window. Each instrument required a number of opera-
tions to start data taking, but required only periodic checks once started.
The TV system also required the reseating of an electronics card inside the
camera case, which was loosened by the vibration of takeoff. Once this was
done, the TV camera operated properly for the rern 'ider of the flight.

No attempt had been made on this experiment to coordinate controls. The
operator was required to operate separate controls for each piece of
electronics equipment.

An abbreviated checklist for operation of the New Mexico experiment is
shown in table 12. On a simulation flight, the EO was expected to fill out an
expanded 6 .-page list, and there were 22 pages of informational material cover-
ing each item of equipment, its operation, and possible problems. The operator
was required to mount the 16 .-mm camera after the start of each flight and to
stow the camera before landing. Once everything was started on this experiment,
no further attention waswas required of the operator except to make log entries
each half hour.

Operation was simplified during the simulation week by leaving the two
instruments photometer and 35-mm camera/intensifier, in their normal position
on the left side of the aircraft. Later on, the P1 optimized data collection
by switching these two instruments to the right side when conditions warranted.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory/University of Alaska/University of Colorado.
Equipment for these three related experiments was located in the after portion
of the aircraft cabi (fig 35). A 35-cm telescope provided the main optical
input to the Alaska a.d Colorado spectrometers, and a mirror was inserted at
the telescope exit to switch from the Alaska to the Colorado instrument. When
the Colorado spectrometer was receiving the telescope beam a second mirror was
positioned in front of thc. entrance slit of th Alaska instrument so that the
spectrometer received zenith light through a 65 0 elevation window. An Ames
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TABLE 12. SAMPLE CIII •CKLIST FOR EXPERIMENT OPERATION; UNIVERSITY OF

NEW M1XTCO

ABBREV T *TED CIIFCKLIST

Date:

Observer:

See detailed Checklist for Preflight and Postf1ightproccdurc.

WARM-UP (as soon as possible in flight)

Open plastic windows
Power on - high voltage power supply
Amplifier on
Recorder on - put date on chart
Image tube power on (first switch)
Mount movie camera; plug into 24-V transformer, secure air hose
Output on high voltage power supply

START-UP (in dark skies, preferably during turn after Venus run)

Recorder: 1 min/in.
Remove signal cable, set zeroes, and record ranges
Lower pens
Replace signal cable
Activate photometer and filter wheel
Activate 35-mm image tube and camera (plug in motor-cam)
Activate 1-mm image tube and camera (check solenoid and motor shaft)
Set timer
Record sky condition (next sheet)

SHUT-DOWN

Amplifier
- 11V power supply off - output first, then power

Dark slides down; lens cap on (record on chart)
Image tube power supplies all off
Shut down movie camera, unplug from transformer and stow
Shut down 35-mrn camera (unplug motor-cam timer)
Final IVWV signal; chart to standby and OFF
All power off at overhead panel
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technician operated a gyrostahilized mirror that intercepted the signal entering
the cabin through a 14° elevation window. This mirror was considered experiment
support equipment under the purview of the Mission Manager.

The 130 operating the three combined experiments had to make adjustment or
operate controls on the telescope mount, on an electronics rack across the
aisle for Alaska, and at two other electronics racks for the JPL and Colorado
experiments. Both the Colorado and Alaska experiments involved the use of
interactive computer terminals. The fact that the keyboards of these two
devices were not identical led to frequent operational errors by the 130 as he
moved from one to the other.

For safety reasons, the JPL TAOP was stowed during takeoff and landing,
and the E0's first task was to mount the IJV/TAOF on the telesope pointing out
the 14° window. Most of the many JPL experiment controls remained in one posi-
tion from flight to flight, and few had to be checked or reset. Once put into
operation, the instrument swept repetitively through the UV spectrum withwith ,io
attention from the E0. However, he was required to make a hard copy for quick-
look information and for later P1 perusal. This task, which was done fairly
infrequently, involved the use of an X-Y recorder that required resetting after
each sweep a. .d a paper change after each two to three sweeps. Experiment
parameters employed were hand logged an the X-Y plot.

Since all three of these experi-ments could start collecting data on the
first data leg, the E0 who ran them was extremely busy between takeoff and the
first start point (30 to 40 min). The threo experiments were activated roughly
in parallel, with the experiment an the 35-cm telescope receiving slight pri-
ority. To accomplish turn-on in parallel, the 130 spent short periods of time
at each experiment, activating it a bit more with each visit. After the second
simulation flight the rules were changed to allow the off-duty E0 on any partic-
ular flight to aid the JPL/Alaska/Colorado 130 by mounting the JPL UV/TAOF just
after takeoff. This accommodation was, of course, peculiar to the aircraft
simulation since in Spacelab such instruments would have to be set up only
once.

For each experiment, the 130 had available complete turn-oii schedules and
diagnostic suggestions for the more common problems. However, he did not have
a priorities list that would tell how long to spend troubleshooting experiment
A when experiments B and C were in need of his attention. This situation arose
several times and was a considerable frustration.

Operation of the JPL experiment was considerably simplified during the
simulation week by flying only the 1JV/TAOF. Omission of half the experiment
was in part an effort to reduce the E0's combined workload to a reasonable
level and also reflected the fact that, in any case, the visihle/TAOJ was
achieving only marginal clata quality.

The guide optics of the University of Alaska experiment were not mounted
rigidly enough, and under various flight conditions (bumps, vibration, etc.),
they often shifted out of alignment with the 5-cm telescope, thus presenting
some problems in target acquisition. The 130 acquired the target with the guide
optics and then raster scanned the star-tracker optics until the latter 'saw!?



the target, at which paint the system was switched to automatic guide. To

determine whcn the tracker "saw" the target, the P0 monitored its voltage
output with a motor. Deflections were small and difficult to detect early in
a flight when the sky was relatively bright. Acquisition of the first target
in a flight frequently took 20 to 30 min. After acquiring the first target,
the E0 realigned the guide optics to facilitate the acquisition of subsequent
targets.

Fortunately, other aspects of the Alaska experiment were less demanding
of the E0's complete attention. Once on target, the spectrometer spectral
sweep was activat ed, and data acquisition commenced using the computer terminal.
Spectrometer sweep was cyclic and required no further attention from the P0
except to alter operating parameters.

Spectra were summed and their average displayed on the computer terminal
cathode-ray tube (CRT). The EO occasionally printed out a hard copy of these
spectra (using the ADI)AS hard .-copy unit) for later P1 perusal.

When the University of Colorado experiment was accepting signals from the
35-em eiescope, the activities discussed in the first paragraph of the pro-
vious section (Alaska) applied. If the tcicsco - was on target, the beam could
be switched to the Colorado spectrometer with no further adjustment of the
telescope. As a prototype of an experiment designed to perform in space, the
Colorado spectrometer was operated completely by remote control. All the 190
had to do was to enter appropriate instructions at the computer terminal.

E0 Interaction

The plan to have only three 130s directly involved in experiment operation
at any one time was largely successful. Interactions among active 190. were
not precluded by mission guidelines, and a helpful interchange deveIo7d as
the simulation progressed. On the other hand, interactions with the off-duty
190 (except verbally) were at first prohibited and then later allowed, to the
extent of simulating the 1-hour overlap planned for Spacelah.

During the first simulation flight, when each experiment was being
operated by its primary E0, there was little need for 190 consultation. On
subsequent flights, however, when one or more experiments were being operated
by secondary FOs, there was considerable interaction among all EOs, including
the off-duty 190 who had little cisc to do. Figure 45 gives timelines for P0
interaction for flights 7 and 8 (third and fourth of the simulation flights),
during which 190 interaction was greatest. Blocks above the heavy line for
each experiment (or group of experiments operated by a single operator) show
total experiment operation time and the operator for that flight. Smaller
bloc'ks h1ow the heavy line indicate assistance from another 190. For example,
on flight 7, Operator 13 was operating the JPL/Aiaska/Colorado experiment as
his secondary experiment. However, he also spent some time interacting with
Operator C who, as a secondary 190, was operating the experiment for which
Operator 13 was the prime 190. On the same flight, Operator 13 received consider-
able assistance from Operator D, who was off-duty at the time. The extended
interaction of Operator 13 as off-duty prime operator on flight 8 with Operator A
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ws largely ar attempt to repair the QMC strip chart recorder. The 130 inter-
actions were primarily in the form of verbal exchanges oi' operational informa-
tion. Actual physical adjustment of the experiments also accounted for
eonsicJerablc time, however, as indicated by the assistance provided the
secondary EOs during experiment turn-on.

Overall 130 Performance

f10 performance during the simulation week was satisfactory. As might be
exne'ted, the major difference between E0 and P1 performance consisted in 130
meli.a1 L?rors resulting from lack of familiarity and the tight timeline require-
in€ns for a single person operating several experiments. In some cases, the
orrois were seicnis (e.g., forgetting to turn on a camera during a complete
flight, operating a tape recorder at the wrong speed for one hour, misjudging
adequate signal-to-. noise ratio, and forgetting to turn on high voltage for most
of prime data leg); in others, there was little loss of data (e.g, keyboard
errors when moving from one computer terminal to another with a slightly
different key arrangement).

The 1305 were resourceful in resolving problems encountered. Several
times, strip chart recorders were patched from one experiment into another
where a malfunction had occurred. AIso, the QMC problem that had seriously
degraded most data beginning with the first flight was correctly diagnosed by
an 130 as aircra't radio EMI. 'T'his diagnosis occurred in flight 8, but no
solution was attempted until the resumption of P1 flights since there wr.s no
shielding material available onboard.

Only two exceptions to mission ground rules were made during the
simulation week, both with the approval of MPG representatives. The first
corrected a dOficiency in onboard spare parts. Four fuses were blown in a
Groningen power supply at the end of flight 6 (the second of the simulation
period). Since it was early in the simulation period and the power supply was
vital to experiment operations, spares were obtained locally and given to the
liOs. Thc second exception slightly revised the workload of one 130. After
flight 6 it was dacided that the off-duty 130 would lighten the experiment
turn-on burden of the JPL/Colorado/Alaska 130 by mounting the JPL UV TAOF at
the beginning of each flight. This decision was subsequently expanded to
allow the off-duty 130 to spend up to one hour assisting other EOs where needed,
as noted earlier.

Postsimulation Flights

Following the simulation period, two weeks were allocated for further
data flights during which the experiments were operated by the PI-, under
normal ASO operational procedures (no Mission Operations Center, Mission
Manager sole authority for all flight and ground operations). Seven flights
were conducted during this period.

During this period EMI measurements on aircraft systems and experiments
were carried out by PSTEC specialists, both on the ground and in flight.
Although the initial proposal by ESTEC included extensive EMI surveys duriig
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the experiment integration period, these had to be curtailed because of
aircraft and experiment installation schedules. Had the earlier measurements
been made, they would have benefited the PIs who were bothered by 13M1; as it
was much valuable informatior was gained for Spacelab designers as well as
for prospective users of the CV-990.

Except for two sections of daylight flight, the flight plans of the PE
flights were basically the same as for the EO flights. However, the observa-
tional situation was deteriorating; Venus was getting too near the Sun and the
Mocn was setting too late, and both events degraded the data with excessive
background light. For this reason, the Southampton and New Mexico Pis did not
participate in all the data flights scheduled.

The daylight section of flight 15 was made for the purpose of optical
detection of pollutant gases in the vicinity of Tuscon, Arizona. ihc astrono-
mers were accommodated during this flight by landing at Tuscon and awaiting
twilight, then flying the astronomical-object data legs. The first data leg
of flight 16 was used to calibrate the effzcts of the earth's atmosphere using
the Sun as a source of light.

Several experiments entered the P1 flight phase with continuing problems:
QMC had EMI from the aircraft radio; the Meudon telescope port was still
co'iered with mylar, which degraded the data noticeably and also iced on the
inside; and JPL had trackirg, sensitivity, and EMI problems. Furthermore, the
Colorado investigator was far fromsatisfied with his results using the Alaska
telescope, and Southamptoi, with their results at high elevation angle. QMC
experimenters tried various shielding cages around their detector and preampli-
fier. All improved the situation somewhat, but none completely solved tho
problem. They stopped short of inserting RP filters in power cables.

The mylar icing prob].ein was solved by directing a stream of warm air
against the inner surface (flight 11). The window thickness was changed from
2 mil to 1 mil to reduce signal attenuation. However, the pressure differential
caused this window to bulge out, so the 2-mil window was reinstalled. Ames
engineers designed a new aerodynamic foiicc to replace the Meudon configuration
(flown successfully on a forward window of a French Caravel le). On flight 16,
the telescope performed well with the new ferice and without the mylar window.

The JPL P1 installed a stabilized mirror in front of his 14° window
1cscope before the first P1 flight (flight 10). The mirror greatly improved

his guiding ability, but consistent guiding on an astronomical object still
required constant effort by an operator. Automatic guiding remained impossi-
ble. The sensitivity and EMI problems encountered by the JPL TAOPs were not
adequately resolved during the course of the P1 flights. In this case, new
instrumentation was put to use in the field before its limitations and
operational requirements were fully understood.

Colorado joined JPL in adapting to the new telescope/mirror arrangement
(fig. 28) and worked out a time-sharing plan for best use of observing time.
The Southampton group moved their TV camera to a lew-boy rack for viewing
through a 14 0 elevation window, the same as New Mexico (fig. 46).
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All FOs except one (w had other commitments) were aboard during two of
the P1 flights. One was aboard on flights 11 and 16, and two on flights 12
and 15. The EOs played active rules, participating directly in the operation
of what had been their prime experiment. ro participation in P1 flights was
not p1anwd. It came about primarily because of I0 interest in making a
further contribution to the m ssion.

MISSION RESULTS

This section treats some of the more significant results of the Joint
ASSESS Mission: the performance of tne COs in their assigned duties, their
response to equipment malfunctions, and their scientific accomplishments.
Baseline comparisons with postsimulation PI data fliqhw have been evaluated
to establish the relative effectiveness of 1O anc l P1 research operations.
Attention is also given to performance of aircraft substem and their impact
on experiment performance, as well as to management performance in support of
mission goals.

Experiment .perator Performance

General Remarks

Tho primary objective of this mission was to test the concept of proxy
operation of experiments by Pr-trained EOs. This concept has been ieStOd once
before in an ASSESS Spacclab simulation study using a Lear Jet aircraft with a
single experiment (ref. 10). During that Lear mission, two EOs operated an
IR astronomy experiment on nine flights over a 5-day period with reasonable
success. For the Joint ASSESS Mission, each IiO operated one complex experiment
or several simpler ones simultaneously. Mission results demonstrated the basic
validity of this extension of the EO concept. Although kept extremely busy
during the simulation flights, the Ws managed to keep all experiments 111

operation as required by the PIs' respective observation plans.

This match of operation plan to available IiO time was not a chance occur-
rence, but rather evolved during final preparations of the mission. From the
beginning of the program it was intended that I0 assignments be demanding
enough to permit a realistic evaluation of their capabilities. Thus, each
experiment had sufficient options for nearly full-time use by at least one
operator, and as flight time approached certain simplifications were necessary
to achieve a rcalistic FO workload. For this reason, as expected, there were
some concessions made to facilitate I0 operation of the two complex experiment
groups. In each three-experiment group, two oi the investigators reduced the
numbcr of operating options in their experiments to achieve a balanced time
sharing for the group. Thus, Now Mexico limited operations to one position on
the left side of the cabin, while QMC used only one of the two temperature
references available in the experiment. In the other group, JPL operated only
one of the TADF spectrometers and reduced the number of control adjustments on
that unit, while Colorado deleted the option for inflight data processing and
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ana1v-i.Witli the s e modifications worked out by the PIs and 1 :0s, the other
two &?xperirnents, Southampton and Alaska, could function fully as planned.
Neither Meudon/troniiigen nor Ames made any concessions to simplify FO tasks.

Because the EO training	 s not as thorough as it might have been, the
simulation got off to an uncertain start with the IOs lacking full confidence
in their ability to operate s.gncd experiments. All of the EUs had extensive
prior experience with olectrorie instrumentation, however, and three had pre-
v jousi y flown with exerrn(nt s, so they were abi c- to adapt to the situation.
As the simu ttior week progressed, operating confidence developed rapidly with
a cuncoi,iita.0 ineroaso in performance level. Even so, ho 1Os felt that their
performance was still improving by the end of the simulation period. Ohiec -
tively, improved [Os performance also was apparent in their growing, but never
omp1ete, independence from detailed checklists to guide txperiment ...perations.

The flOs provided assistance to one another across experiment 1nie which
WaS made possible bv ross .traininr,. Most often it was the off-duty prime
operator who advised or assisted his backup, secondary operator ir flight. in
contrast, the Pis seldom sought counsel from their neers diiri.g tile postsimu-
lation flighrs, and whon they did it usually was in connection with a common
problem of the eilvironinent such as EMI, vibration, or background noise from
otbei sources. The assistance times of the off-duty LO were generall y of short
duration and in agreate were tacitly assumed to represent the shift ove.lap
period planned for Spacelab. One primary difference, of course, was their
occuri ence at intervals over the data-acquisition period for trout) 1cshootjng
problems, or relieving peak workloads. As evidence of a growing teamwork among
all the 0s, the frcquc'ncy of such events increased to about 2 to 3 an
hoir, overall. In line with the mission guidelines, nevertheless, those
interchanges scidom exceeded i few minutes.

Ovcrall Use of 'i'iiiie

Table 13 smarizes the overall distribution of LO time from the start of
the mission at 1300 hr (local time) on June 2 until landing after the fifth
flight at 2300 hr on JUI'Ie 7. The total simulation period was 130 hr. Times
havo been divided to show ground and flight activities separately. lstirnated
flight times are based an the Moffett-Moffett takeoff and landing times. Thus,
the 31.7 hr total includes .6 hr spent an the ground at Los Vegas because of
engine trouble during the first flight. FO activities have been broken down
into experiment-rela ..d tasks and personal activities. Subdivisions of these
are: hriof/debriet (formal meetings between MOC personnel and simulation
crew), 1 1 1/1',0 consult (individual conversations between Pis and Ms), LI) assist
(direct verbal or physical assistarice given by one I0 to another), routine
servicing (cryogenic servicing, changing batteries, operational checks), main-
tenance (diagnostic and repair efforts), eat/sleep (time for flight lunch not
included), operation (experiment turn-on and data collection), and other (per-
sonal 1iygien, Off-LiUty, free time). flO tnies were recorded by personal
observation, with the direct rc' c ord augmented by communication system recordings
and MaC log book entries.

There are obvious reasons for time differences among the EQs. In the
"flight" category, Operator 1) opor'ted experiments on only throe (instead of
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TABLE V. - DISTRIBUTION OF E0 TIME DURING SIMULATION PERIOD

Total simulation time = 130 hours

Ground time = 98.3 hours 	 Flight time 31.7 hours

Personal	 .	 Personal
Experiment tasks, 	 activities,	

Expernnent tasks,	 activities,

Brief/ Consu1tAssist RoutineNainten- Eat/	 Service/ Assist

	

E0	 .	 .	 Other Operate	 .	 0ther-
debrief PI/EO LO/BO service ance 	 sleep  	 mainten. E0/E0

	

A	 5.4	 4.1	 0.7	 28.5	 0.9	 43.1 17.3	 48.6	 7.3	 2.5	 42.3
(8.. )

	

B	 5.4	 3.7	 1.2	 30.8	 0.7	 43.1 15.1	 58.4	 2,2	 6.9	 31.5
(7.6)

	

C	 5.4	 3.4	 1.7	 22.5	 2.6	 43.1 21.3	 56.5	 2.2	 2.5	 38.8
(7.0)'

	

D	 5.4	 2.5	 2.7	 24.1	 7.1	 43.1 13.1	 29.7	 9.8	 6.6	 54.3

verage	 39.7%	 60.3%	 58.0	 41.7

'Percent of work time; [i.e., total - (eat/sleep + brief/debrief)]

Zlncludes off.-duty time



four) flights, and took the opportunity on his two off-duty nights to diagnose
instrumentation problems with his prime experiment. Operator A put in over
2 hr in diagnostic efforts during the third simulation flight, while both
Operators B and 0 gave generously of their time to assist other EOs. In the
"ground time category, Operators A and B were involved in considerably more
cryogenic servicing than the other Ms. Operator 0 was the only IO to remain
aboard the aircraft during an engine run-up and refuel period (2 hr) attempting
to diagnose an equipment problem.

The time spent in P11130 consultation during the simulation period seems
surprisingly small (only 3 to 4 percent in table 13) since the microphone
apparently was in use almost continuously. However, the data show that calls
were frequent (as many as eight in a day between the same P1 and 130), but short
(usually less than 4 minutes in length). The number of contacts doubled after
the first day and remained roughly constant at about 30 throughout the simula-
tion period. The total amount of time per day spent by all 130s in P1 consulta-
tion similarly increased from 1 hr on the first day to about 2-1/2 hr thereafter,
as mission activities settled into a routine.

An overview of the simulation period shows that an average of 40 percent
of the ground time and almost 60 percent of the flight time was spent on oxperi-
ment tasks (table 13). The average 20 day was divided as follows:

Experiment tasks	 10-1/2 hr

Off.-duty time in flight	 2-1/2 hr

Life support functions	 8	 hr

Free time (distributed)	 3	 hr

mis balanco of activity appeared suitable for even longer periods than the
5-1/2 days of the Joint Mission. After the first two days of familiarization,
the EOs settled into a routino that allowed more free time. Also, the off-duty
flight gave each 130 a rest from the set routine for part of one day, an
opportunity not available to the Mission Manager.

It should not be overlooked that an a standard day the 130 worked perhaps
an hour or two longer than the average of 10-1/2 hr shown above, both in
experiment preparation on the ground and operation in flight, with correspond-
ingly less discretionary time available. As the Mission Manager observed, the
EOs seldom were without some experiment-related task to perform, except when
sleeping.

Operational Effectiveness and Data Quality

Table 14 summarizes 130 performance in flight during the simulation period
in terms of time effectiveness and data quality. Time effectiveness is expressed
as percent of available time (time on track) t!it the experiment was operated
to acquire data, and data quality is based on P1 estimates made at the end of
the simulation period using the rating scale shown in the table. It is immedi-
ately apparent that results were better for all-. sky observations than for
astronomical targets involving acquisition and guiding functions, and depending
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TABLE 14.- EO INFLTGHT PJ3RFORI4ANCE RATINGS

Data quality estimates (PI)*
Number (if

Percent of available Type of
observation	 time 	 .	

-	 Average Type of operation
time utilized	 observation

periods	 of all

ii1-	 stroiT j7J	 observation	 Equipment

	

EC targets sky All targets sky targets sky	 problems

A	 9	 3 80	 75	 95	 1.4	 3.3	 1.9	 4.0	 1.5

B	 2	 14 77	 65	 79	 2.5	 3.0	 2.9	 2.9	 2.5

C	 6	 12 74	 40	 91	 1.8	 2.2	 2.1	 2.4	 0.5

D	 7	 3 54	 40	 85	 1.7	 1.5	 1.7	 1.9	 1.2

	

A111 24	 32 73	 523J

*Data quality scale applied to P1 estimates:
CD

4 = Excellent	 11 times
3 Good	 11 times
2 = Fair	 18 times
1 = Poor	 10 times
0 = No data	 6 times



on aircraft positior a1td stability. Thus, EOs whose major assignment was
astronomy usually s, ed lower than those making all-. sky observations. When
equipment was operating normally, the EOs produced average or better data; when
problems occurred, the quality of their product dropped sharply. Overall, the
results are distinctly favorable; experiments were maintained in operable
condition to produce useful quality data for nearly three- . fourths of the time
available to the EOs.

Comparison of 130 and P1 Operating Performance

Differing modes of operation were employed on 130 and P1 data flights.
During the P1 flights, there was a large increase in manpower (from 3 to 14)
that allowed operator specialization, and the experimenters had free access to
equipment and outside support. In addition, significant improvements were made
on six of the eight experiments to improve data acquisition and quality. In
combination these factors should have created near optimum operating condition
for the P1s within the normal constraints of airborne research, during the
seven postsimulation flights. The following comparisons are made with this in
mind.

Table 15 gives manpower loading, observation time s and data quality by
individual experiment for both flight periods. Data quality is based on P1
estimates ratol on the () to 4 scale. Overall, the results for 130 and P1
operation are quito comparable, in itself sufficient reason to commend the BOs'
performance. There are some other notable factors that require attention,
however. First, during the P1 flights, there was a substantial calibration
effort for four experiments, as opposed to a modest effort for only ono during
the simulation period. This effort combined with actual observation times
gives seven of the eight experiments a significantly longer period of P1 opera-
tion, clearly a reflection of the greater manpower loading. On the other hand,
data quality is not as favorably inclined toward the PIs. Of the three appar-
ently significant improvements in data quality achieved by the PIs, two (Mcudon
and Colorado) were influenced strongly by experiment changes that would have
similarly benefited the EOs. Of the remaining five experiments, three achieved
slightly better data qual.i ty and two (New Mexico and Southampton) suffered some
reduction in quality due to sky brightness from various sources (e.g, the
Moon) that thterferred with their observations.

The overall comparison at the bottom of table 15 shows P1 perfnranee
some 30 percent better in operating time and 20 percent in data qua1it but
about the same in uti1i:at.on of available observing time. If the PIs were
operating at near peak effectiveness for the given conditions, then the EOs
were able to achieve about three fourths this level with less than one fourth
the manpower. Without question, this was an outstanding accomplishment.

To further clarify the relative performance of the two groups, table 16
ranks experiment in order of improvement on P1 flights and indicates the pri-
mary reasons for the observed differences. Results are given in terms of obser-
vation time and data quality. Again, manpower loading and equipment changes
account for the longer time periods and better data quality, respectively.
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TABLE 15.- COMPARISON OF EO AND P1 PERFORMANCE

observation time
	

Data quality
	

Calibration
estimates (P1)

Experiment Operator manpower per flight 
(avg)*	 time per

 fli
loading	 Percent of No. obser. Overall	

gilt,
Minutes

	

	 minutes
available periods rating

Icudon/	 E0 (P)	 1	 155	 72	 9	 J 1.4	 6
Groningen	 111	 3-1/2	 121	 77	 14	 2.9	 79

Queen	 EO (P)	 1/3	 80	 47	 3	 - 2.7	 0
Mary	 EO (S)	 1/3	 185	 74	 2	 2,5	 0
College	 P1	 1-3/4	 222	 66	 7	 2.6	 29

Southampton 130 (P)	 1/3	 200	 100	 3	 4.0	 0
130 (8)	 1/3	 240	 89	 2	 4.0	 0
P1	 1-3/4	 218	 99	 6	 2.8	 4

59Ames	 E0 (P)   	
38

JPL	 130 (P)	 113	 190	 100	 3	 0.5	 0
E0 (S)	 1/3	 233	 93	 2	 1.5	 0
P1	 2	 215	 63	 9	 1.0	 39

Alaska	 E0 (P)	 1/3	 190	 92	 7	 2.1	 0
130 (S)	 1/3	 233	 93	 6	 1.7	 0
P1	 1=3/4	 278	 87	 13	 3.5	 6

Colorado	 130 (P)	 1/3	 39	 44	 5	 2.0	 0
130 (S)	 1/3	 104	 65	 4	 1.8	 0
P1	 1	 109	 33	 16	 3.4	 0

New Mexico	 EO (P)	 1/3	 158	 90	 3	 4.0	 0
130 (S)	 1/3	 193	 98	 2	 4.0	 0
P1	 2	 263	 100	 5	 3,8	 0

*Not including calibration periods.
(P) Primary assignment
(S) Secondary assignment

Overall ratios:

• Manpower loading, P11130 = 14/3 = 4.7
• Operating time (incl. calib.)/expntc. flight, P11130 	 205/158	 1.3
• Utilization available observing tinie/expmt. flight,

P1/Eo = 0.74/0.76 z 1.0
• Data quality rating/expmt. obsv. period s FI/BO	 2.8/2.4 = 1.2
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TABLE 16.- RATIOS OF P1 TO EO PERFORMANCE BY ORDER OF IMPROVEMENT

Ratio of
Experiment	 observing times, Primary reasons for change in performance

PI/E0,per flight

QMC (1)	 1.81	 Pull attention of P1
Colorado (2)	 1.60	 Pull attention of co-investigator; no time

sharing of Alaska telescope
UNM (1)	 1.52	 P1 observations both sides of aircraft, so

more time available
Alaska (2)	 1.34	 No time sharing with Colorado; full atten-

tion of co-investigator
JPL (2)	 1.04	 Automated skyglow measurements for both

EOs and Pis
Ames	 1.02	 Limited P1 experience with system; some

calibration
Southampton (1)	 1.01	 Experiment required little attention
Meudon/Groningen	 0.78	 Extensive calibrations by P1

Group (1) average	 1.45	 Available manpower
Group (2) average	 1.33	 No time-sharing manpower or equipment
Single experiments

average	 0.90	 Calibration requirements

(a) Observing time.

Ratio of
data quality,

PIJEO, all
observations

Experiment Primary reasons for change in performance

Moudon/Groningen
Alaska (2)
Colorado (2)
Ames

JPL (2)

QMC (1)

UN.1 (1)
Southampton (1)

Group (1) average
Group (2) average
Single experiments

average

	

2.07	 Increased signal strength

	

1.84	 Automated skyglow measurements (P1)

	

1.79	 Much improvcd optics for co-investigator

	

1.19	 Experienced telescope operator (Moudon);
increased signal strength

	

1.11	 Greater experience of P1 with unproven
instruments

	

1.00	 RFI and ADOAS problems for both EOs and
PIS

	

0.95	 High-quality data for both

	

0.70	 Reduced by sky brightness for PI

	

0.88
	

Environment and support problems

	

1.58
	

Improved input signal

	

1.63
	

Improved input signal

(b) Data quality.
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Response to Inflight Problems and Experiment Malfunctions

190 rosponse to experiment and environmental problems 15 a primary element
in the total performance equation. The capability to evaluate and resolve
problems will be vital to the success of a Spacelab mission as it was to the
Joint ASSESS Mission. In this respect, the present experience was a realistic
analog. Both the physical isolation and the means of communication were
designed to duplicate the esseitia1 constraints of Spacelah.

Problems encountered and 190 responses are summarized in table 17. Only
the overall trends are discussed here. Appendix A provides more descriptive
information and analysis. Sixty-nine events were identified (table 17), of
which almost three fourths were in the experiment, less than one fourth wore
caused by the operator, and the remainder by the vehicle and/or its support
systems (GFE). More than two thirds occurred while an 190 was operating his
primary experiment. Corrective measures resolved 29 problems during flights
10 of which involved assistance from another 190 or the Mission Manager. in
another 25 cases, the 190 took positive action to troubleshoot the malfunction
or to adjust his procedures to"live with it. Only 15 problems were deferred
for resolution after flight, and of these there were only two that caused
experiment operations to cease (one each on Ames and Colorado).

Table 18 compares the frequency and resolution of only experiment mal-
functions for the simulation and postsimulation periods. The total number was
similar for both periods, but during the PT flights, over two thirds of the mal-
functions were concentrated in the QMC and JPL experiments (RFI was a major
problem for both, as it had been earlier), The primary message of table 18 15
that the EOs were able to solve a larger number and proportion of problems
than the PIs, most notably in flight without P1 support. Some of the more
serious problems required assistance from the PIs after flight, but postflight
aid of this kind was an accepted mi s sion guideline and does not detract from
190 performance. In addition to the 90s' competent handling of normal experi-
ment operations, they also responded effectively, by P1 standards, to equipment
malfunctions. It should he noted, however, that both EOs and PIs were unable
to solve a substantial number of problems. In a few cases, the impact of these
unresolved problems on scientific accomplishment was significant, indicating
the need for a more positive input by management to the experiment development
proc CI S S.

Scientific Results

Final assessment of scientific results achieved by the various experimenters
must await detailed study and interpretation 01' the data. A tentative assessment
of the results was obtained through interviews with each P1 fo11owin the mission
and such preliminary analytical information as the investigators could 'provide
in time for inclusion in this report.
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TABLE 17.- PROBLEMS IMPACTING EXPERIMENT OPERATION DURING SIMULATION FLIGHTS

Source and	 'O Responses
Primary or	 Number	

Corrected in
Secondary

	

	
Flight	

Other Actions
Expnt. GFE Operators

Self cith help Live with Troubleshoot Fix on ground

P	 6	 0	 3	 0	 0	 5	 3	 1
S	 2	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0

P	 14	 1	 1	 6	 1	 1	 3	 5
S	 4	 1	 2	 1	 4	 1	 0	 1

P	 11	 3	 2	 7	 3	 4	 0	 2
5	 6	 0	 1	 3	 1	 0	 1	 2

P	 3	 2	 1	 0	 0	 6	 0	 0
S	 3	 0	 3	 2	 0	 0	 0	 4

P	 34	 6	 7	 13	 4	 16	 6	 8
S	 15	 1	 6	 6	 6	 1	 2	 7

All	 49	 7	 13	 19	 10	 17	 1	 8	 15

	

71	 10	 19	 28	 14	 25	
1	 11	 22

	

100	 42	 58

EO

Operator
A

Oerator
B

Operator
C

Operator
D

All

-

ir.

1.
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TABLE 18.- MALFUNCTION'S OF EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT

Number	 malfunctions	
Problem solved	

-
	
Problem not

_________________ ____
	

FO required solved
Experiment
	

On ground	 solved

	

flights tion flights ByEO By PIByEO By P1 	 By EOjBy_P1

Meudon/	 4	 1	 0	 0	 1	 1	 0	 - 0
Groningen

QMC	 15	 16	 7	 3	 2	 5	 3	 6	 8

Southampton	 4	 3	 2	 0	 2	 3	 1	 0	 0

Ames	 2	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 1

JPL	 4	 16	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 4	 14

Alaska	 8	 3	 4	 3	 3	 0	 2	 1	 0

Colorado	 11	 17	 2	 3	 0	 3	 1	 0

UNM	 1	 3	 1	 3	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

All	 49	 45	 22	 12	 11	 10	 9	 16	 23

Percent	 100	 100	 45	 27	 22	 22	 18	 33	 51



Meudoi/Gron i ngen

Tho Meudon/Groningen experiment yielded four typos of information:

1. Observation ,; of hitherto unmapped IR sources, which have produced
original data (cg., observations of the 1111 region near r Ophuichi
and the star S Cephei, mostly during the P1 data flights following
the simulation period)

2. Observations of previously mapped sources, which have augmented the
quantity of extant data. For example, o1)ervations of M-17 both
during and after the simulation period have about doubled th
infrard data avaiab1e.

3. Noise (sky signal) measurements of the entire airborne system,
including the effect on noise levels of such parameters as 1iiphragm
diameter, altitude, RFI, atmospheric turbulence, and wavelength
(mostly during P1 data flights)

4. Observations of Venus that were used for calibration,

Data interpretation was significantly impeded hy the presenco of background
sky signal, which masked that from the target. Much relevant information on
"sky noise" was obtained. Signal strength, particularly at altitudes below
the tropopause, was found to be much greater than that measured under laboratory
conditions. Unfortunately, at the latitudes required to observe the P1 's
seleetod targets, as clot errnined by the limited range of telescope elevation
angle, the tropopause was often higher than the ceiling altitude of the air-
craft, Computer analysis to isolate the target signal from the background is
being done by the Moudon principal investigator at his iahoratory; such
&nvolvocl processing was not possible at Ames. It appears that the atmosphere
is not very transparent in the wavelengths of interest, and the data obtained
on NGC-7000, M-17, and p Qphiuchi are not yet explicable,

The EQs contribution to the scientific reu1ts from this experiment was
significant: Oer one third of the total observation time was achieved during
E() operation, An equipment limitation beyind his control (the frosted mylar
port window detracted from the quality of some of his records, but ctliorwise
his rosults compared favorably with the PPs on s imilar targets.

Queen Mary College

Arnong the goals attempted for ASSESS was i improvement ir flic technique
for measiiring atmospheric infrared emission that would permit identification
of minor atmospheric components, many of which have rich spectra. Thi.s
required a trade-off between high-resolution separation and the requisite time
to generate an interferogram. Unlike tho integrating spectrometer, which scans
only one frequency at a time, the interfcromcter examines es sentially all the
frequencies siiiultaneously, vielding a higher signal-to--noise ratio.
Specifically, the goals were:
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1. To o1)ttLI lino spectra with five t imes the frequency resolution
previously obtained.

2. To obtain the line spectra in one-half the time previously required.

3. To identify the atmospheric components that generate the ililL' spectra.

After a number of obstacles were overcome, the first two goals were
achieved, andthe status of the third will he known when data processing and
ana1 , sis ar' completed. Although it was never intended to process all the data
in the computation center at Ames, it was necessary to process those from early
flights to improve and ultimately optimize the system parameters for subsequent
flights.

The data processing was complex and required real-time interactions with
the computer to achieve results, in part because of UflCX1)ectCd RFI spikes (from
the CV-990 VHF system) oil the data tape that either s eriously distorted the out-
put or stopped tho processing. Some 20 to 40 interferorams were generated
each flight, requiring 10 min of computer time per interfcrogram. Adequate
and timely processing was difficult, however, because access to the Ames 360
computer was limited to the midnight to 8 a.m. shift, when both the P1 and the
ASO programmer had to be present for immediate postflight processing.

The technique for measuring infrared emission was proved valid during I0
operations when many specLral lines with good signal-to-noise ratios were
acquired. Further data acquisition to obtain thermal atmospheric emission
versus wavelength calibrations was planned and carried out in the postsimulation
period (the calibration data had been eliminated to simplify I0 procedure), and
subsequent data analysis at the PPs home base will permit source identifica
tion. The EOs made a significant contribution to the total of scientific
results for the mission, although they had to operate two other experiments as
well. Thc.r task was unduly cop1iated by the erratic behavior of the system,
later identified as RFI. Over one-fourth of the interferograrns were recorded
during the simulation period, with it fivefold rise in output as the fiOs became
more adept at operations. Data quality was comparable to that obtained later
!	 the P1.

University of Southar ton

Data on 01f clouds were recorded at two different elevation angles (14° and
60°). Data ot the lower angle corrclatcd well with those taken by New Mexico
(at 9°). A trial of the TV equipment in recording meteors was not entirely
successful because of imago degradation due to aircraft roll.

Southampton 1oo1ed initially at high elevation angles (60'). Will le a
relatively undfferent.iated haze could be detected using long integration
times, i.t was not possible to see distinctive airglow features at the 600 ele-
vation angle. Consequently, an auxiliary meteor viewing experiment was con-
ducted, which rsu1ted in a fairly large number (about one every two minhites)
of meteor detections on one flight due to the capacity of the intensified TV
camera to detect bodies of the seventh magnitude. However, viewing times were
neither as long as desired nor in the most appropriate quandrant because of the
priority given other experiments.	
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Subsequentl y , duriin , the final two weeks of the mission, Southampton
investigators made U5C o 'f' a 110 elevation window and were grat i fi oi to see an
enorrnous amount of Oil ail-glow .ructure. 'Ilic P1 believe.,; tIat t1	 clifforence
between results at 60 0 and 14° canilot be explained by horizontally ;tratified
regions, but that the regions may contain wedgo-shape. strata instead. Analy-
sis of the tapes at the experimenter's home base will permit more thorough
study of the data on rnteors (there are about six frames per meteor) and on
the distribution and cometry of the airglow regions.

The J0s made a significant contribution to tne scientific r -x1ts from

this experiment. Again, the equipment was well automated for continuous opera-
t ion with little  attention. More than one-third of the total record was made
during r() operation, with a quality comparable to that of the P1 team.
Although these data were recorded at 60 0 elevation angle (s directed by the 111)
and, for the reasons given, do not reveal the detailed sructurc expected, they
iievertlielcss provide important evidence to aid the understanding of 011 cloud
physics.

Amos Research Center

During the relatively brief period in which the tunes experiinent made use
of the Meudon telescope aboard the ( T_ 990, IR ol rvat ions werv. carried out on
Venus,	 !1eru1is, and TRC 10216. The Moon was..!so obse rved for calibration.
During each flight an which the Ames experiment was operated, at least a
quarter hour of continuous Venus data was obtained. However, the data are
acconpanied by considerable spectral noise and an offset duo to the rny1ar win-
dow over the telescope port. The rnylar not only reduced the spectral response
range of the detector from its normal 3-6 im to 3.7-5.2 pm but also introduced
an offset that was an order of magnitude greater than the signal level. It
should he 110551b1c to average the noise and compensate for the offset to obtain
useful data on Venus. I}espito the attenuation of the signal by the mylar cover,
the absorption lines of this material have been used to provide an accurate
calibration of the filter wheel.

l'here were problems on the flight in ivhich rz Ilerculis and IRC 10216, and
-4 Virginia were targets: Considerable roll occurred, apparently due to a minor
ma1adj..tment in the aircraft autopi l ot. It was not possible to acquire either
cx llerculis or	 Virginis long enough to obtain useful data. The attitude was
stabilized at the time IRC 1021, :as acquired, and it is believed that the
observations will yield good original data.

riO observations wore the major scientific return from this experiment.
The only data on IRC 10216 and fully three-fourths of the Venus data wore
collected during the simulation period.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory/Alaska/[o1 orarlo

-Jet Propulsion_Laboratory. Data obtained with the UV TAOF appeared of
marginal quality, e'en though a stabilized mirror was introduced into the
optical systeni after the simulation period to allow more consistent gulding on
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astronomical objects. This instrument was delivered so late that it received
no laboratory checkout, o reasons for the lack of sensitivity are not
understood.

The visible range TAU, operated only during the P1 flights recorded
pcctroscojic data on twilight airglow, the Moon and sornc night airglow in the

range from 43() to fi0o nrn. This experiment suffered from a high background
noise 1cvo1 and 1.II, so the taped data will have to undergo computer analysis
before yielding true spectral information.

Over three-fourths of the operating time on the IJV system as accumulated
by the FOs, and data quality was comparable to P1 results. To the extent that
these data can be used, either as science or :is a base for instrument iwprove-
ients, the 10 e'ntrihution is of a significant value.

Universit y of Alaska. About 2-112 hr of Venus spectral data have been
obtained, which will he normalized using solar data obtained on the single day
flight of the mis s ion. This information will then be analyzed for contitticnts
of the atmosphere of Venus, for example, SO 2 and Nil.

Sonia terrestrial airglow ({J flerzherg and 011 Meinol) data were obtained.
After noise filtering, those are expected to yield information on airg10
temperature and intensity as a function of position. This information will
then he compared with theoretical calculations of hand shape as a function of
temperature.

In addition, sufficient information was acquired during twilight
observation ,, to deduce 0 densities in the Larth's atmosphere. Fhese data will
be used to deduce the total ozone content as a function of altitude for varinus
solar depression angles. This will yield atmospric transmission in the
ultraviolct region. A few spectra of atomic oxygen lines have been obtained
for referonce use (355. nm and 630 nn).

P0 operations accounted for one-third of total mission observations on
both Venus and skyglow, although data quality was limited by experiment otics
and P0 workload. Even so, tho bulk of the P0 acquired data cnn be u,;(-,d
directly to augmonv P1 results.

University of Colorado. The 12.5-cm spectrometer has vie lded what appears
to he good data, but a computer analysis will he required for a thorough
assessment. Information to be derived includes, for example, the cloud cover
of Venus (through observations of the Moon and Venus at the same wavelengths),
and the Farth' s atmospheric absorption in the near-1.11' region (through nerva-
tions of the Moon at higher altitudes on the CV-990 and at the lower altitude
of Mount 1vans, Colorado) . Uni(Int , spocta1 moasuvements were made in the near
UV on several hot blue type stars in the constellation Scorpio. it appeared
that observations could bo made 25 nm farther into the ultra':inlet at the V-910
altitude (11,300 m, or 37,000 ft) than atop Mount Evans (4, 350 m, or 14,250 ft

P0 observations again accounted for about one-third of the mission tut1
for this experiment. Limitations on data quality due to opt 1 cs in the te 1 escape
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ytm awad af tile pect:rintr were common to this ancl the Alaska experiment.
ihL Colorado optics, 1h)evLr, were greatly improved by the co-investigator
after the simulatioii periods and yielded much higher quality data than it was
poib1e for thcI Fos to obtain. Their contribution to 

the 
scientific results

is thus of 1eser value, but through no fault of their own.

un:vorsit- of New Mexico

Exci1Ient data an 011 atmospheric 1ouds were recorded. When correlated
with tirne and airci ift positio11 the results will provide a more accurate
determination of those clouds than had been previously possible. Preliminary
indications are that some of the observed clouds are considerably higher than
expected.

During the entire mission about 30 hr of data were obtained, including
500 frames of	 1-,,;'c exposures and 45 hr of photometer data in scveral

selected narrow bandwidths. Comparison of the photographic and photometric
data wili permit the determination of possible correlations between the type
of 011 structure observed with such factors as tropopause height, magnetic and
solar activity indexes, local weather, and geographic features such is mountain
ranges.

F0 contributions to the scientific results were substantial. The
experiment .as well automated and reliable, allowing full-time operation with
little attention. Thus, the flQ generated nearly one-third of the total data
obtained, with a quality fully equal to that recorded by the P1 team,

Data acquisition was somewhat 1irnitd by (1) the large number of Venus
runs during twilight, (2) the numerous p Ophiuchi runs durinl, which the instru-
ments viewed the highly structured rogion of the summer Milky Way in Scorpio
and Sagittarius, and (3) tho presence of the Moon on several of the flights.
In spite of this and by uti1iing both sides of the plane during nonsimulation
flights, an average of more thaii 3.5 hr of data per flight were obtained from
each of the three instruments for the 14 flights flown by this experiment.
The equipment was removed on June 18, since the last two flights would have
been either in twilight or with bright moonlight.

Experiment Problems and Operating Constraints

Research accomplishments have beer described in the previous section.
For Spacclab, however, therc is perhaps greater interest in the problems
cncountored and solutions devised in the pursuit of research goals. It 15
hoped that through an identification of weaknesses that emerged under simulated
Spacelab conditions, the same or analogous situations may be avoided in real
li..c whore the cost of failure, or of preventing failure, is of much larger
consequence. In thisthis Jiscussion, problems are grouped by type or by functional
system rather than by individual experiment. Specific problem categories, the
nature of the problems, and the corrective actions taken, are listed in the
appendix at the end of this report. In the following sections, problems in
those categories are addressed.
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Problems were encountered even before experiments were shipped to Ames;
some were quic'kly resolved, while others had a profound and long-lived impact.
With perhapsene exception, these and subsequent problems were adequately
resolved and good experiment performance was achieved before the end of the
mission. Some prohlcnis were aircraft related, with a loose-coupled but yet
significant analogy to Spacelab. 

The 
majority, however, were more closely

related.

As the laboratory stage of experiment development neared completion,
preparations for integration became an impnrtant concern and interaction with
the Mission Manager increased accordingly. Standard instrument racks were
shipped to participants in October, and Pis were requested to submit detailed
installat i on sketches and stress analyses of rack and custom-mounted equipment
(details of Level IV integration planning) by early December. In most cases,
these Level IV plans required one interaction to satisfy safety requirements;
in two or three cases, several interactions were required. Even so, two
experiment mounts were disqualified by airworthLiess engineers at Ames, and
several less significant but time .r onsuming errors had to be resolved. The
three contributing factors were: lack of P1 design experience with aircraft-
type loading, the lack of on-sito safety reviews by ASO due to budget con-
straints, and the inadequacy of some CV-990 Handbook information for Joint
Mission participants.

Experiment Integration Period

Category 1 includes problems that occurred during che integration period.
The nature of integration concerns (both in the home laboratory and at Ames)
is indicated together with the corrective actions taken. Substantial ASO/Aincs
support was required to satisfy flight safety and experiment/vehicle interface
demands, particularly for U.S. experiments. Unique schedule delays (one
caused by shipping damage) had a serious impact potential this late in the
program; two were resolved but one could not he. Three experiment interface
mismatches were finally resolved, but one caused a significant data loss.
Recognized deficiencies in design for EO operation of one or a group of experi-
monts were partly made up by procedures lists and by on .-the-job experience,
but these"solutions" notably increased FO wcrkload and the amount of learning
necessary for effective experiment operation.

Inflight Experiment Operation

Category 11 problems are component malfunctions within experiments during
the flight phases of the mission: checkout (CO), imu1ation (EO) or post-
simulation (P1). With few exceptions, they were first observed in flight and
directly affected data acquisition. Of a total of some 50 to 55 problems in
this category, almost half had a serious impact on performance and fully one-
fourth could have either forced shutdown of part or all of the experiment for
the remainder of the mission, or severely degra 1 'd the scientific worth of the
data. Portunate1y, all but five of this latter group were identified and
resolved (at least partially) during the checkout/integrated mission simulation
period. The rernaining five were a d3tector failure with no bacup unit, a
low-sensitivity optical system (enclosed package), an unsuitable control
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(manual guidance) system, a marginally suitable optical window, and a low-
sensitivity star tracker. Three o:curred in a single experiment employing two
new state-of-the-art instruments with relatively unknown characteristics.

The most frequent malfunctions occurred in data processors and signal
electronics, with optical systems and recorder problems occurring at a lesser
rate. These troubles were generally of ci less serious nature and could he
handled by the EUs. Detector packages and control systems had fewer but more
serious problems. The former could not he repaired on location and required
backup units to continue operation, while the latter were inherent design
limitations that could not be properly resolved without major effort.

Experiment support Systems ((FE

Category 111 problems relate to GFE systems that supported experiment
operations. Most were resolved prior to the simulation period by equipment
and procedural changes. The notable exception was a vacuum system that had
been inadequately defined in the riginal P1 request for GFE support. Design
capacity was revised upward by a factor of 6 prior to installation, and again
doubled during the checkout period, but still was marginal for the large helium
boiloff from the experiment. Surge limits on aircraft 60-Hz inverters pre-
vented the use of yet a larger pump. By close attention to vacuum leaks the
P1 was able to achieve a pressure level suitable for experiment operation, but
at some sacrifice in overall sensitivity.

Central Data Facility ((FE)

Problems in category IV are related to the central data facility on the
aircraft (AD[)AS). Historically, ADI)AS has provided a a1uah1e onboard capabil-
ity to record primary research data and time-correlate them to flight param-
eters, as well as to process the input from several related experiments for
near real-time comparisons. At the same time, the overall effectiveness of the
system has been limited by its modest size and by the software workload imposed
by closely spaced flight missions having different experiments and/or data-
processing requirements. ASO management recognized those limitations, but
anticipated that advance planning would enable P1 requests to be implemented
by WAS personnel for maximum effective utilization of the data system. To
this end, Pis were asked to finalize their software requirements for the Joint
Mission by mid-February, a date that wai not uniformly honored.

As it turned out, the requests for AI)DAS services exceeded the system
capability in two respects - the rate of data acceptance and the amount of
real-time processing. The resulting negotiations served to delay program
implementation. Software preparation was further complicated by two requests
for immediate postflight processing of ALJDAS tapes in the Ames computer center
to yield information for daily evaluation of results and planning for the sub-
sequent flight. Even with additional manpower loading, these requests could
not he fully implemented, in part because of delays in coordination of P1/AI)I)AS
activities. Finally, on-line checkout of experiment/ADIJAS integration was
delayed by experiment problems late in the checkout period when time for
program changes was very limited, with the result that inflight operation was
subject to unnecessary faults and stops for much of the mission. For the Joint
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Mission, then, it appears that both the level of coordination with PIS and the
software development effort should have been greater and matured earlier.

MI/EMC Effects

Protection from EMI, both radiated and conducted was one uf the design
principles recommended as a guide to experiment development. ESA-sponsored
Pis were required and NASA-sponsored PIs were requested to isolate, shield, and
ground their equipment to minimize sources and pickup. Definitive measurements
were carried out by ESTEC specialists during the mission; their results are
giveri in reference 15.

Three experiments had serious [MI problems (category V) that resisted all
efforts to correct them. Two sources were identified - the aircraft VHF radio
(the CV-990 Handbook cautions the experimenter to avoid these frequencies) and
the aircraft power distribution system - and radiated pickup was the primary
concern for two of the three experiments. The third experiment was bothered by
an ambient magnetic field that caused distortion of image-intensifier pictures
the offending source was not identified. In all three cases, some improvement
was made by standard procedures such as shielding and cable rerouting. Two
experiments acquired data of reasonable quality, but data quality for the third
remained poor.

Schedules and Time Sharing

Category VI illustrates situations that required time sharing, at some
compromise of individual goals, to achieve an integrated payload operation.
At the level of overall flight planning, certain experiment priorities for the
mission were established by the MPG, but the Mission Manager implemented the
schedule. At the level of daily flight planning, the PIS and the Mission
Scientist reached agreement (within mission guidelines and subject to Mission
Manager approval) on specific targets and timing to complement previous results.
Priorities for iO time in flight were decided by the Pts of coordinated experi-
ments. And in flight, the EOs made real-time decisions to maximize experiment
performance and data quality, including requests for assistance from an
associate where time constraints were critical.

This multilevel distribution of time-sharing decisions nroved effective
during the simulation period. In the pos'tmission period, flight profile
decisions by the Mission Manager and operations decisions by the Pis followed
normal ASO practice.

Vehicle Operations

This category (VII) is clearly more aircraft-specific than the others,
but there is some analogy to Spacclab with regard to orientation relative to
celestial light sources, latitude requirements, and time-of-day constraints.
Such constraints resulted from the necessity to time-share flight profiles for
the benefit of the total payload, with deference to those experiments having a
priority designation. Even so, there were several opportunities for real-time
deviation from the flight profile to accommodate special requests. These were
decided by the Mission Manager, after consultation and approval of the flight
crew. It is not unlikely that similar events can occur in Spacelab.
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Two experiments had localized temperature problems. In both cases the
P1 depended on cabin air circulation for heat .supply or dissipation, and no
problems were anticipated since none had occurred in the laboratory. Although
fixes were devised in flight for both experiments, this experience poinK to
the need or heat management studies of Spacelab experiments.

Mission Management

In normal ASO operations tht Mission Manager bears full responsibility
for mission planning and execution. Early recognition that both the simulation
and the international aspects of the NASA/ESA mission would add greatly to
mission complexity led to the assignment of an assistant mission manager
shortly after the initial MPG meeting in January 1974. His primary responsibil-
ity was experiment integration and support systems, including the arrangement
of equipment 111 the aircraft cabin. Even with an assistant, however, the
myriad details of the Joint Mission were all but overwhelming for the Mission
Manager.

The management areas in which most problems occurred were: (1) airworth-
iness engineering, (2) experiment development schedules, (3) coordination among
Pis, and (4) Ar)I)AS requirements and capahilities. Problems in the first area
arose mainly because NASA lacked travel funds to send an Ames airworthiness
representative to P1 laboratories prior to the ERRs. Participation by an Ames
representative at that stage would have avoided a number of time-consuming
reworks of support hracketry and Level. IV integration details. The normal
requirements are stipulated in the CV-990 Experimenters' Handbook, but many
details slip by Pis lacking flight experience. Further, as in every airborne
mission, unique situations required investigation and decision. Although the
majority of these were handled earlier, some were not recognized until the
incoming inspection at Ames.

Problems in the second area arose for two reasons: the delay in selection
of U.S. experiments and the lack of sufficient emphasis on ERR requirements.
Delays in experiment completion had a significant impact on final integration
and LO training schedules in the last weeks before the mission. In the third
area of P1 coordination, proxy operation by LOs involved human engineering, train-
ing, and time-sharing arrangements far greater than for normal ASO missions.
At the time, the required level of management direction to achieve acceptable
results was not known and, except for overall t raining and flight schedules,
the details were left to the initiative of the individual PIs and Ws. This
arrangement was not satisfactory, even with specific reminders from the Mis-
sion Manager; the FO,,; were not in a position to work across experiment linos,
and PIs were primarily concerned with their own experiment. Greater management
control clearly is needed to ensure timely and effective P1 coordination among
themselves and in terms of LO operating requirements.

The C irth management area in which problems occurred was the utilization
of the central data system (ADDAS). This facility and any interfacing with the
Amos computation center is supported by contract, both for software and opera-
tions. There was notable difficulty in communication between Ames personnel
and the PIs until they met and could work on a one- . to-one basis. Unique
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requirements could not be clearly defined by reference to the CV-990 Handbook,
and misunderstandings meant delay. To compound the software problem, P1
requirements changed as experiments neared completion. Thus, much work remained
to be done at Ames involving program language, interface, hardware, signal input
levels, and offline processing - all matters that should have been resolved much
earlier.

Minor dif'icu1ties and some loss of experiment checkout time occurred when
aircraft mainteilallce schedules conflicted with P1 work plans. Compromises
worked out by the Mission Manager or his assistant werc not always acceptable
to experimenters who were working a 16-hr day much of the time. Flight opera-
tions produced no management problems. The Mission Scientist was effective in
dealing with planning activity that took p 'ace while the Mission Manager wa
flying or asleep.

ASSESS-SPACELi\13 SIMILARITIES

Although experiment installation and operation on the Joint ASSESS Mission
cannot fully simulate a Spaeelab payload and operation, there are many similari-
ties between the two that provide a basis for identifying elements of ASSESS
experience that are relevant to Spacelab experiment planning and operation.
This section explores the parallels between simulated and planned Spacelab
objectives, procedures, and operations, Relevant ASSESS experience and lessons
applicable to Spacolab operations are discussed in the final section of the
report.

General Mission Parameters

Spacelab: Significant experiments to ASSESS: Authentic science conducted
be conducted froni Spacelah	 from aircraft

Real oxperimits in astronomy and atmospheric physics were conducted, taking
advantage of the aircraft altitude to obtain data not possible from ground
observations. As discussed earlier, satisfactory scientific results were
achieved.

Spacelab: Fixed countdown to liftoff ASSESS: Rigid schedule to takeoff

The block of time allotted for this mission was scheduled a year in advance as
one commitment in a full-time research program for the CV-990. Time of month
was fixed by phase of the Moon to minimize ambient light level for astronomical
and skyglow measurements.

Daily takeoff times were controlled by the astronomical object first to be
viewed - usually Venus. Precise positioning and heading of the aircraft were
required to attain astronomical objects within the limited elevation angle
capability of the teloscopes.
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Space1ab Orbiter and Spacelab	 ASSESS: Aircraft and experiment opera-
operations to be separated	 tions separated, yet both under

the cognizance of the Mission
Manager

All aircraft operations were handled by specialists - the ground crew and the
flight crew. When necessary, the experimenters could interface with these
specialists through the Mission Manager.

Spacelab: Large weight and volume 	 ASSESS: Ample weight and volume
capability to be provided	 provided for Spacelab

simulation

The passenger cabin of the CV-990 approximates in volume and dimensions the
maximum space planned for Spacelah. However, the equipment on the Joint Mis-
sion was not arranged in a manner similar to Spacelab. The 20,000-Ib payload
capacity of the CV-90 aircraft is comparable to Spacelab and posed 110

limitation on the mission equipment.

S_pacelab: Relatively benign environ- ASSESS: Mostly unmodified laboratory
rnent to permit use of 	 equipment used
1 l boratory_t)rpe equipment

In general, lahoratoiy equipment was used without special modifications for
the aircraft environment. In a few cases, flight safety rules required minor
mechanical or electrical changes. Frequent use was made of stabilized optics
to fix the viewing direction.

Spacelah: Short development times	 ASSESS: Less than 1 year scheduled for
planned for Spacelah 	 ASSESS experiment development

and flight

Several experiments were developed for flight from ground-based prototypes in
a period of 7 months.

Services and Hardware

Spacelab: Essential services (power, 	 ASSESS: Power and shirtsleeve atmos-
environment, etc.) and	 phere provided; standard racks
standard equipment fittings	 and modified windows available
(racks, windows) to be
provided

The basic power supply on the aircraft is 115-200 V, three-phase, 400 1i from
the engine generators. For experiment use, four 8-kVA 400-0 convertcrs are
provided. To accommodate European experiments, 50-hz power was provided for
critical equipment such as TV systems, and 28-Vdc power was supplied as needed
in small amounts. Only 60-Hz and 400-Hz power are regularly available at the
experiment stations. This power 15 distributed through a control panel at the
Mission Manager's station to 20 individual power boxes. Cables run from the
power boxes to panels of receptacles on each equipment rack into which
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laboratory equipment may be plugged using standard U.S. three-wire grounding
plugs. Voltage and frequency are controlled to 2 percent or better, but the
frequency is not sufficiently precise for timing applications. Current surge
limits on the 60-Hz converters prohibit the use of electric motors larger than
1/2 hp (375 W). Temperature in the aircraft cabin was coiitrolled by the flight
crew to permit shirtsleovo operations.

Ames provides standard racks for mounting electronic and other equipment.
The racks fasten to the scat rails and so may be placed in the best location.
The racks take standard electronic panel-mounted equipment, but may also be
used to support equipment such as telescopes and cameras.

The aircraft is provided with ports giving viewing angles of zenith, nadir,
65° above the horizontal, and 14° (the standard passenger windows). Selected
passenger windows and any of the special ports may be fitted with special
optical glass or other material such as IR transmitting plastic.

Data System

Sp .elab: Control and data manage- 	 ASSFSS; Airborne digital data-
ment system (CDMS) to be	 acquisition system (ADDAS)
provided	 provided

The CV.-990 is equipped with an onboard data management system with a moderate
computational capability (fig. 47). The system is used to record flight param-
eters from the aircraft's central air data and inertial navigation systems,
data from experiments, and voice comments via typewriter input. The basic data
are recorded in digital form on magnetic tape. Experiment data can be processed
in real time, correlated timewise with flight parameters and comments, and
printed out as real-time, hard-copy record. Selected data are also displayed
an television monitors (10 sec update), and can he plotted or printed as hard-
copy. Table 1 indicates the data system usage	 each experiment. Five
experiments had self-contained data systems, thrcu employed the aircraft ADDAS
as the primary system, and all eight relied on the ADI)AS record of flight
parameters for data correlation.

Ground Operations

Spacc1ab Simplified ground	 ASSESS: Very simple acceptance and
operations planned	 experiment integration

procedures used

Experiment integration method used for ASSESS were discussed previously in
detail under MISSION GROUND OPERATIONS.
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Experiment
supplied

Redundancy
Redundancy

Redundancy

Primary

Primary
Primary -

film i video tape

Use

Primary
Primary

Primary
Redundancy
Redundancy

Redundancy
Flight data

Recording* Real-time
analysis

X	 x
X

Analog type
X

Analog type

X
X

Airborne digital data acquisition
system, CV-990 ADDAS

PrimLy	 film Flight data	 X
P. rnary	 Flight data	 X

TABLE 19- EXPERIMENTERS' DATA SYSTEMS

Institution

Queen Mary College
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Ames Research Center

Meudon Observatory/
University of Groningen

University of Alaska
University of Southampton

University of New Mexico
University of Colorado

*A 14-channel magnetic tape recorder for analog signals IS a separate,
peripheral unit of the ADIJAS system.

elab: Common test equipment and 	 ASSESS: Common test equiprnent and
-	 tools to be available	 tools used

A standard group of tools was provided for use during the simulation week. The
tool inventory was developed in consulation with the experimenters involved,
and it included experiment-peculiar tools where necessary. A work station was
installed in the aircraft for the simulation period (fig. 38). The common tool
inventory was placed here along with the common test equipment and selected
spare parts. In addition, a small 13-. cm oscilloscope and a nultiinetor that
are carried on the aircraft at all times were available to the Ws.

Payload Crew

Spacelab: Payload specialists and
mission specialists to be
confined to Orbiter/Spacelab
for 7 days

ASSESS: Experiment operators and Mis-
sion Manager confined for
5-1/2 days

During the simulation period, the EUs and the Mission Manager were confined to
the aircraft. A living/sleeping area was mounted on a lift van truck for
positioning adjacent to the rear passenger door (fig. 48), and a cryogenic
service area was located at the base of the forward passenger stairway (fig.
49).
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Spacelab. Payload specialists to 	 ASSESS: Experiment operators performed
perform experiments; mis- 	 experiments; Mission Manager
sion specialist to control	 controlled resources
resources

In keeping with Spacelab guidelines, only three EOs were scheduled to operate
at ono time. The fourth was permitted to assist, briefly, during the start tip
of onc group of experiments. It developed that mutual assistance between pri-
mary and secondary EOs on an experiment for periods of only a few minutes each
was very bncficia1 for troubleshooting malfunctions.

The Mission Manager controlled power, data system, communication, and
cryogenic resources. He coordinated overall payload operations with flight
activities, and was the interface contact between payload and fli"ht crews.

Flight Operations

Spacelab: Communication to be provided ASSESS: TV downlink and bidirectional
between payload specialist	 - voice link operational during
and P15 on the ground 	 periods the aircraft was on
through TV downlink and 	 ground
bidirectional voice link

During flight, no facilities were provided for communications between 10s in
the aircraft and Pis on the ground. While on the ground during the simulation
week, the aircraft was connected to the Mission Operations Center by two bidi-
rectional voice links and a downlink video channel (with audio). A facsimile
uplink was simulated by hand carrying small quantities of printed or graphic
material when necessary.

Spacclab: Experiment facilities to be ASSESS: Two PIs used common telescope
used by more than one group	 by changing detectors at focal
of investigators	 plane; two PIs used common

telescope by placing beam
reflecting mirror in optical
Path

The two primary examples of shared use of equipment on the ASSESS mission were
the Ames/Groningen use of the Meudon telescope, and joint use of the Alaska
telescope by the Alaska and Colorado experimenters. Ames and Groningen provided
their own dewars and detectors to be attached to the telescope, as well as their
own data-handling electronics. Physically, the two detector units were suffi-
ciently different to require rebalancing of the telescope each time the units
were changed. Because of the complexity of this operation and the time
required to complete it, no attempt was made to change dewars in flight.

Shared telescope use by Alaska and Colorado experimenters was handled
differently in that the sensing components were pemanent1y mounted and a small,
plane mirror was inserted into the optical beam to deflect it from one experi-
ment to the other. However, similarities in observational objectives for the
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two experiments led to scheduling difficulties, and the Colorado spect "metcr
was moved during the P1 flights so that it time shared on of the J111,t.1e
scopes with a JPL instrument. Telescope w;e was now similar to the first type
described: one sensing component was substituted for the other when a change
in user was made; in this case, the conversion could be made in clight, since
no balancing was required.

LESSONS L!ARNED FOR SPACELITh

The Joint ASSESS Mission illustrated that a low-cost program with a low
level of preparatory reuirernents, testing, and documentation can operate suc-
cessfully under a simplified, focused, and directly interactive rnanagc nt
approach. Appropriate and timely information on constraint5 and capabilities,
as well as guidelines for hardware development, do cnhance the chances for
success. From the knowledge gained, it can he projected 	 reasonable
certaint that an analogous approach will enable low-cost programs such a
those envisaged for Spacelab to be successfully implemented.

This mission also showed that an aircraft can serve as an excellent
platform for optimizing the methodology, design, and operations aspects of
experiments concei ved for Spacelah. This observation is particularly valid
for experiments that are still in an embryonic stage, before large mounts Of
development time and money have been expended.

The 1esEn5 learned for Spacolab cover soverni specific areas. Some
underline experience that 1:; familiar to participants in the NASA Manned Lpace
Program, but which may be new to ESA personnel preparing for Spacelah
participt .n.

Management

Simplified management techniques can he effectively applied to
experiment development, integration, and operations- with a low
level of imposed specifications and testing, resulting in rela-
tively low cost, if the participants arc' competent and are
strongly motivated.

Thc key to effcctive, low cost management of airborne or Spacelah mis.ions
is a close working rL1ations11ip between the experimenter wh o is directly
responsible for implementing his own research plans, and the Mission Manager
who is responsible for coordination among participating experimenters, adherence
to safety requirements, vehicle and support s ystems itt i1iation, and overall
planning of mission operations.

Experimenter centered responsibility for the development and performance
of an experiment, as well as for the quali.t v of research results, is not only a
strong motivation for success, but also serves to minimize the arnoirnt of control
and proof docuinentation rcquircd to implement a mission.
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A .a11 planning group with representation from each appropriate
participating rganization is effective in establishing policy and
guidelines for mission implementation.

Thc Mission Pl.nning Group (MPG) proved its value in sctting the overall
objectives of the mission and in developing guidelines for the implementation
of the objectives. The group worked efficiently because it ivaF small and com-
posed of interested persons from the various organizations involved in manage-
ment. The MPG did not include experimenters representatives. However, members
of the MPG also sat in on meetings with the experimenters anti so interacted
with them in a reasonable manner. Details of the mission implementation were
delegated by the MPG to the Mission Manager.

A Mission Manager with adequate authority can effectively execute the
policies of the planning group and act as the single paint of contact
for the management of all mission integration activities. Such a
manager must have the appropriate background to understand experiment
objectives and instrumentation, and interexperiment and carrier inter-
faces. Ile should have a small and competent staff, working with him
throughout all phases of the mission, to which he can delegate respon-
sibility for d.ai1s. To ensure effective coordination through all
phases of the mission, the Mission Manager should not normally fly
on Spacelab.

The responsibilities of the Mission Manager throughout the Joint Mission
have been described. These management techniques, refined by ASO experience
over a dozen years, have proven ,cry effective in the management of airborne
scientific research. The concept of a single point of contact makes it easy for
the scientists involved to have their objectives, 

and 
problems consh! ered in a

straight forward r. inner.

The manager for this mission had operated earlier missions with objectives
in astronomy and atmospheric physics. This background and experience in these
fields contributed significantly to the success of the mission. The scientists
and operators must feel that they caii talk on a professional. level with the
MissionManager to ensure a satisfactory understanding of their objectives and
problems.

The Mission Manager served quite effectively as Mission Specialist during
the simulation period. This is normal ASO practices which was estahlishcd for

three reasons: The staff is small, flight operations are self contained, and
real-time decisions are vital to optimum payload operations. Management
expertise thus is concentrated where it will be most valuable. But in the
Joint Mission, the basic structure was different, with science planning by PIs
and science operations by EOs as largely separate functions. For proper
chronological coordination of the two functions, early data analysis and plan-
ning was done while the simulation crew was asleep. The major task of the
Mission Scientist was to develop a plan for the next flight in consultation
with the PIs, so that a uetailed flight profile could be machine .-. computed and
approved by the Mission Manager and aircraft operations personnel well before
flight. An alternate solution was a separate Mission Specialist. The Mission
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Manager's porspoctKo of the total mission would perhaps have been better
from the ground, witil important onboard duties handled by a thoroughly trained
Mission Specialist acting as interface between aircraft and the payload.

Spacelab operations similarly may he more effectively coordinated if the
Mission Manager remains on the ground, again locating the expertise whore it is
most valuable. Certainly the Manager's staff will he substantially larger and
more specialized, and interactions with vehicle support groups will he more
complex. Furthermore, ther' will be coinmuiications with the Spacelah crew to
facilitate on-ground science planning and, if necessary, real-time decisions to
optimize payload operations. Thus, the Mission Specialist concept could be
developed into a very significant role. In the ovnt that a separate Mission
Specialist is chosen, he should he a full- . time rnernhcr of the Mission Manager's
staff through all phases of the mission. His associations and responsibilities
will require background and experience similar in kind and second only to the
Manager's. Thus, in practice, he should be an assistant Mission Manager.

The application of ASO management practices to the Joint ASSESS
Mission was generally successful, and these techniques can provide a
valuable basis for the planning of Spacclab payloads and operatDns.
As expected, however, the added complexity of Spacelab-type opera-

1

tions will require somewhat more rigid and formal arrangements than
those normally associated with ASO payloads. In particular, a com-
prehensive implementation plan that details key activities is essen-
.tial, to monitor experiment progress and promptly counteract delays.

Reliance on the P1 for development of his own experiment provides a
high degree of motivation to ensure successful delivery and opera-
tion of the hardware. Free contact between the P1 and other mis-
sion participants (via the Mission Manager) encourages the success-
ful conclusion of these activities. Some limited fcnia1 review of
[experiment progress is needed, however.

Normal ASO practice for airborne experiments confers the entire
responsibility for proper experiment operation on the P1. If the P1 does not
obtain satisfactory operation from his experiment, he is the loser, but no one
else is directly involved. In Space1ab however, the P1 will probably not be
operating his experiment, and its improper operation could detract from another
experiment by requiring excessive time of the payload specialist. Thus, for
Spacelab, some formal assurance of proper operation will be required.

The experiment readiness review (ERR) was used on the Joint Mission and
the two previous Lear Jet simulation missions (refs. 8-10) as a means of
checking on experiment progress. In principle, the experiment is in final
configuration, fully tested, and proven operational by the ERR date, one month
prior to shipment. The procedure is desirable, but needs further refinement
to assure compliance. The ERR guideline was not viewed as a requirement on
the Joint Mission and could not he enforced. For the ASSESS mission, experi-
ment development and equipment changes continued right up until the first
flights and interfered with the training of the EUs. To permit suitable train-
ing of Spacolab payload	 ecia1ists, experiments must be in their final flight
configuration at some rsonab1e time before launch.
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Experiment/experiment interface areas require some management con- -
trol to assure proper development of hardware, operator training,
and time-share schedules. -

A c1ar management responsibility exists when several experiments are
grouped for a single operator or when equipment is shared by several investi-
gators. The resulting interface areas require early definition to guide
individual development efforts. Although this management function was specified
in the Joint Mission, it was not implemented in sufficient depth to preclude
significant problems. Whereas P1 time-sharing relative to flight schedules and
profiles was adequately managed, and overall 130 training schedules were defined,
the details of interexji'riment planning were left to the PIs initiative, with
management in an advisory role. The result was not satisfactory. Communica-
tion among PIs was not adequate to resolve even soiiir basic hardware interfaces,
and planning and training for multiple-experiment cerations was minimal.

The obvious lesson 15 that these interface areas should be bridged at a
higher 1cvc1 of management where payload integration, rather than an individual
experiment, is the primary concern. It is fair to say that the significance of
this management role was perhapz not fully recognized at the outset, but became
abundantly clear during final integration when actions were being taken by the
Mission Manager to redress the most obvious deficiencies.

Relatively small amounts of control and interface document. and
procedures suffice to ensure a successful low-cost mission, so long
as the requirements are clearly specified. To be effective, this
simplified documentation approach requires clear delegation of
responsibilities to participants and quick and efficient
communication amon

The small amount of Thcumentation used on this mission proved sufficient
and satisfactory except for two notable items. A ilunl ' er of experimenters
pointed to what they considered deficiencies in the Experimenters' Handbook for
the CV-990 aircraft. Their comments were constructive and revisions are being
made. The other deficiency in documentation resulted from delays in experiment
development schedules. The full attention of most Prs to their experiments
well into the integration period precluded their preparation of training docu-
ments for the EOs at a reasonable time in advance of the final training period.
Most of thc' checklists actually were prepared by the Ws and confirmed by the
Pis. Management adherence to experiment development milestones would ensure
that training documents were available when needed.

Experiment Equipment

Early in the development of the experiment equipment, the design of
individual components must be guided by the fact that each experi-
ment will be operated as an integral part of the total payload.

Little attempt could be made by PIs during the Joint Mission to coordinate
the design of their several experiments for control by a single operator due to
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funding limitations. As a result, the EOs were put to the additional trouble
of operating experiments from physically separated control panels. The impli-
cation for Spacelab is that groups of experiments that will be operated by a
single payload specialist must be coordinated early in the design process.
Further, this requirement poses an additional burden on the mission manageinent
as noted earlier.

Payload specialists can make significant contributions to experiment
design, particularly in the area of equipment operation, if they
become involved sufficiently early in the design process.

IiOs believed that there 
were 

many human-engineering aspects of equipment
design that they could have favorably influenced had they been involved in the
experiment during the formative stages of hardware design, Even as late as
the experiment-aircraft integration stage, the EOs were making suggestions for
hardware and operation changes, many of which were implemented.

The probability of experiment success 011 a Spacelab mission should
be demonstrated and confirmed well before payload integration
begins. A reasonable level of risk should be accepted, but this
cannot be defined if an experiment has not been proven operable in
the flight configuration. In any case, the Mission Manager should
have the option to deny flight approval

One U.S. experiment in the Joint Mission payload consisted of new equipment
that had not been sufficiently tested prior to installation because of schedule
conflicts both internal and external to the Pi's staff and organizational sup-
port. There was an obvious time constraint that prevented the timely develop-
ment of the associated electronics, and the necessary familiarization of the P1
and his team with the operational characteristics of the equipment. Inadequate
review procedures failed to screen out this experiment and forced management to
gamble on the outcome. Although much useful ASSESS information was gained, the
scientific return was not satisfactory.

Another experiment consisted of a new instrument coupled to a telescope
that (because of late delivery) had not been properly checked for optical
alignment and stability. Experiment integration and testing were limited by
time and funding. The complete electro-optic system was not assembled until
the installation period at Ames. Althcugh much was done to overcome the
earlier deficiencies, the final result was reduced effectiveness of the experi-
ment during the mission and a significant negative impact on an ass iated
experiment that time-shared optical equipment.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) engineering should be considered
a basic requirement throughout the Spacelab payload design process.

The frequencies used by radio transmitters aboard the aircraft are listed
in the Experimenters' Handbook so that these may be avoided. Two experiments
nevertheless proved very susceptible to RF pickup when transmitters were operat-
ing. Such interference commonly enters experiments through high-impedance
detector circuits. PIs and EOs lost considerable time in attempting to diagnose
and alleviate these situations. Significant data degradation resulted from such
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pickup. In another experiment, external magnetic fields caused some distortion
of electron-beam images, but without serious loss of data.

In all three cases, the P1 was unaware of the potential for trouble in
his equipment, not because of un'i1iarity with EMC procedures but because he
did not foresee a problem in the aircraft environment. This experience clearly
suggests the need for laboratory tests during development to simulate the 13M1
conditions for Spacclab, especially when high-impedance circuits or electronic
imaging devices are a necessary part of the experiment.

During the mission, EMI tests and measurements were made tinder the
direction of I3STEC personnel. P1 preparations for these tests undoubtedly
reduced the influence of EMI on the experiments, while an-site measurements
suggested some corrective actions. Unfortunately, the effort was not begun
as an integral part of experiment design, nor was it available to U.S.
experimenters before payload integration.

Although the use of off-the-shelf equipment 15 encouraged, some
minimal standard of performance should be established to avoid the
low relia1 ility that was noticed in some minor i.tems, such as strip
chart recorders.

Strip chart recorders, as a class of equipment, have consistently shown
low reliability in airborne operations. However, experimenters find them
convenient in examining trends in the data. Rather than discouraging their
use altogether, it would he better to ensur that the operation of an experi-
inent does not depend critically on a chart recorder. Alternately, much of the
trouble could be avoided by using other recording methods, as for example, a
heated stylus.

In a more sweeping indictment of recorders in general, one flO observed
that each had a different procedure for loading, none of which could be done
quickly and with complete assurance. Ile recommended that all Spacelab
recorders be equipped with standard cassettes - whether for film, tape, or
charts.

Another persistent cause of trouble was the loosening of electronic cards
in their sockets by vibration during takeoff. The obvious remedy is to
engineer better holddowns for such cards.

Th implication for Spacelah is twofold: that minimum equipment perform-
ance standards should be adopted, and that all electronic equipment should be
inspected by a specialist in (for example) airborne electronics who can suggest
improvements in the equipment that will reduce the likelihood of problems.
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With no limitation imposed on power, volume, and weight, the demands
of available equipment can be quite high. For example, on the ASSESS
flights the values of these quantities were as follows:

Volume: 10 m 3 , total payload

Weight: 1700 kg, total payload

Power:	 3 W/kg

Although these values could be reduced by state-of-the-art advances,
off-the-shelf equipment used on Spacelah may still require modifica-
tion to satisfy 'payload constraints.

A significant difference between the CV-990 as a laboratory and Spacelah
will be the basic electric power available. Adequate 60-Hz power was available
on the aircraft. On Spacelab, the basic power supply will be 28 Vdc. The
conversion of that basic power to 60-Hz power, only to have it re-rectified to
dc for use within the equipment, will be wasteful of both power and total stored
energy, and could become criti 1. Thus, it seems clear that as much equipment
as possible should be modified rom its off-the-shelf configuration to permit
direct utilization of the 28-Vuc power.

Minor (hut time-consuming) activities, such as switching, should be
automated to permit full concentration on the real experiment opera-
tion. All experiments should include displays that indicate proper
'peration.

Fixed sequential operations in experiments could be automated for the
benefit of the payload specialist. Timers or other sequential txpes of switches
can readily he tied to go-no-go indicators 50 that the operator iay be made
aware if some step fails to operate properly. Since the design of such switch-
ing circuits is a specialized branch of electrical technology, it would be
reasonable for the management staff to aid experimenters with this portion of
their equipment.

Cryogenic support for experiments should be included in any general -
provisioning support system developed for Spacelab. On ASSESS,
significant problems were encountered with experiment-provided
cryogenic equipment.

Four experiments required cryogenic support in the form of 70 liters of
Life, 850 liters of LN 2 , 6 kg ice, and 6 m 3 (standard) of helium gas during the
5-day simulation. 450 liters of the LN 2 was used to supply a continuous dry-
gas purge to one experiment.

Four significant problem-, with experiments and one with GPE occurred during
the entire mission. During the checkout flight period, two dewars were damaged
by ice plugs and replaced with backup units, while the GFE LN 2 evaporator was
flushed to remove trace-oil contamination. Malfunctioning equipment that caused
the other two problems was repaired by EOs with verbal support from Hs, a
leaking Life evaporator that caused a partial ice blockage in one experiment,
and a broken dewar insert that served as a helium-surge baffle in another.
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Subsystems

Four minicomputers were provided as part of the experiment equipment,
despite the availability of the ADDAS on the CV-990. The tendency of
experimenters to provide their own minicomputers suggests that the
need for CDMS for basic recording and computation may not be as great
as originally anticipated. In addition, the Spacelab MIS capahili-
ties for interfacing with minicomputers should be investigated further.
At the same time, however, the use of AN)AS emphasized the very real
need for centralized -handling of housekeeping data. 	 ____

In general, experiments that included their own primary signal processing
and recording faired better than those that relied on central recording. Self-
reliant systems were system tested before installation in the aircraft and last-
minute interfaces were avoided. Problems were avoided in noise, signal strength,
and computer programming. On the other hand, there were a number of operational
problems with dedicated minicomputers that resulted in some loss of data, and
were not amenable to solution by the EOs except in consultation with PIs. It
should he noted, however, that the local operations performed by these units
under the guidance of the EOs would have been very difficult if not impossible
to do on the ADDAS in t. real-time frame.

This application of distributed data processing is only one example of a
current trend in computer development in which the use of yet smaller units,
microcomputers or microprocessors, can further reduce software complexity at
the minicomputer level. Such a dual approach could greatly reduce the software
requirements of the Spacelab CI)MS, and at the sLme time allow the EO to respond
to changing situations or unexpected events that influence the individual
experiment.

Integration of experiments with the CV-990 data management system and
its associated software presented problems on ASSESS. This area can
be expected to be problematic with Spacelab as well, and w'll require
special and timely attentior1.

Taken together, the great variety of experimenter demands on a centralized
computation facility may exceed the capability of the system. Clearly, the
design of software for such a facility will be very difficult and time consuming.
Both limitations were experienced in the Joint Mission. An even more basic
concern was expressed by several experimenters - that the use of a common com-
puter might cause undesirable interexperiment interference. Optical coupling
techniques for digital signals now becoming available should eliminate such
problems.

Experiment/data system integration problems were partly due to the fact
that the AI)DAS was relatively new and not completely debugged in all possible
operating modes. Also, the detailed requirements of the various cxp.rimcnts
were not presented sufficiently far in advance, and kept changing. For these
reasons, personnel assigned to computer operations had very limited time in
which to make the necessary changes in software, and no opportunity to augment
hardware in one or two areas where present capabilities are 1imite. On
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Spacelab, a very significant investment in time and adequately trained computer
personnel will he necessary to make the most efficient use of the CDMS
installation.

Ground .-based processing of scientific data contributes significantly
to the successful proxy operation of experiments when large amounts
of data have to be evaluated.

The CDMS on Spacelab will have a substantial computational capability,
but for reasons iscussed should not he the primary processor. Large amounts
of processing - calculation of Fourier transforms, for example - will require
telemetering and ground computation. In the general case, therefore, the CDMS
might better be used for data compacting to reduce transmission rates, with
perhaps simplified processing of a few samples. This latter function was suc-
cessfully performed in flight during the Joint Mission to guide the operator's
control of his experiment in real time. With proxy operations, however, the
best judge of data quality and research progress (the P1) is on the ground.
Without questions the computation and availability of data to the P1 at the
ground computer center will enhance the feedback of relevant information and
instructions to the operator in Spacelab.

During tracking and pointing operations a dedicated keyboard and
display is required. It is questionable whether time sharing of a
single keyboard and display by several users can provide
satisfactory results.	 -	 --	 -

During the Joint Mission, three experiments each utilized a keyboard and
display essentially full time. It was obvious that the same equipment was not
available for time sharing by another experiment. For Spacelab, utilization of
such equipment must be carefully timelined in advance, and in consultation with
the Pis and payload specialists, to determine if any time sharing of such
equipment is possihle.

A downlink TV capability will be important for occasional repair
tasks, but probably will not be required frequently for normal
Spacelab experiment operation.

The downlink TV was sparingly used during the Joint Mission during periods
when the aircraft was on the ground. r0s and PIs agreed that it was a valuable
adjunct to repair work. (See also references 9 and 10 on the fourth Lear Jet
ASSESS mission.) However, none could see that its use would materially aid
normal experiment operation in real time; rather, it could be a significant
distraction in a very busy P0 work schedule.

Nominal experiment operations should not require real-time communi-
cations with ground-based PIs. Principal investigator/payload
specialist con±cr'3nces, howrver, should be scheduled on a regular
basis.

The EOs found that they could operate experiments satisfactorily without
any real-time communication with the Pis. Tri fact, most FOs felt that outside
conrnunications of any kind during experiment operations would he a handicap to
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operation of he experiments. However, the immediate postflight debriefings
and subsequent communications with the Pis on a scheduled basis to fit the
workload proved beneficial to both the EOs and the PIs Spacelah communication
between payload specialists and PIs should be scheduled during nonoperating
periods.

Experiment setup times and procedures can represent a major part of
experiment operation and must be considered in developing the
mission timelines.

Although notable success was achieved in reducing manpower loading, none
of the experiments on the .Joint Mission had been refined to the paint of being
easy for an EO to use. Each experiment was provided with a large number of
controls and ad j ustments. Thus, experiment operation, particularly startup
operations, required an inordinate amount of attention from the EOs. Mission
timelines were affected by the inability of the EO to operate all the necessary
controls on several experiments simultaneously. All recommended an increased
amount of automation for basic control operations.

Payload specialists should normally not be responsible for subsystem
operation and maintenance, but should concentrate fully on payload
operation.

Experience on the Joint Mission showed that EOs had little or no time
during experiment operation to attend to subsystems. Furthermore, any time
spent training in these tasks would have detracted from LO preparations for
their assigned research duties.

Vehicle subsystems that support experiment operation -. for example, CDMS
or cryogenics resources 	 are not the province of the payload specialist, and
any effort in this direction will detract from his primary assignment. The
operation and maintenance of these systems should be handled by the Mission
Specialist who has been trained in their use, and his backup should be one of
the orbiter crew. A high level of automation will be required of these sub-
systems to minimize routine tasks and free the Mission Specialist for
creative interaction and direct support (as required) of the research team.

flD Selection and Training

Selection and training of payload specialists for Spacelab missions
will be critical elements in the overall success of the mission.
From the unique 13O/PI relationship evaluated during the Joint ASSESS
Mission, it is apparent that the Spacelah payload crew should com-
prise specialists who can interpret the data and can develop an
intuitive feeling for the measurements. They should understand the
experiment and its objectives and should have sufficiently detailed
knowledge of electromechanical aspects of experiment hardware to
permit troubleshooting and correction as warranted.
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The Ws on the Joint Mission were all trained scientists in fields at
least closely related to those represented by the experiments they operated.
Re E0s felt that their scientific knowledge of the experiments eliminated
the need for much background indoctrination.

The EUs also felt that they needed to be trained experimenters to dce1o1
a feel for the experiments and their indicated results, and to minimize the
training required for the mission. They also noted that flOs must be quite
knowledgeable about the electromechanical aspects of the experiment - that is
they should not only know how to operate it but should understand its operation
thoroughly. Only then could they he expected to perform any unusual mainten-
ance and troubleshooting. All agreed that there is it bit of mystique in the
ability to handle electronic equipment, particularly to service it ufficint1y.
All of the LOs were capable of operating electronic equipment to this require-
ment and one had outstanding skill in troubleshooting.

Payload specialist participation in experiment development, integra-
tion, and payload checkout phases is highly desirable. Therefore,
payload specialists should he selected and start their training
early enough to enable them to participate during these phases. 	 -

The development of a scientific experiment for proxy operation should
involve both the experimenter and the operator in all its phase for best
results. In the Joint Mission, FO input was delayed in some cases until final
assembly or CVOfl later. As a rsu1t, the P1 almost always and quite naturally
gave first priority to science-related tasks, and paid little attention t
layout of controls, displays, and procedures for efficient operation. T
was particularly true where several experiments were to be combined into one
operational group. To avoid this situation in Spacelab, the liOs strongly
recommended that payload specialists become involved sufficiently early in the
experiment design to provide meaningful input to the development and
coordination of control hardware and operations plans.

Similarly, the IOs found that the payload integration and checkout phases
were a necessary part of their training in the operation of the experiment.
They recommended that Spacelab payload specialists have the same opportunity
to participate in payload checkout as a part of their training.

The flOs also made numerous suggestions regarding the design and operation
of the experiments during the final integration and operational phases of the
mission. As late as they were, many of these suggetions were still adopted
by the PIs. The EOs felt they could have made even more improvements had they
been involved at an earlier stage of the experiment development.

Payload specialist training should he well planned and organized as
an integral part of the total mission, and should include substan-
tial training at payload level for which adequate equipment is
required to fully exercise the man-machine interface. -
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Adequate time was scheduled for FO training during the Joint ASSESS
Mission. Unfortunately, the time was not used as effectively as planned,
largely because experiments were not completed in time for integrated training.
flOs made visits to experimenters' home locations, but seldom did they have an
opportunity to operate anything like a complete experiment. Thus, the final
stages of training after payload integration assumed more importance than
originally planned. The integrated mission simulation period (as short as it
was) was perhaps the most valuable of all training experiences, since for the
first time the operator was exposed to near-real constraints. In fact, a
strong recommendation was made by the EOs that more time he allotted to this
full-simulation training, both in future ASSESS missions and in Spacelah.

Limited presimulation flights of the ASSESS flOs and payload were an
extremely important factor in their training, adjustment to environ-
ment, and overcoming latent snags. This experience suggests that
Spacelah payload specialists will benefit from aircraft flights with
their equipment or some equivalent form of integrated mission
simulation.

Early flights proved unsettling to EOs who had not flown with experiments
before or had had little flight experience. Environmental factors such as
darkness, noise, head sets, close quarters, and aircraft motion were distract-
ing. On later flights, these EOs became seasoned veterans who were able to
perform well despite such distractions.

The development of a payload specialist/Pr team relationship is
essential to successful experiment proxy operation.

The EUs and I l ls on the Joint ASSESS Mission developed excellent working
relationships based upon mutual understanding and trust. Hardly less important
wore the team relationships developed among the Mission Manager, the EOs, and
the Il ls. These working relationships developed naturally out of months of
working together toward a cornlrnln goal. Continuity of relationships will he
similarly beneficial in Space1b.

Mission simulations should include practice in payload
communication under realistic conditions.

Effective verbal communication was an acquired skill requiring a definite
learning period. Data records alone did not provide sufficient information, and
the Prs expected to use IiO commentary during experiment operation to aid assess-
ment of research progrLss and equipment malfunctions. Thus, FO comments were
typed into the A!)UAS record in real time durin7 flight, and hard copies were
made available to the P15 at the flight debriefing meeting. However, this mode
of communication its ncvcr effectively developed; liOs were not trained to
utilize the inteicom for this purpose and so did not find time in their busy
schedule to make an adequate record.

When problems were being worked out on the ground between sirnulation flights,
it was several days before FOs could communicate accurately and effectively with
Il ls - a further demonstration of the need to develop skill in verbal documenta-
tion of payload specialist activities in Spacelah.
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Amarked improvement in LO performrincc was notod as thesinmlation
period advanced, implying that training and extended flight duration
are important aspects of Spaeelah operation. In audition, at least
one payload crewman should be well trained in maintaining facility
equipment.

Followinp the simulation period, the EOs indicated tlutt they were still
improving their performance, especially an their secondary experiments. All.
agreed that a longer period for a SpacelaF' mission would be dsirab1e to assure
peak performance from payload specialists. One LO even remarked that the
currently planned 7-day mission for Spaeelab would he a "disaster."

As noted previously, payload specialists should not have operatiu
maintenance responsibility for hasic facility equipment. However, the EOs felt
that in case of trouble with such equipment, one operator should he knowledge-
able about facility equipment and should he able to carry out simple trouble-
shooting and repair on an emergency basis, as backup to the Mission Specialist.
Under such circumstances, he could work in communication with cognizant ground
persons.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR TUT FUTURE

The planning group for any futurc? Spacolab simulation mission should
consider the results of this first Joint Mission in developing mission guide-
lines. The new guidelines should probably include somewhat more formal manage-
ment techniques and a longer period of integrated payload training for JOs.
Consiorab1e thought should be given to the simplification of experiment opera-
tion for the benefit of the LOs. The planning group might also consider other
means of improving the realism of the simulation within the limits permitted by
the aircraft to he used.

It should be noted that guidelines for this mission were selected before
the capabilities of Spacelah and its resources were finalized. Consequently,
some of the basic simulation objectives and guidelines may have to he modified
to reflect current Spacelab thinking, in planning for any future ASSESS
missions.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONIMS

AAO

AD DAS

AFSRB

ARC

ASO

ASSESS

CI)MS

COL

CRT

INM

FINIC

EM 1

no

ERR

ESA

ESTEC

Fov

IIJF RC

FSB

GPE

GSE

INS

III

IT

Airworthiness Assurance Office

Airborne Digital Data Acquisition System (CV-990)

Airworthiness and Plight Safety Review Board

Amos Research Center (NASA)

Airborne Science Office

Airborne Science/Spacelab Experiments System Simulation

Control and Data Management System (Spacolab)

Colorado (University of)

cathode ray tube

digital voltmeter

electromagnetic compatibility

electromagnetic interference

experiment operator

experiment readiness review

European Space Agency (formerly ESRO European Space Research
Organization)

European Space Technology Center (part of ESA)

field of view

Dryden flight Research Center (NASA)

flight safety briefing

government - furnished equipment

ground support equipment

inertial navigation system

infared

image-intensifier tube

1-18



JP L
	

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)

JsC
	

Johnson Space Center (NASA)

MOC
	

Miscioa Operations Center

MUC
	

Mission Operations Center

MOP
	

Mission Operating Plan

MPG
	

Mission Planning Group

MRR
	

mission readiness review

MSFC
	

Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)

NASA
	

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NM
	

New Mexico (University of)

PCB
	

printed circuit board (electronics)

P1
	

principal investigator

PMT
	

photoniultiplier tube

QMC
	

Queen Mary College, Urrersity of London

RP
	

radio frequency

RF 1
	

radio frequency interference

SJ-1
	

Southampton (University of)

TAOF
	

tunable acousto-optical filter

IJv
	

ultraviolet

VFJF
	

very high frequency
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ROSTER OF PARTICIPANTS IN NASA/ESA CV .-990 ASSESS MISSION

This roster gives the names of those directly involved with the mission
and their organizational affiliations. There are no doubt othcrs who made
substantial contributions to the success of this Joint Mission, whose names
have been overlooked. In particular, many participated in development of the
experiments but were not at Ames for the cperations period.

Without the timely support of many other segments of the Ames organization
the Joint Mission could not have been kept on schedule. Particular thanks are
due those in the Procremnt Division, the Model and Instrument Machining
Branch, the Aircraft Services Branch, the Computer Operations Branch, the
Electrical Services Section the Storage and Shipping Section, and the Security
Branch who responded to our requests, sometimes on short notice and at odd
hours, with their best efforts.

Mission Planning Group

G. D'Onofrio, NASA Headquarters
R. Lovelott, NASA Headquarters
M. Dubin, NASA Headquarters
J. de Waard, ESA Headquarters
D. Mulholland, NASA/ARC
J. Allen/R. Parker, NASA/JSC
L. Weaver, NASA/MSFC

Mission Management

R. Lovolett - NASA/ESA Panel, NASA Headquarters
J. de Waard - NASA/ESA Panel, ESA Headquarters
L. Uaughney - Mission Manager, NASA/ARC/ASO
J. Relier - Asst. Mission Manager, NASAiARC/ASO
R. Cameron - Mission Scientist, NASA/ARC/ASO
E. Miller - Asst. Mission Scientist, NASA/MSIC
J. de Waard - Mission Coordinator, ESA Headquarters
J. Graf - Deputy Mission Coordinator, ESA!ESTEC
C. Neel - ASSESS PrograTn Manager, NASA/ARC/ASO
C. Pappas - ASSESS Facilities Manager, NASA/ARC/ASO

Headquarters Mission support

P1. Armstrong NASA Headquarters
U. Sakss - NASA Headquarters
D. Shapland - Spacelab Program Office, ESA Headquarters
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Mission Support - NASA/ARC

Operations Planning

1). Mulholland - Chief, Airborne Science Office (ASO)
J. Kroupa - Flight Planner/Navigator, ASO
R. Morrison - Flight Planner/Navigator, ASO
D. Nelson - Flight Planner/Navigator, Northrop Services, Inc.
C. Muehl	 CV-990 Facilities Manager, ASO
J. McClenahan - Data Systems Specialist, ASO

Experiment Integration

Turner - Chief, Airworthiness Assurance Office (A.kO)
Davidson - Safety of structural and mechanical systems, AAO
Dexter - Safety of electrical systems, Electro-Systems Engineering Branch
Buell - Research Scientist, Aeronautical Structures Branch
Campbell	

Structural design and stress 	 analysis, Research Equipment
Menefee

1 Engineering Branch
Kurasaki
Anaya - Inspector, Aircraft Inspection Branch
Vernon - Chief, Metals Fabrication Branch (MFB)
Soulages - Asst, Chief, MFB
Eddy - Project Leader, NIFI3
Christensen
Collins
Costa
CUCU za
cleWitt
Johnson
Laorge	

Technical support, MFB

O'Connell
o 1 J)o 11y
Vandendriesche
Vandcrbeek
Weller
Gowan - Optical window management, W. V. Sterling, Inc.
Morningstar - fleliostat technician, Aircraft Services Branch
Schultz
Hancock Aircraft e1ect'onics technicians, Northrop Services, Inc.
Danna I
Olczak - Photographer, Photographic Technology Branch

ADDAS Operations

D. Wilson - Group Leader, Informatics, Inc.
J. Peck
S. Nelsonj Programmers and inflight operators, Informatics, Inc.

M. Tavolarelia - Progranmer; ground data processing, Informatics, Inc.
E. Hodson - Ground data processing, Informatics, Inc.

J. Cahalles} Inflight data typists, Northrop Services, Inc.
E. Carellas

H.
R.
P.
D.
A.
E.
S.
J.
E.
R.
J.
D.
J.
D.
M.
L.
F.
1)
G
W.
D.
w.
.1.
D.
A.
C.
C.
R.
G.
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Aircraft Flight Crew

F. Drinkwater - Command pilot, Aircraft Operations Division
R. Innis - Pilot and Chief, Flight Operations Branch (FOB)
G. Stinnett - Pilot, P013
G. Hardy - Pilot, FOB
C. Mattraw - Pilot and flight engineer, FOB
S. Colpitts - Pilot and flight engineer, FOB
F. Fulton - Pilot, NASA/DFRC
E. Mitz - Flight engineer, Northrop Services, Inc.
R. Gallant - Communications and Personnel Safety Specialist, FOB

Aircraft Support and Maintenance

Schroeder	 Manager, Northrop Services, Inc. (NSI)
Legg - Asst. Manager, NSI
Nespolo - Mechanical systems IBerg - Avionics systems	 Engineering support, NSI
Wilson - Electrical systems 
Watson - Chief, Maintenance Crew, NSI
Wolfe - Aircraft Inspector, NSI
Collins
Dyson
Gibson
11111	

Technical support, NSI

Lakowsk 1
McKinnon

Operations Support

R. Maines - Chief, Security Branch
R. Miller - Communications Specialist, Electrical Services Section
11. Schacht - Laboratory Manager, ASO
A. Teshima - Admin. Assistant, ASO
D. Johnson - Secretary, ASO
L. Miser - Secretary, ASO
C. Keith - Ames Cafeteria, Stewart-Hill Co.

Experimenter Teams1

Moudon Observatory

Principal Investigator
Deputy P1
Co-investigator
Engineer, CNRS Moudon
Electronics Engineer, Meudon Observatory

'Names have been omitted to conform with provisions of the U.S. Privacy
Act of 1974.

F.
R.
V.
C.
F.
j.
P.
L.
J.
G.
A.
M.
D.
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Mendon Observatory - Concluded

Engineer, Moudon Observatory
Electronics Technician, Meudon Observatory
Electronics Technician, MRS Moudon
Data Systems Engineer, LPSP Verrires
Software Engineer, CNES Toulouse

University of Groningen

Associate Investigator
Associate Investigator
Electronics Technician

Queen Mary College

Principal Investigator
Co-investigator
Associate Investigator
Engineer

University of Southampton

Principal Investigator
Co-investigators (2)

Ames Researeh Center

Principal Investigator
Co-investigator

Jet Propulsion tThoratory

Principal Investigator
Systems Engineer
Electronics Engineers (2)

University of Alaska

Co-investigators (2)
Engineer
Systems Analyst

University of Colorado

Co-investigator

University of Now Mexico

Principal Investigator
Co- investigator
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Related Research Investigations

ESTIC EMI Study

11. van Locy - ESA/HSTEC
11. Bachman - ESA/ESTflC
.1. Purchase - ESA/ESTEC
S. Shankle
C. Doggett (Engineering support, Aeronutronic-Ford, Western Development

R. /nrine j Laboratories

NOAA Atmospheric Water Vapor Study

P. Kuhn, NOAA

Official Observers

1. Horner, NASA/MSFC
R. McBrayer, NASA/MSFC
.1. Burger, ESA/ESTEC
N. Kiohne, GFW - Germany

ASSESS Mission Observer Team - Northrop Services, Inc.

B. Vernier - Manager
G. And-roes - Senior observer
D. Annesley - Observer
N. Donnelly - Observer
J. Reeves -. Senior observer
C. Schuppe - Observer
E. Carrellas - Secretary
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APPENDIX

DESIGN AND OPERATIONS LIMITS TO EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE

The appendix lists various constraints and malfunctions observed to limit
the performance of experiments during the Joint Mission. For completeness,
the list covers the entire period from the start of experiment integration
until the end of the P1 flight phase. Events that occurred during the
simulation period and required EO response are identified in the tables.

Limiting Fituations are cast as problems in one of several categories:
Category 1 covers the experiment integration process; category 11 the operating
malfunctions in experiments during flight; category 111 

the 
problems of

facility systems that provided experiment support; category IV the limitations
of the central data system; category V the EMI situation; category VI the
schedule and time-share constraints; and category VII the vehicle operations
constraints. In each case, a short description of the problem impact and its
resolution are given. A general discussion of performance limits is presented
in the MISSION RESULTS section of the main text under the heading Experiment
Problems and Operating Constraints.
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CATEGORY 1 - PROBLEMS DURING INTEGRATION PERIOD*

Impact

None; advance notice given

None; corrected before
shipping

None; corrected before
shipping

10-map hours work

Time to fit and modify
delays assembly 1-3
days

Pew hours delay at assembly,
advance notice given

Delay assembly 3 days

Slows integration of
experiments

Small loss of observing time;
increased noise level in
cabin

Nore; advance preparations

None; advancc prepations

Sonic data loss on che1;out
flights; modi fied aftcr
fliczht 3

Resolution

Add load plate supplied by
Ames

ASO recommends design mods.

Rearrange components per ASO
suggestions

Unload, clean up, install at
Ames

Design and build all supports
at Ames

Design and build interface
supports at Ames

Modify design and rebuild at
Ames

Resolved by Ames shop person-
nel

Ames flight tests measure con-
trol and buffet effects;
flight velocity limited;
flight plans adapted by
Mission Manager

Approved port location utilized

Desirj, build, and test at
Aiiw

Redesgr and build support at
Ames

Area of Concern
	

Problem Definition

Standard rack
	

Over moment limits at
loading (flight
	

wall rail
safety)
	

Use of flammable cr
toxic materials

CG too high or too
far outbcl

Poor workmanship

Special instru-
	 No home laboratory

ment supports
	

design personnel
in cabin
	

(2)
(flight safety) Need design of inter-

face with aircraft
(2)

P1 structures dis-
qualified at Ames
(2)

Mechanical mismatch
between experiment
and Ames-built
support (4)

External fairings/ Telescope fence effect
penetrations	 on vehicle aero-
(interfaces)
	

dynami c s

Vacuum system exhaust
ports needed to
assure maximum
performance

Plastic IR uinJow
required

Gude optics vignetted
by window frame



CATEGORY 1 PROBLEMS DURING INTflGRATTON PERIOD - Continued

Problem Definition

Starting arcs on
motors (5)

Motor current limit-
ing devices to
protect 60 Hz
inverters (2)

Impact

None

Delay assembly 1 day and
interference with
checkout (1)

Resolution

Replace starting switch (2) at
2I1CS

Evaluate and approve 1) at
Ames

Increase rating by steps (1)
at Ames

Area of Concern

Electrical
requirements
(flight
sa fety)

j-I

Experiment	
J 
Late delivery of new	 Significant loss of data

schedule delays	 instrument cancels	 during mission
test program

Late delivery of optics Optical alignment delays
delays assembly of presimulation checkout
experiment

Experiment	 Telescope image size	 Data quality significantly
interfaces	 not matched to	 reduced for one
(at Ames)	

1 instrument	 experiment
Dewar mounting inter- Delay installation and
ference and CG offset checkout several days

Final alignment
	

Delay integration schedule
incomplete

Shipping damage
	

TV camera inoperative Delay integration and
(schedule	 checkout several days
delay)

PC hoards 'a1futition None
Compute- drnaged
	

None

Leads broken
	

None
IC chips loosened
	

None

Not resolved

Checkout completed before
simulation but early
performance marginal

Reconfigure optics after
simulation period with ASD
assistance

!odfy dewar to fit existing
flinge; devise balance
tc.thnique

Completed during checkout
flights

Repairs attempted but not
satisfactory; fly in
replacement

Repaired before flight
Manufacturer's representative

repaired before flight
Repaired by experimenter
Located and reseated



CATEGORY 1 - PROBLEMS DURING INTEGRATION PERIOD - Concluded

Area of Concern I Problem Definition
	

Impact
	

Resolution

engineering Experiment controls not Control more difficult,
centralized (3)	 occasional loss of data

Controls of experiment EO workload increased
groups not coordi-
nated (2)

Inadequate panel	 Slows operation by EUs
lighting

High noise level in
	

Distracted EO's attention
cabin from telescope
port fence

Cryogenics handling
	

Refill problems for EUs
not standardized

None

Detailed procedures lists,
necessary but time consuming

P1 builds safety lights for
one experiment. One EO uses
a headlamp; others use
flashlights but these not
satisfactory for jobs
requiring two hands

Became acclimated

Learn by experience

	

Experiment
	

Optical components
	

Some delay of final
	

Modify before flight

	

a s s emb 1 y
	 misaligned
	

ntegration
Use of nonapproved
	

SI .:s integration of
	

Replace after installed in
hardware (2)
	

experiments
	 aircraft

*problems related to Central Data System in Category TV

( ),Number of experiments with problem



Component or System Problem Definition
	

Impact

Automated film
	

Drive train failed (CU)Manual operation required4
cameras

Time lapse unit. failed Data lost during checkout
(CO)

Timer fuse failed (CO) Data lost during checkout
Drive clutch slips (CO) Checiout data lost
Drive motion stops (CO) Lost data on one flight

Cryogenic dewars twice
overpressured (CO)

Optical filter mech-
anism failed (CO)

PMT failed (P1)

High background count
on PMT (ALL)

Vibration sensitivity
in two experiments
(CO)

Lost data on two checkout
flights

Some data loss one flight

Data lost two PT f1ights

Poor signz1 discrimination

Detector rnicrophonics
degrade data

Detector packages

CATEGORY 11 - INPLIC}-IT N.1ALFUNCTIONS OF EXPERIMENTS*

Some data loss on two
flights

Frequent loss of oT,serva-
tion time

Reduce and distort IR signal
on 11 flights

Serious loss of data, all
fi ights

Resolution

Borrow camera from ames,
redesign mount to fit

P1 builds replacernent. unit

Use voltage control transformer
Convert to positive drive
Repaired on ground

Use backup unit first, then fly
in a replacement

Repair after flight

Hand carried to manufacturers
for repair (no backup)

Replace with alternate unit
when not in use

Vibration reduced by stiffening
dewar mount; second not
resolved

Take apart, inspect ond clean
after simulation flights

Reposition in flight 2 but never
completely resolved

Eliminate with effective aero-
dynamic spoiler

Not identified or resolved

Optical ssterns
	

Spectrometer grating
sticks twice (EO)

Telescope guide optics
not aligned (CO,EO)

Optical window absorp-
tion (EO,PI)

Low sensitivity of
tunable filter (ALL)

Sensitivity to vibra-
tion (ALL
a. during takeoff
b. normal flight

Shift of components 	 jEasily adjusted
Optical alignment uncertain t Adjusied with difficulty



CATEGORY 11 - INFLIGIIT MALFUNCTIONS OF EXPERIMENTS - Continued

Component or System

Signal electronics

Resolution

Recorders

Problem Definition
	

Impact

DVM erratic (130)
	

None; work around
High noise level
	

Degrade data quality
output (130)

Sensitivity to vibra- Minor; time only
tion (ALL)

Fuses fail in power
	

None; at end of flight
supply (130)

Low signal level (130)
	

Degrade data qi1ity

Erratic lock-in	 Degrade data, one flight
amplifiers in two	 each
experiments (CO3PI)

No osci11osccpe dis- 	 Hampers data acquisition
play (130)

Low sensitivity (130) 	 Reduced data quality
Fuse fails in CRT dis- Could not monitor data

play (130)	 output
Thermocouple amplifiers Loss of IR window tempera-

fail (P1)	 ture, two flights

Strip-chart recorder 	 Minor data loss
fouls (130)

Strip-chart recorder
fails twice (E0,C0)

Tape recorder erratic
(130)

Strip chart twice out Minor data loss
of ink (E0,CO)

Strip chart malfunc-	 Minor data loss both times
tions twice (E0,PI)

Repair on ground
Troubleshoot; not isolated in

flight
Reseat electronic card

Re'1ace on ground

Troubleshoot; not isolated in
flight

Repair one inflight, second on
ground

After flight repairs

Prob1m not identified in fligh
Identify and replace after

flight
Repair after flight

Adjust in flight

Refill in flight

Adjust in flight

Operations delayed; some 	 Replace units; once in fght
data loss	 (130), once on ground (CO)

Work around for 130 flights Repairs made on ground

1 Data processors	 tcornputer lockup (P1)	 Some data loss one flight	 Repair after flight
Computer lockup (E0)	 Unknown data quality 	 Repair after flight
Computer will not start Total data loss two flights Repair after flight

twice (CO3130)



CATEGORY 11 - INFLIGHT MALFUNCTIONS OF EXPERIMENTS - Concluded

Component or System

Data processors
(concluded)

Control systems

Problem Definition

Computer output errors
(EO)

Computer lock up twice
(LO)

Computer won't write on
strip chart twice (EO)

Computerwon't write on
magnetic tape twice
(EO)

Computer mal functic
(CO, EO)

Computer won't accept
calibration data
(EO)

Mirror drive jammed
several times (tQ)

Insufficient motor
torque in telescope
system (CO

Manual guidance of
telescope not
possible (CO'

Low sensitivity of
star tracker (ALL)

Impact

Minor time loss

Some data loss both times

Minor data loss both times

Some data loss both times

Computer use limited (nine
flights); real-time data
reduction limited

No data loss; at end of
flight

Resolution

Stop and restart in flight

Stop and restart in flight

Repair after flight

Reload program

Loose PCB located and fixed
after simulation period

Repair on ground

Nuisance value
	

Free and restart

On-site fix required; some lReduce driving forces by cover-
data loss three flights' 	 ing open port; aerodynamic

redesign to reduce forces
No astrononical data on nineMount gyrostabilized mirror in

flights'	 j system

Tracking limited to bright Abandon dim targets, switch to
obects on all flights+	 skyglow measurements

* IMI problems listed in Category V
+ Notably serious impact; correction necessary to continue research

CO) Checkout flights
(LO) Simulation flights
(P1) Postsimulation flights
(ALL) All flights



CATEGORY 111 - PROBLEMS WITH EXPERIMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS (GPE)

System	 Problem Definition
	

Impact
	

Resolution

Ground power supply Voltage ripple and
	

Interfered with experiment
	

Adjust controls, then replace
spikes
	

checkout procedures
	

unit; never completely
resolved

Ground cooling	 Faulty operation under Experiment overheating slows
supply	 partial loading	 final integration tests

Aircraft 60 Hz	 Vr1tage change under Fuses failed in one experi-
supply	 transient loads	 ment with small data loss

Failure of two 60 Hz None; did not fail during
inverters	 data auiition neriods

Controls modified for operati
during simulation period

Add voltage control trans-
former to experiment

Replace one unit; use spare
capacity to power e:periment

uuni system	 Jlnsufflcien; capac'
	

Experiment sensitivity
	

Reduce leaks; accommodate to
reduced
	

highor absolute pressure
Pur; 5'tabilitv
	

Erratic data records
	

Replace vacuum pump

Dry N purgePurge iterrupt dur- iCondensation on cooled 	 Change procedures to assure
ing refill	 optics may degrade UV 	 continuous supply

signals

Improve purge gas distrihutioi
system and procedures

Clean both surfaces before
each flight

Not satisfactorily resolved;
alternate procedures
developed

Optical viewing	 'Condensation in flight Serious signal degradation
ports

	

	 for five experiments
ISurface contamin:tion UV, IR sianal distortion

Intercom system
	

EO movement hamper-d Interrupted communications
by cabling during 	 with Mission Manager
experiment
operations

-t
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CATEGORY TV - CENTRAL DATA SYSTEM (GFE) CONSTRAINTS

Functional Area
	

Problem Definition	 1	 Impact
	

Resolution

Signal interface Digital data rate	 Impractical to use ADDAS,
with experiment	 limited by sampling	 plan local data processing

rate, 50C/sccf	 in experiment
channel

Total data rate limited Priority experiment preempts
by input buffers,	 much of available capacity
003/sec digital and

digitized analog data
Interface boxes mal-	 Delay AI1DAS/experimcrnt
function	 checkout

Two signal cables	 Delay ADUAS/experiiint
miswired	 checkout

Low level signals not No measurement of IR window
acepth1e	 temperatures oitained on

first nine flights

Use minicomputer n experiment;
alternate CRT displays and
plotters

Switch to conventional tape
recorder for primary data

Add by-pass c.qacitors

P1 teams repair

Amplifiers built by P1 team

Data processing
and control
signal output

Capacity for detailed
operations in flight
(real-time) limited
by available core
size*

Not made clear to Pls. TheirSimp1ifv real-time data proces-
plans could not he fully I sing. Drop request for feed-
implemented	 I back control of one experimen

Software
development

Coordination with Pis

Manpower constraints
(ADIJAS personnel)

Program definition delay
critical; advance planning
minimal

On-line processing of exper-
iment data delayed and
sporadic

Concentrate during experiment
integration at Ames, cut down
Were permitted

Debug and operate programs as
time permits

On-line checkout 'Experiment checkout	 Final testing and subsequent Problems resolved ad hoc basis
delays impact ADDAS	 operation on early flights
integration	 both delayed and

interrupted



6-hr turnaround time
for ilight data
(two experiments)
not fully imple-
menteded

Post-flight
Processing

CATEGORY IV - CENTRAL DATA SYSTE (GFE) CONSTRAINTS - Concluded

Impact	 Resolution

Gaps in flight parameter 	 Reload programs and restart.
records, time code signals,	 Selective omission of fault
and voice comments	 programs (e.g., Fourier

Loss of TV monitor system 	 transforms). Debug between
Loss of experiment L a	 flights Never completely

records	 resolved
Loss of real-tine data
processing

P1 planrdng with only partial Not satisfactorily resolved;
results from previous	 P1 works with available
flights	 i information

Functional Area	 I Problem Definition

Operation in f:ight Internal malfunctions
interrupt some or
all functions

F1igt record	 Insufficient infor-	 Solution of experiment mal-	 Increase inflight commentary
printouts	 mation for P1	 functions delayed with	 for better problem

evaluation of	 impact on FO workload 	 description
experiwent
malfunctions

*Data processing unit only partly utilized; software not available for full 24,000 word memory.



CATEGORY V - EMI/FMC PROBLEMS

Source

Airci'ft VI-IF
radio

Electromagnetic
fields in
cabin

Problem Definition

RF pickup by detector

RF pickup in cabling

Distortion of image
intensifier pictures
by ambient magnetic
field

Irçact

iNoise spikes in interferom-
eter data complicate
processing and reduce
quality

Significant degradation of
data in one experiment

]Complicates data interpre-
tation

Resclution

Improved by mesh shielding of
detector but not eliminated

Minor improvement by shiel

Realigned leads to reduce
effect but not eliminated.
Discrete source not
identified

tn

Aircraft power	 Radiated noise pickup Some degradation of data
systems	 by detectors in iwO	 quaiity

experiments
AflDAS printer generates Signal noise at most

line pulses that are	 experiments, but only
widely distributed	 minor degradation of

data quality

Central data	 Anticipated ground loop Very small pickup observed,
system (ADDAS)	 feedbacks	 I but can be ignored

Experiment	 Anticipated cross talk None observed
components	 and ground loops

between experiments

Added shielding made some
improvement; install filt

Data system powered from
separate 60-Hz inverter to
reduce effects

Isolate experiment from data
svstem with optical coupler
(in original design)

Design experiments for compo-
nent isolation from racks
with single-point ground



CATEGORY VI - SCHEDULE AND TflIB-SHARING CONSTRAINTS

CN
CIN

Experiment -
raintenance

Problem Definition

Start-up sequence for
three experiments

Simultaneous operation
of several experi-
ments by EO

Share common opticai.
systems

Flight route planning
to accommodate
divergent requests

LHe supply exhausted
in dewar; no pro-
vision by P1 for
two-section flight

Equipment malfunction
increases EO work-
load in flight

'Communication system
overload, EO to P1,

an the ground

Impact

Loss of observing time

Limited observing time

Limited observing time on
astronomical targets

Limited observing time;
decisions by Mission
Manager

Half of data lost on one
flight

Loss of data from one or
more experiments

Critical delay in solving
equipment malfunction

Resolution

EQ optirrzes procedures;
assistance from omother EO

Preflight agreement by PIs

Premission agreement by PIs.
Daily preflight decision by
PIs. Inflight decision by EQ
based on experiment
performance

Prexnission definition of
experiment priorities.
Unique requirements of all
experiments accommodated on
at least one flight. In-
flight adjustments to route
(when possible) by special
request to Mission
Manager

None

EO decision to 'it doicn;
assistance frn another EO to
troubleshoot and repair

Designate priority use and set
time limits for others

Area of Concern

search
scheduling



Area of Concern	 Problem Definition

Vehicle stability IRoll instability

Air turbulence

Celestial light sources
mask skyglow signals
in viewing direction

Below tropopause at low
latitudes required
for astronomical
targets

High clouds or storms
in flight path

Impact

Loss of target and data on
stabilized telescope

Smeared records on fixed
position cameras

Infrequent occurrence felt
by all; data lost

Substantial down time for
two experiments

Atmospheric cater vapor
degrades data quality
for several experiments

Little	 :o acquisition

Positional limits

Flight-time
	

Light level too high
	

No data .quisition
constraint
	

for observation

CATEGORY VII - VEHICLE OPERATIONS CONSTRAINTS

Resolution

Reacquire target when stable

Roll excursion effect reduced
by short exposure time

Wait out

Move one experiment left to
right side; cease observa-
tions on the other

Emphasize measurements
obtained when above tropo .

-pause

Move to parallel flight path or
climb to higher altitude

None; result of time-sharcd
flight schedule

Cabin environment Computer overheats and
shuts down

Spectrometer drive
linkage stalls when
too cold. Heat
conduction to cold
structure causes
problem

Some loss of data 	 Reduce cabin temperature and
restart unit when cool

Minor data loss; requires	 Apply heat locally to restart
continuous monitoring


